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Nurturing the delicate cycle to
provide solutions that make life worth living

Cover page representation
The African Monarch Butterfly, Danaus chrysippus aegyptius
(f. liboria), represented here in Necsa colours, draws together
many synergies that exist between this fragile and typically
African insect and the vast and delicate nuclear industry, which
has gained new impetus throughout the world.
In many ancient cultures, butterflies symbolised rebirth – 		
a metamorphosis from the ugly pupa into a new and beautiful
life form.
The life cycle of the butterfly from egg to larva and pupa to
imago parallels the phases of the nuclear fuel cycle from
conversion to enrichment and production to disposal.
Like the Monarch Butterfly larva, which has evolved to use
the chemical toxins in plants for its own survival, Necsa has
harnessed the peaceful use of nuclear for life-giving health and
energy purposes.
It is said that the purpose of the butterfly’s life is to reproduce,
to pollinate and so to maintain life. This too is the benefit of
modern nuclear energy.
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Business
Necsa is a public company responsible for undertaking
and promoting research and development in the field
of nuclear energy and radiation sciences. It is also
responsible for processing source material, including
uranium enrichment, and cooperating with other
institutions, locally and abroad, on nuclear and related
matters.
The company promotes the public understanding of
nuclear science and technology and facilitates regular
communication with the public and its stakeholders.
Apart from its main activities at Pelindaba, which include
the SAFARI-1 research reactor, Necsa also manages and
operates the Vaalputs National Radioactive Waste Disposal
Facility in the Northern Cape.
Necsa engages in commercial business mainly through its
wholly owned commercial subsidiaries NTP Radioisotopes
(Pty) Ltd (NTP), which is responsible for a range of
radiation-based products and services for healthcare, life
sciences and industry, and Pelchem (Pty) Ltd (Pelchem),
which supplies fluorine and fluorine-based products. Both
subsidiaries supply local and foreign markets, earning
valuable foreign exchange for South Africa.
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profile of the south african
nuclear energy corporation

Vision
To pursue nuclear technology excellence for sustained social
and economic development.

Mission
To develop, utilise and manage nuclear technology for national
and regional socio-economic development through:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Applied research and development;
Commercial application of nuclear and associated
technology;
Fulfilling the State’s nuclear obligations;
Contributing to the development of skills in science and
technology;
Total commitment to health, safety and care for the
environment;
Developing and empowering our human resource base;
and
Satisfying stakeholder expectations.

Core mandate

Necsa is also responsible for managing certain institutional
obligations of the Republic in terms of international
agreements, or in the national or public interest, concerning
matters arising from or otherwise involving the use of nuclear
energy, such as the:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decommissioning and decontamination of past strategic
nuclear facilities;
Management of nuclear waste disposal on a national basis;
Application of radiation technology for medical or scientific
purposes;
Operation of the SAFARI-1 research reactor;
Operation of Necsa’s site at Pelindaba and accompanying
services; and
Implementation and execution of the safeguards function
with the International Atomic Energy Agency, the
Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty, the African Cooperative
Agreement, the Treaty of Pelindaba or any other treaty,
agreement or protocol.

Necsa’s subsidiaries, in turn, are mandated by Necsa Corporate
to operate in a self-sustainable manner and to remain
competitive in the industries within which they operate.

In terms of the Nuclear Energy Act 1999, Act No. 46 of 1999,
Article 13, Necsa is mandated to:
(a) Undertake and promote research and development in
the field of nuclear energy and radiation sciences and
technology and, subject to the Safeguards Agreement, to
make these generally available;
(b) Process source material, special nuclear material and
restricted material and to reprocess and enrich source
material and nuclear material; and
(c) Cooperate with any person or institution in matters falling
within these functions, subject to the approval of the
Minister.
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highlights of the review period

1. NTP Radioisotopes (Pty) Ltd, the SAFARI-1 Reactor and
the Necsa fuel department combined forces to successfully
address the global medical radioisotopes supply crisis.
2. The NTP Group achieved sales of R795 million, some 46%
more than budgeted, and became the world leader in the
supply of medical isotopes.
3. Necsa Group revenues (from products and services)
surpassed the R1 billion mark for the first time.
4. Eight new product and process innovations were completed
during the year. The OSCAR-4 reactor core calculational
system was one of these innovations, winning Necsa
the National Science and Technology Forum award in
the category for an innovation developed by a corporate
organisation or institution.
5. The successful conversion of the SAFARI-1 reactor to low
enriched uranium (LEU) fuel, together with the irradiation
of LEU target plates for Molybdenum-99 production, saw
NTP become the only company in the world that produces
Molybdenum-99 on a commercial scale using a fully LEU
process.
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6. NTP’s focus on safety led to the achievement of a milestone
one million disabling injury free hours.
7. The Nuclear Skills Development Centre trained 592 full
time student equivalents and became fully accredited by
the Chemical Industries Education and Training Authority
(CHIETA) as a Decentralised Trade Test Centre to do the
final trade testing of apprentices.
8. Necsa enhanced its SHEQ System by adopting and
including all the quality management system requirements
of the National Nuclear Regulator as prescribed in
RD-0034: Quality and Safety Management Requirements
for Nuclear Installations.
9. Pelchem was winner of the South African 2009
Responsible Care Award® by the Chemical and Allied
Industries’ Association (CAIA). Responsible Care is a global
voluntary programme that encourages the worldwide
chemical industry to commit to continual improvement
in all aspects of health, safety and environmental
performance and to open communication about its
activities and achievements.
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salient features and value-added statements

Salient features of 2010

Revenue per the statement of comprehensive
income – group

Changes from 2009
Nominal % Real %
State dependence for operating costs
12.4
7.0
Group sales
68.8
60.6
Company sales
35.0
28.4
Company sales per capita
24.5
18.4
Group sales per capita
55.5
48.0
Group expenses
38.3
31.6
Group personnel costs
23.3
17.3
Group operating expenses (salaries
49.1
41.8
and allowances excluded)
Inflation adjustment used in all calculations is 5.1%

Sales and other
income

67.3%
22.5%

Government grant SAFARI-1
Government grant Decommissioning
and decontamination
0.4%
4.2%
0.6%
1.6%
3.4%

Value added statements as at 31 March 2010
Group
Income generated

Government grant Security
Other grants
Income from
investments

%

Sales and other income

67.3

Government grant
- Operating activities
- SAFARI-1
- Decommissioning and decontamination
- Security

22.5
0.4
4.2
0.6

Other grants
Income from investments

Government grant Operating activities

Expenses per the statement of comprehensive
income – group
Personnel

54.4%
37.3%

Operating
expenditure
Other
Depreciation

1.6
3.4
100.00

Administrative
expenditure

Income distributed
Employees
Providers of services, materials and products
Training and development
Government
National facilities
Depreciation
Retained income
Minority interest share of profit

24.6
47.2
0.7
9.0
5.9
2.4
10.2
0.1
100.00

1.6%

2.8%

4%

Sales – group
Sales – Foreign

66%

Sales – Local

34%
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“

In a bid to combat the harmful effects of
carbon intensive production and generation
processes it is globally recognised that
nuclear and hydro power are the most viable
base load electricity supply options.
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chairperson’s review

The 2009 annual report highlighted Necsa’s role in respect of
the Nuclear Energy Policy of government. Necsa has made
good progress during the year under review in terms of fulfilling
its mandate as directed by the Nuclear Energy Act as well as
the Nuclear Energy Policy. Its efforts have also already factored
in possible implications of government’s imminent Integrated
Resource Plan II, which will stipulate national electricity
infrastructure investment options until 2030. Necsa has made
contributions to the Department of Energy process in this regard.

-

•

•
Internationally the outlook for nuclear energy remains highly
favourable as evidenced by a plethora of announcements of new
investment in nuclear energy plants across the globe. In a bid
to combat the harmful effects of carbon intensive production
and generation processes it is globally recognised that nuclear
and hydro power are the most viable base load electricity
supply options that will be complemented by renewable energy
technologies. In South Africa, hydro power is not viable on a
large scale, because we are a dry country. Whilst the South
African government had previously signalled its intention to
diversify electricity generation options to include nuclear energy,
the scale of our new nuclear programme will be announced
when the Integrated Resource Plan II is finalised in September
2010. It is anticipated that large scale industrial development
opportunities will be realised through localisation, as an integral
aspect of South Africa’s nuclear energy new build programme.
Necsa is progressively developing and entrenching its statutory role
as South Africa’s national nuclear energy research, development
and innovation company. One of the key challenges that Necsa
was required to respond to relates to the uncertain future of Pebble
Bed Modular Reactor (Pty) Ltd (PBMR) as a result of the funding
constraints it faces. In a sector requiring very highly specialised
and scarce nuclear skills, there is the potential for South Africa to
lose these skills. Some of the more notable achievements during
the 2009/10 financial year include:
•

•

Necsa developed a new business model with associated
strategic priorities and a new organisational structure to
fulfil the business model, which has been implemented
with effect from 1 April 2010. The intention of the new
business model is to utilise the highly specialised, albeit
limited, nuclear research and development capability of
the organisation to innovate new technologies primarily
in fulfilling its legislative and policy mandate but also
additionally with potential for commercial application; and
ultimately exploit that commercial potential by creating new
companies and/or new products;
Necsa’s preparations for South Africa’s nuclear energy new
build programme include:
- Preparations to develop a nuclear fuel cycle;

04

Preparations by Necsa’s Nuclear Manufacturing Centre  
with regards to localisation opportunities; and
- Development of skills through Necsa’s Nuclear Skills
Development Centre.
NTP Radioisotopes (Pty) Ltd, a subsidiary company of the
Necsa Group, deserves special mention because it attained
the status of being the leading supplier of medical isotopes
internationally as well as being the only global producer of
medical isotopes utilising low enriched uranium; and
Corporate governance at Necsa is a cornerstone of its
undertakings, as can be seen from the unqualified audit
opinion from the external auditor that was achieved yet again.

International technical and research collaboration remains a
priority for Necsa and in this regard Necsa has commenced
work in Africa, under the auspices of the International Atomic
Energy Agency programme, to repatriate spent neutron sources
to their respective countries of origin.
Necsa’s priorities for the 2010/11 financial year include,
amongst others:
•
•
•
•
•

Developing South Africa’s nuclear fuel cycle capability;
Responding to the requirements of government’s Integrated
Resource Plan II;
Nuclear safeguards compliance and nuclear security;
The attraction, recruitment and retention of specialised
scarce skills; and
Entrenching sustainability goals of enhanced human
health, wellbeing, quality of life and ecosystem health
through a responsible corporate social investment
programme.

Necsa, and indeed the entire nuclear sector in South Africa,
face both opportunities and challenges going forward. We
have the exciting prospect of a nuclear new build, and yet we
see our sister State owned enterprise PBMR in dire straits. We
need to retain scarce skills developed at great public expense
in the past, and yet there is an imperative to transform and to
embrace the new. To navigate successfully, the Necsa Board
must take all these factors into account, and often make
difficult choices. We look forward to fulfilling this responsibility
during the remainder of our term.

Dr Manne Dipico
Chairperson
necsa annual report 2010
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“

Necsa has become the first industrial
scale isotope producer in the world that is
fully non-proliferation compliant.
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chief executive officer’s review
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The Necsa group experienced a very successful 2009/10 year,
and it is a pleasure to report on the performance and progress
highlights of the past year. The three most commendable
achievements for the Necsa group were:

compliance with very exacting standards and Necsa has,
during the past year, made good progress in developing the
appropriate systems for ASME III accreditation, which will
qualify it to manufacture nuclear components.

1. The further development and preparation for South Africa’s
anticipated nuclear energy new build programme;
2. The commercial success that the Necsa Group achieved
during the past year, with sales (products and services) of
R1,049 million against target of R871 million. This is the
first time that revenues surpassed the R1 billion mark; and
3. The spectacular success of NTP Radioisotopes (Pty) Ltd,
the SAFARI-1 Reactor and the Necsa fuel department in
addressing the global medical radioisotopes supply crisis.

The intended termination of the PBMR programme was
a lowlight for the year and Necsa will, within its means,
endeavour to accommodate and retain core nuclear staff
and systems which will be essential for future nuclear energy

Necsa’s activities are grouped along the lines of three primary
clusters.

Nuclear power cluster
The nuclear energy new build programme will not only play a
significant strategic role in South Africa in the 21st Century but
potentially holds large scale opportunities for local technology,
industrial and human development on condition that the
necessary preparatory work has been undertaken to seize the
opportunities as they arise. This requires the development
of the necessary skills and high technology manufacturing
infrastructure and nuclear fuel production capabilities.
The Nuclear Energy Policy for South Africa (approved in June
2008) confirmed Necsa’s role as the anchor for nuclear energy
research, development and innovation in South Africa. The
policy directs Necsa to investigate, on behalf of government,
the entire nuclear fuel cycle; for which Necsa has already
completed advanced techno-economic feasibility studies.
These studies confirmed that a viable nuclear fuel production
programme could be established at an appropriate scale of
operations. Through these feasibility studies Necsa was able to
provide inputs to the Department of Energy for the development
of the Integrated Resource Plan II that will provide a future
roadmap for energy development in South Africa.
The localisation of manufacturing will offer local industry
the opportunity to provide manufacturing services for
the anticipated multi-billion rand new build programme.
Manufacturing to nuclear standards requires adherence to

technology development and support of South Africa’s new
build programme.
The Pelchem group was severely affected by the global
economic downturn and the slump of the chemical
commodities market. Pelchem’s group revenue of
R170 million for 2009/10 was 16% below target. Due to the
fluorine production technology embedded within Pelchem
and the strategic role that fluorine and UF6 production will
play in a future nuclear programme, a turnaround plan will
be implemented to ensure the commercial viability of this
operation.

Radiation products and services
The major highlight of this cluster was the technological
breakthrough of fully converting the SAFARI-1 reactor to the
use of Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) fuel during the 2009/10
year. The LEU fuel and control rods were manufactured by
Necsa and performed to expectation without any failures since
the first LEU fuel element was introduced to the reactor core.
Necsa was also successful in irradiating LEU target plates for
Mo-99 production in SAFARI-1. Following these successes a
project was commissioned to establish a production facility for
these plates. The production of LEU target plates will establish
Necsa as the first industrial scale isotope producer in the
world that is fully non-proliferation compliant. This competitive
advantage will allow the Necsa group, through its subsidiary
company NTP Radioisotopes (Pty) Ltd, preferential access
in key markets such as the USA. A collaboration agreement
was signed with the US Department of Energy (DOE) on the
qualification of NTP’s LEU-based Mo-99 in the USA.
The Necsa group is pleased with NTP Radioisotopes Group
revenue of R795 million, some 46% better than budget. The
sales performance was achieved largely as a result of NTP’s
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chief executive officer’s review (continued)

response to the current global supply shortage and its ability
to increase capacity and improve efficiencies, coupled to price
increases that have come into effect.

employee per annum as measured in terms of the Disabling
Injury Incident Rate (DIIR) index has improved from 0.89
to 0.84.

The Nuclear Technologies in Medicine and the Biosciences
Initiative (NTeMBI) identified nine projects for the period
2010-2014 for the development of nuclear medicine imaging
agents and one for the possible use of the sterile insect
technique to combat the transfer of malaria by mosquitoes.

An amount of R26.5 million was invested in the refurbishment
and upgrading of site infrastructure and R15.2 million in the
improvement of R&D infrastructure.

The Radiation and Reactor Analysis group continued to provide
excellent calculation services in the fields of particle transport,
radiation physics, thermal hydraulics and reactor physics
required for the reliable and safe operation of SAFARI-1, which
also contributed to NTP’s highly successful isotope production
programme.
The OSCAR-4 reactor core calculational system that was
completed during the past year has proved its success
for performing core reload, core planning and core follow
calculations and is now the software of choice to analyse the
SAFARI-1 reactor and the High Flux Reactor (HFR) at Petten
in the Netherlands. The coupling of the OSCAR-4 computer
code system to other large internationally developed systems
has gained momentum through collaboration with Penn State
University (US), Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal (Canada) and
INVAP (Argentina). For its achievements the OSCAR-4 team won
the National Science and Technology Forum (NSTF) award for
innovation developed by a corporate organisation or institution.

Necsa as host of nuclear programmes cluster
This cluster refers to Necsa’s unique capacity to house nuclear
programmes due to its integrated systems that ensure nuclear
compliance through approved SHEQ, licensing, security and
safeguard systems and includes the nuclear licensed Pelindaba
campus. During the reporting period the following matters of
note can be reported.

Availability of core nuclear technical staff will be one of the
biggest challenges for the future nuclear energy programme
and Necsa has invested significantly in training and
development. Necsa invested 6.47% of its total remuneration
budget in training during the past year. The re-established
Nuclear Skills Development Centre has trained 592 full time
student equivalents in the past year against a target of 500.
The Centre also received full accreditation as a Decentralised
Trade Test Centre from CHIETA to do the final trade testing of
apprentices.
As part of Necsa’s corporate social investment (CSI)
programme in the Vaalputs community, Necsa sponsored the
establishment of the Sonstraaltjie Nursery School which was
officially opened on 26 March 2009 in Spoegrivier.

Technological innovations
A key reason for the existence of Necsa is the generation of
technological innovations in the nuclear field. Innovation goes
beyond mere research findings and involves invention or
development in the context of a desired application.
The following eight new innovations were completed at Necsa
during the past year:
•
•
•

Necsa upgraded its SHEQ System by adopting and including
all the Quality Management System (QMS) requirements of the
National Nuclear Regulator (NNR) as prescribed in RD-0034:
Quality and Safety Management Requirements for Nuclear
Installations. We are grateful to report that Necsa’s SHEQ
system compliance in terms of 224 elements of the SHEQ
system has improved by 9% while work-related injuries per
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•

Fluorination of zircon to zirconium tetrafluoride using
ammonium bifluoride;
Fluorination of minerals to metal fluorides using ammonium
acid fluoride;
Production method with recoil capture for high specific
activity Sn-117m, an isotope for the treatment of bone
cancer;
Separation of Ta and Nb with a dry (fluorination) process;
Finalisation and international release of the OSCAR-4
computer code system for the modelling of nuclear
reactors;

•
•
•

Development of a simplified articulated hot cell manipulator
grip;
Development of a remotely manipulated single coated
particle cracking device; and
Development and commercial roll-out of the NovaTec-P
Tc-99m generator, providing a significant improvement on
the old generator which has been in use for many years.

Looking to the future
The following key strategic developments are likely to influence
Necsa’s development over the next decade:
•

•

•

•

•

•

The publication of the Integrated Resource Plan II later
in 2010 which will have a fundamental influence on the
implementation of South Africa’s nuclear energy new build
programme and Necsa’s role in this programme;
The development of Necsa Nuclear Manufacturing
Centre and its role in supporting government’s localisation
objectives as directed by the IPAP II policy;
The completion of the LEU target plate development
programme during 2010/11 that will establish Necsa as the
first industrial scale isotope producer in the world that is
fully non-proliferation compliant;
The development of NTP’s role in the US isotope market
and participation in the US programme to establish Mo-99
production facilities in that country;
Launching of the Necsa Nuclear Science Centre. This
facility, with its related promotional programmes, is aimed
at playing a significant role in improving public perceptions
on nuclear energy, a key challenge for the nuclear sector in
South Africa; and
The inclusion of a nuclear security training course at the
Nuclear Skills Development Centre.

The key guiding principle will be to achieve commercial
sustainability within the Necsa group, while not losing sight of
the core obligations and mandates conferred upon us by the
Nuclear Energy Act.

Dr Rob Adam
Chief Executive Officer
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“

South Africa has to manage the current
exploitation of national uranium
resources so as to ensure the long-term
availability of this resource for the South
African nuclear power programme.
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research and technology review

6.1 Nuclear Energy Research
The approval of the Nuclear Energy Policy for South Africa in
June 2008 confirmed Necsa’s role as the anchor for nuclear
energy research, development and innovation in South Africa.
The policy commits Necsa to investigating, on behalf of
government, the entire nuclear fuel cycle, including uranium
conversion; uranium enrichment; fuel fabrication; and spent
fuel management and reprocessing. These investigations form
the basis for possible future fuel cycle operations in South
Africa and an expanded nuclear energy component in the local
energy mix.

The front end of the nuclear fuel cycle
Site selection
Site selection is an important aspect of any future nuclear
fuel cycle programme in South Africa. International best
practice was studied to define the siting criteria and a siting
strategy was developed and reviewed by various institutions for
establishment by the NNR. The pre-assessment of possible
sites in South Africa was completed.
Uranium production
A survey of South African and Southern African uranium
mining companies was conducted to determine their
resources, reserves and future production plans. The uranium
resources database for southern Africa was updated. Through
Necsa’s contact with international institutes and uranium
production companies the movements and trends in the future
international uranium market were estimated. South Africa
has to manage the current exploitation of national uranium
resources so as to ensure the long-term availability of this
resource for the South African nuclear power programme.
Uranium conversion
Necsa continued to develop the feasibility study for a full
scale uranium conversion facility for South Africa. Current
assessment indicates that such a facility will only be required to
support the local nuclear power programme by approximately
2025. Necsa strengthened its uranium conversion knowledge
base through research into uranium purification and recovery
of uranium from various waste streams. A programme to
investigate the use of the previously mothballed conversion

facility to recover valuable uranium waste streams was initiated.
Necsa’s expertise in uranium conversion is still highly regarded
internationally and various international groups have expressed
interest in cooperating with Necsa in developing uranium
conversion facilities.
Uranium enrichment
Good progress has been made with the development of an
enrichment laboratory to obtain an understanding of the
separation behaviour of enrichment systems and to undertake
analyses of such systems.
An experimental setup is being established to test the
performance of an alternative uranium enrichment process
based on the aerodynamic separation of uranium.
Discussions continued with various international role-players as
a follow-up to the earlier feasibility studies.

PWR fuel fabrication
A feasibility study related to the establishment of a fuel
fabrication facility in South Africa was completed. Useful
technological detail regarding current fuel fabrication processes
and requirements was obtained through collaboration with
potential vendors of the envisaged Pressurised Water Reactor
(PWR) power plants. The study indicated that a PWR fuel
plant would be commercially viable for reactors of this type.
A programme to maintain and build the fuel fabrication skills
base through an incremental approach to establishing a PWR
fuel fabrication capability was initiated.

Nuclear waste research
Spent fuel management
An investigation into the potential implications of the proposed
expansion of nuclear power generation in South Africa on future
spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste management systems
was completed. The study made use of multi-attribute analysis
to compare a number of spent fuel and waste management
strategy options, defined for an assumed future nuclear power
scenario based on PWRs and pebble bed reactors, and all
relevant supporting nuclear fuel cycle facilities. The study
identified a number of factors that should be considered
when selecting a spent fuel and waste management strategy,
especially with regard to the timing of geological disposal, the
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research and technology review (continued)

number of nuclear sites, transport of spent fuel and waste, and
spent fuel reprocessing.

6.2 Research into the application of
radiation science and technology

Irradiated graphite
Necsa is a member of a consortium executing the
CARBOWASTE project, as part of the European Commission’s
Seventh Framework Programme, into the treatment and
disposal of irradiated graphite and other carbonaceous waste.
The company’s contributions are in the following three areas:

Isotope production and nuclear technologies in the
biosciences

•

•

•

Potential reprocessing of future high temperature reactor
(HTR) fuel: It was demonstrated that PBMR fuel spheres
can be deconsolidated using either chemical techniques
or a plasma process to selectively remove the graphite and
protective layers surrounding the coated particle;
Development of specialised matrices for the disposal of
graphite dust: It was demonstrated that graphite dust can
be encapsulated in cold ceramics or specialised grout
matrices which meet the international requirements for
medium level waste disposal; and
The treatment of large contaminated HTR graphite
structures on site during the reactor’s operational period:
Initial work focussed on chemical techniques, with
investigations into the use of remote laser ablation and
surface coatings initiated late in the reporting period.

Historic Necsa waste
As an alternative to the high temperature alkaline process
to treat organic waste streams, a test facility was built to
selectively remove tri butyl phosphate and long chain organic
compounds by absorption onto a selective polymer, followed
by the destruction of short chain organics using ozone and
ultraviolet excitation. This separation methodology, as well as
encapsulation technology, was successfully demonstrated with
radioactive solutions.

16
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Radiopharmaceuticals
Continued support was rendered to the Necsa subsidiary,
NTP, with respect to radiochemical and radiopharmaceutical
production activities.
As part of the growth of Necsa’s radiopharmaceutical expertise
and the potential expansion of NTP’s product portfolio,
research on bone-seeking radiopharmaceuticals and other
potential imaging agents progressed well in collaboration with
various research partners. The use of carbon as a catcher of
recoiling tin-117m, formed during the irradiation of tin-116
with neutrons, was proven on laboratory scale and a provisional
patent was subsequently filed together with collaborators at
Delft Technical University, the Netherlands. Palladium-103 was
successfully separated from an irradiated rhodium target using
thermal diffusion, a dry technique which will prevent excessive
liquid waste which generally plagues this particular separation.
Two novel rhenium-tricarbonyl complexes were synthesised.
The synthesis of fluorine-18 fallypride (a potential brain imaging
agent) was demonstrated on small scale.
Clean room facility
A clean room facility was completed for the sterile production
of radiopharmaceuticals. This included a custom built hot
cell to protect workers from radiation during the synthesis of
radiopharmaceuticals.
Nuclear Technologies in Medicine and the Biosciences Initiative
(NTeMBI)
The provisional business plan for NTeMBI was accepted by the
Department of Science and Technology (DST), which resulted
in the awarding of R2 million to be spent on capacity building
programmes (in support of master and doctoral students
and post-graduate fellows) and another R2 million for the
initiation of collaborative research projects. Through a series
of national workshops involving all potential participants, work
plans for nine NTeMBI projects for the period 2010-2014 were
developed. Eight of these projects will use nuclear medicine

imaging either as a tool for assisting researchers to understand
biodistribution and pharmacokinetics of their compounds or
to develop new diagnostic and therapeutic agents. The ninth
project will research the possible use of the sterile insect
technique to combat the transfer of malaria by mosquitoes.

Uranium recovery
The recovery of uranium from solid Mo-99 manufacturing
process residue, using a carbonate dissolution step, progressed
to the point where this could be tested on actual waste. This inhot cell process will be followed by a glove box contained final
purification process based either on solvent extraction or a dry
fluoride based purification step.
The previously developed plasma-based process for the
recovery of uranium from polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filters
was demonstrated on pilot scale. The process involves the
pyrolysis of the PTFE matrix followed by the destruction of the
formed fluorocarbon gases using a high temperature plasma
process. Due to the possibility of forming highly poisonous
fluorocarbon gases, alternative wet chemical methods were also
investigated.

Applied reactor and radiation science
Radiation Science at Necsa involves neutron and X-ray
diffraction, neutron and X-ray radiography and tomography,
accelerator science, fast neutron science, small angle neutron
scattering and radiation and reactor science.
The research outputs and services support a number of key
aspects of Necsa’s strategic mandate such as calculational
support for the operation of the SAFARI-1 research reactor;
radiation shielding and criticality calculations; calculational
support for irradiation services; X-ray, ion and neutron beam
analytical services; generation of new knowledge in applied
radiation science; and development of code systems for
improved reactor calculations.
An important additional output is capacity building through
training. This is achieved through utilisation of the beam line
facilities at SAFARI-1, the beam lines at the Van de Graaff
particle accelerator and a range of trainee-friendly radiation
measurement equipment. Knowledge exchange and synergies
are achieved through national and international research
collaboration.

The first phase of a feasibility study into the need for a large
South African neutron source after the end of SAFARI-1’s
operational lifetime was completed. The study confirmed the
continued need for irradiation services for isotope production
and research applications of neutron techniques as well as a
possible fuel and material irradiation programme in support of
future nuclear power activities in South Africa.
Neutron and X-ray based materials characterisation
Most of the instrumentation and shielding for the new upgraded
neutron diffraction strain scanner was completed. Upon
completion this will be a state of the art facility, comparable to
similar facilities at similar reactors world-wide. It will provide a
gateway for African scientists to large facilities elsewhere in the
world since it will be possible to conduct sufficiently high-level
research work at the SAFARI-1 facility to accommodate the
preparation of applied research proposals to compete for beam
time at large international beam line facilities.
A grant of R2.64 million was awarded to Necsa by the National
Research Foundation for the acquisition of microfocus X-ray
equipment to complement the existing radiography and
tomography capability at Necsa. This expands the research
capability available to South African user groups even further.
The reporting period saw a significant growth in applications
of neutron and X-ray radiography in the field of geology and
paleoanthropology, engineering and material science.
Collaboration with ANSTO (Australia) on the use of neutron
tomography to study the movement of water through waste
immobilisation matrices as well as advanced control systems
for neutron diffraction facilities proved to be mutually beneficial
and very productive from a research and capacity building
perspective. Research and training collaboration with a number
of European universities continued.
Reactor physics
Radiation and Reactor Analysis provides calculation services
in the fields of particle transport, radiation physics, thermal
hydraulics and reactor physics as required for the reliable
and safe operation of SAFARI-1, primarily for NTP’s highly
successful isotope production programme.
The OSCAR-4 reactor core calculational system, developed at
Necsa over the last 20 years, was completed and successfully
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released during an international workshop held at Pelindaba. It
is now the software of choice to analyse the SAFARI-1 reactor
and the HFR reactor at Petten in the Netherlands. It has proven
a great success for performing core reload, core planning and
core follow calculations. The improved models in OSCAR-4
make a valuable contribution to the accuracy of experimental
comparisons and hence the prediction capability of the code.
For this achievement the OSCAR-4 team won the NSTF
award for innovation developed by a corporate organisation or
institution.

in a fluidised bed system and a fluoride based dissolution route.
The investigations of dry routes reached the stage where the
advantage of the use of getters in the sublimation purification of
ZrF4 could be demonstrated.

6.3 Fluorochemicals and collaborative
research in minerals beneficiation

An economic impact study on the possible role of a South
African zirconium industry was conducted, supplying additional
insight into the feasibility of the establishment of a high value
zirconium industry.

Fluorochemicals
A project is under way to improve fluorine (F2) production
efficiencies and F2 purity. This project has led to a number of
innovations with huge potential savings for Pelchem. Examples
are the ability to continuously analyse the gas composition of
individual fluorine cells, the elimination of cooling coil failure
which leads to instantaneous and irreversible damage to cells
and the re-use of spent electrolyte in new fluorine cells.
Plasma based methods for the manufacturing of anhydrous
hydrofluoric acid (AHF) and fluorocarbon gases from fluorspar
as feedstock were previously demonstrated in this Innovation
Fund supported project. Cost calculations showed that the
plasma method would be attractive for small in-house plants to
produce HF on demand, thus averting the hazards associated
with the storage and transport of large volumes of HF. However,
the yield of the plasma production of fluorocarbon gases did
not justify commercial exploitation.

Minerals beneficiation
Necsa’s participation in the Advanced Metals Initiative (AMI),
funded by the DST, is divided into four sub-projects, namely
the manufacturing of zirconium (Zr) and hafnium (Hf) metal,
the purification of intermediate salts, tantalum (Ta) and niobium
(Nb) beneficiation, and the manufacturing of downstream
products. The synthesis of intermediate Zr fluoride compounds,
i.e. compounds of Zr that could serve as feedstock for further
downstream beneficiation, is based on either “aqueous” routes
(under investigation at various partner universities) or “dry”
routes (under investigation at Necsa). The latter includes direct
fluorination of plasma dissociated zircon with fluorine (F2) or HF
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A new plasma reduction route for the synthesis of Zr metal
was previously demonstrated on laboratory scale. During the
reporting period the scaling of this method, as a possible
alternative for the established Kroll method for the production
of zirconium metal, was investigated.

The Fluorochemical Expansion Initiative (FEI) aims to advance
the fluorochemical industry in South Africa and is supported
by the DST through a R26.3 million three-year contract with
Pelchem. Most of the research work is performed by the Necsa
R&D Division or two research chairs at the University of Pretoria
and the University of KwaZulu-Natal. The work includes the
synthesis of fluoropolymers, and the development of direct
fluorination routes for the synthesis of fluoro-organics. A
highlight was the signing of a contract (also to the value of
R27.2 million) for the establishment of a multi-purpose
fluorination pilot plant to enhance Pelchem’s ability to produce
new products for market testing.

6.4 Research and innovation outputs
During the reporting period Necsa researchers published
26 peer reviewed articles in international journals and
other publications (previous year 20). Thirty-one papers
were presented by staff of the R&D division at international
conferences.
During 2009/10 twenty three patents were granted to Necsa
or Pelchem in Europe and four other countries besides South
Africa.
A total of eight innovations having commercial application
potential or constituting a significant improvement to an existing
process or product were registered during the reporting period.
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“

SAFARI-1 maintained its
excellent safety record and
impeccable performance.
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7.1 Nuclear fuel production

PBMR fuel manufacturing

Conversion to low enriched uranium

Pebble bed modular reactor fuel, containing enriched
uranium, has been manufactured successfully by Necsa’s Fuel
Development Laboratory for PBMR.

The SAFARI-1 reactor was converted fully to the use of Low
Enriched Uranium (LEU) fuel during the 2009/10 year. The
LEU fuel and control rods were manufactured by Necsa using
imported LEU fuel plates. The fuel and control rods performed
to expectation and no failures have been recorded since the
first LEU fuel element was introduced to the reactor core during
January 2006. To date a total of 83 LEU fuel elements and 18
control rods have been produced by Necsa.
The second phase of the LEU conversion programme is the
conversion of Mo-99 isotope production to the LEU process,
using dispersion-type LEU target plates. These have been
manufactured by AREVA CERCA, Necsa’s French technology
partner, and successfully irradiated and processed by NTP
Radioisotopes (Pty) Ltd. The first batch of Mo-99 was shipped
for regulatory health approvals and the expected completion
date for full conversion to LEU manufactured Mo-99 is
December 2010.
The third and final stage is a project to establish a LEU fuel and
target plate manufacturing capability at Necsa. This project
comprises five stages, namely:
Stage 1:
Stage 2:
Stage 3:
Stage 4:
Stage 5:

Pre-feasibility study (basic design study)
Equipment specification (detail design)
Specialised equipment procurement and construction
Cold commissioning
Hot commissioning, product validation and
certification

Stage 1 was completed, which enabled a full understanding of
the design, infrastructure, utilities and equipment requirements
and layout and safety issues for the plant.
Based on Stage 1, Necsa’s engineers and scientists have
progressed to Stage 2 and are currently compiling the Basic
Engineering Package and licensing documents, which are a
precursor to detailed design, procurement and construction.
The NNR has also been engaged in this project which will
proceed in full compliance with the NNR’s latest quality
management system requirements.

PBMR was, at year-end, locked in a process to downscale its
organisation by approximately 75%. In the absence of serious
interventions this would result in the loss of important nuclear
expertise in a county that already has only a very small pool
of nuclear experts in relation to the expected need to serve
government’s Nuclear Energy Policy, future nuclear power
plants and nuclear fuel cycle facilities.
From Necsa’s perspective it is essential that valuable scarce
nuclear skills and intellectual property be retained in support
of, and to maximise the benefits for, the South African nuclear
industry. This provides an opportunity for some integration of an
already fragmented nuclear industry.

Leading radioisotope production reactor
SAFARI-1 is the leading radioisotope production reactor in the
world.
SAFARI-1 again displayed an impeccable performance,
achieving 300.7 operational days (99.4% of scheduled
operational days) at an average power level of 19.9 MW. This
was realised against the background of one major electrical
power disruption and a number of minor problems and
reactor scrams. Proactive efforts are ongoing to ensure that
preventative maintenance is timeously undertaken. This
includes the development of a management programme for
the upgrade of aging equipment in order to maintain this world
class reactor’s operational availability.
Scheduled shut down
During the 12 day scheduled shut down of the reactor in
November 2009, all scheduled major tasks were successfully
completed. In addition, a camera inspection was conducted
through the bottom grid plate of the primary outlet piping,
which revealed no corrosion-related irregularity of the piping
where it passes through the biological shield. The inspection
was conducted because one of the major radioisotope
production reactors was shut down during the period due
to corrosion-related problems in this area. Two SAFARI-1
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personnel were invited to participate in independent,
international teams to review the repair of the mentioned
reactor, expertly equipping them to deal with such a repair
should it ever be needed at SAFARI-1.
Neutron facilities
Other services such as neutron transmutation doping of silicon,
neutron activation analysis and beam line operation, notably for
neutron radiography, were provided. A further ‘in core’ position
was made available for target plates, which increased Mo-99
production by about 10%. Progress was made with the upgrade
of the Neutron Diffraction and Small Angle Neutron Scattering
facilities through a systematic project management process.
Certification and safety
The reactor maintained its quality management system
ISO 9001 certification and its environmental management
system ISO 14001 certification and began preparation for
the occupational health and safety management system
OHSAS 18001 pre-assessment audit. To facilitate continuous
improvement a 20 Keys improvement process was started.
SAFARI-1 maintained its excellent record of safe operation
during the year. Three level 2 nuclear occurrences were
reported. These are incidents with no significant off-site
impact and might involve overexposure of a worker, a failure
in safety provisions or minor, localised on-site contamination.
Corrective actions were immediately taken which contributed to
continual improvement. In terms of the safety of personnel, the
disabling incident injury rate (DIIR) was slightly lower at 1.28
(2009: 1.32) and the behaviour based safety (BBS) total injury
rate (TIR) increased slightly to 3.96 from the previous year’s
low base of 3.16. The increased production of Mo-99 resulted
in slightly higher radiation exposures to some personnel but
the average received dose per person decreased by 22.5% to
0.79mSv (2009: 1.02mSv) and was within the SAFARI-1 ‘as
low as reasonably achievable’ (ALARA) average received dose
per person goal of 0.82mSv.
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Financial performance and management
The financial performance was sound with NTP contributing
about 86% towards the fuel element, capital expenditure and
operational costs. As from the 1 April 2010, SAFARI-1 staff will
be seconded to NTP under a management agreement. This will
enable adequate funding towards filling of staff vacancies and
the financing of ageing equipment projects.
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“

Necsa remains the focal point for
nuclear Technical Cooperation between
the International Atomic Energy Agency
and the South African government.
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international collaboration

8.1 Involvement with the IAEA and AFRA
Necsa remains the focal point for nuclear Technical Cooperation
(TC) between the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and
the South African government. In this capacity the company
facilitates and coordinates the participation of South African
institutions (both public and private), universities, and research
laboratories in the IAEA TC programme as well as the African
Regional Cooperative Agreement for Research, Development
and Training related to Nuclear Science and Technology (AFRA).
Within this reporting cycle:
•
•
•
•

•

South Africa benefited from 14 active projects at a national
level and participated in 46 regional and inter-regional projects;
Seventy-six (76) Fellows and Scientific visitors were hosted
at various institutions;
Eighty-eight (88) South African experts in various fields
rendered services worldwide on behalf of the IAEA;
Seventy (70) South Africans benefited from the TC
programme as lecturers and participants in workshop and
training events;
One-hundred and four (104) experts from other parts of the
world visited various institutions on missions to give support
in various areas.

Two Necsa staff members served on the AFRA Management
and Resource mobilisation committees respectively.

Country Programme Framework
The process of reviewing the 3rd Country Programme
Framework commenced. Twenty-two (22) project concepts
have been received for the 2012-2013 TC cycle.

characterisation for the first Borehole Disposal unit. The
mission was in accordance with the AFRA agreement and the
BOSS concept.

SHARS mobile hot cell
Necsa designed and manufactured a mobile hot cell
specifically for the handling and conditioning of sealed high
activity radioactive sources (SHARS) from teletherapy units and
dry irradiators. The unit, a world first, is now used worldwide in
countries that do not have the required infrastructure to handle
high activity sources.
The mobile hot cell fits into two ISO shipping containers and
is shipped to the respective country where it is assembled,
operated and dismantled again after all the sources have been
made safe. The use of the mobile hot cell allows not only for
the safe handling of disused SHARS but also provides a safe
and secure storage configuration for the sources and a unique
mechanism for their repatriation.
SHARS conditioning missions to Sudan and Tanzania were
completed successfully and various SHARS conditioning premissions were undertaken to Asian and Latin-American countries.

8.2 Other Cooperation Projects
Technical cooperation
Technical cooperation between personnel from Necsa, Petten
(the HFR in the Netherlands), and ANSTO (Australia) the
Open-pool Australian Light water reactor (OPAL) continued
during the year with assistance in reactor operational and safety
aspects being provided between the three companies.

Neutron source repatriation project

Collaboration between Necsa and its Algerian counterpart Comena,
particularly in the field of radioisotopes production, has begun.

Necsa was requested by the IAEA to undertake a project to
recover about 200 spent neutron sources in African countries
and prepare them for repatriation to their countries of origin.
The project commenced in September 2009 and is progressing
according to plan.

Several joint projects with different laboratories in the United
States of America are under way, following the signing of the
Bilateral Agreement on Nuclear Energy by Minister Peters and
Secretary Chu in September. These include:

Borehole disposal of spent sources (BOSS)

•

The Borehole Disposal Concept was originally developed by
Necsa for the IAEA to provide a facility for the disposal of
disused sealed radioactive sources.

•

Necsa personnel undertook a second IAEA expert mission
to Ghana during 2009 to evaluate progress made with site

•

Support to Necsa in its responsibility to ensure nuclear
security during the World Cup;
The return of spent SAFARI 1 fuel of US origin under the
Foreign Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel Acceptance
Programme (completion date mid-2011); and
Projects to promote the conversion to the use of LEU
targets for radioisotope production.
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“

NTP played the leading role in supporting
the international nuclear medicine industry
during the Mo-99 shortage – regarded as the
world’s worst medical crisis in decades.
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9.1 ARECSA

Summary of performance in 2009/10 financial year

Introduction

Statement of Performance
objective
indicator

ARECSA Human Capital (Pty) Ltd is a subsidiary of Necsa,
with the other shareholder being AREVA of France. Necsa
represents the interests of three other South African nuclear
industry stakeholders, namely: Eskom, the NNR and PBMR.
ARECSA Human Capital is aligned with and also supports
the South African government’s Accelerated Shared Growth
Initiative (ASGISA) as well as the Joint Initiative for Priority Skills
Acquisition (JIPSA) and is committed to skills development
especially of disadvantaged South Africans.
Through its partnership with AREVA and association with other
stakeholders such as the Institut National des Sciences &
Techniques Nucleaires (INSTN) in Saclay, France; the Institut
de Soudure in Villepinte, France; the Essec Paris Business
School; the South African Institute of Welding; and the Nuclear
Skills Development Centre, among others, ARECSA is able to
provide training and the transfer of skills from the wealth of
expertise of its stakeholders to benefit South Africans.
The organisation utilises Obligor funds for training and is a
vehicle through which the Obligors can discharge their counter
trade obligations from the National Industrial Participation
Programme (NIPP) of the Department of Trade and Industry
(the dti) and other obligations from the Competitive Supplier
Development Programme (CSDP) of the Department of Public
Enterprises (DPE).

Development
and implementation of
an effective
strategy to
attract obligors

Training
execution

Number of
obligors
Funding
raised for
training
% Training
needs met
(by training
programme)
Number of
PDIs trained
Average
satisfaction
level on
training
conducted

Target

Actual

Performance
(relative
to target)

2

2

Achieved

R3 million

R2.6
million

Not
achieved

100%

114.7% Exceeded

70%

68.4%

In
Progress

70%

74% 80%

Exceeded

The total number of previously disadvantaged individuals (PDIs)
trained in 2009/10 was 80 which represents 68.4% versus the
target of 70%. The projection for this figure at the end of the
Patria training programme is 72%.

Future prospects
A nuclear skills position paper is being developed by the
Nuclear Industry Association of South Africa (NIASA) for the
nuclear industry. Once all the skills requirements have been
determined, ARECSA, together with other stakeholders, is
expected to play a greater role in supporting the development of
the skills necessary for South Africa’s nuclear build programme.

Achievements
In the 2009/10 financial year funding to the value of
R2.6 million was secured through the NIPP for training from
Patria, a Finnish arms company. Funding that was expected
from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) was not realised as it
was linked to counter-trade obligations from PBMR contracts
which were cancelled during the year. The total number of
people trained in the 2010 financial year was 117, against a
target of 102. Training completed thus exceeded the target
by 14.7%.
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9.2 NTP Radioisotopes (Pty) Ltd
Overview
NTP, based at the Pelindaba nuclear facility near Pretoria,
originated from within the strategically realigned Necsa
organisation in the early 1990s and operated as a commercial
division until incorporation as a limited liability company, NTP
Radioisotopes (Pty) Ltd, in October 2003. The organisation
has shown consistent growth in revenue, profitability, product
portfolio, personnel strength and markets since its inception as
a commercial division of Necsa, originally via organic strategies
but, since 2007 by means of acquisitions, partnerships and
joint ventures in addition to organic (price, volume) growth.
NTP is fully ISO 9001:2008 compliant and, with the best
safety and environmental standards and accomplishments
in the world in its field, achieved revenues of R794 million
at group level in the 2009/10 reporting period. NTP employs
230 personnel and exports its products to nearly 60
countries on five continents. Its principal customers, strategic
partners and associates rank amongst the world’s leading
radiopharmaceutical producers and their suppliers.

NTP group
NTP’s parent company Necsa provides various resources,
facilities and skills, which benefit the organisation by giving it
direct control over critical goods and services to its production
process on one site. This is advantageous in time-critical
distribution of products to customers worldwide.
The organisation has a 100% shareholding in subsidiary
companies AEC-Amersham (Pty) Ltd and Cyclotope (Pty)
Ltd. AEC-Amersham is the exclusive distributor in Africa
and the Indian Ocean Islands of NTP’s radiopharmaceutical
products as well as a range of life science research and other
products. In turn AEC-Amersham holds the entire shareholding
in Pharmatopes (Pty) Ltd, a radiopharmaceutical company
that dispenses compounded unit doses of PET and SPECT
radiopharmaceuticals produced by NTP. Cyclotope markets
radiopharmaceuticals such as FDG for PET, produced by NTP’s
cyclotron operations.
NTP Logistics (Pty) Ltd, in which NTP has a 51% shareholding,
specialises in the global distribution of hazardous goods.
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NTP’s most recent acquisition was a 55% shareholding in
Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd on 1 October 2009, which
focuses on the provision of a wide range of non-destructive
testing (NDT) equipment, including Ir-192 sources supplied
by NTP, and Kodak film for X-ray and gamma radiography as
well as ultrasonic equipment and accessories manufactured
by Sonatest NDE (for which they hold exclusive distributorship
rights).
Group structure
Necsa Ltd
Board of Directors

NTP Radioisotopes
(Pty) Ltd
Board of Directors

Necsa Company

Other Necsa
Subsidiary
Companies

AEC-Amersham
(Pty) Ltd
(100% Shareholding)

Pharmatopes
(Pty) Ltd
(100% Shareholding)

Cyclotope (Pty) Ltd
(100% Shareholding)

NTP Logistics
(Pty) Ltd
(51% Shareholding)
Gammatec NDT
Supplies (Pty) Ltd
(55% Shareholding)

Gammafilm
Industries
(100% Shareholding)

Gammatec Aseana
(90% Shareholding)

Lectromax Australia
(90% Shareholding)

Lectromax
New Zealand
(100% Shareholding)
Gammatec Middle
East Trading
Company
(76% Shareholding)
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NTP allow for the performance of an estimated 8 to 10 million
nuclear medical diagnostic scans every year.
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Sales Value (R’m)

Group results

Sales

Budget

US$

Euro

NTP a global player
The nuclear medicine industry has a limited and fragile supply
chain of critical isotopes used for diagnosis and treatment of
many diseases. These are produced using materials irradiated
in several nuclear research-type reactors around the world
prior to complex chemical extraction processes in specialised
production facilities. The SAFARI-1 Research reactor, which
operates a world-leading 305 days per annum at full capacity,
is one such reactor operating in tandem with the NTP
production facilities to contribute to the global supply of
medical isotopes. NTP’s Mo-99 is currently used in at least
30% of all nuclear scans done in the world using reactorproduced isotopes.

Product portfolio
Radiopharmaceuticals
Radiopharmaceuticals produced by NTP and marketed by
AEC-Amersham include the NovaTec-P Tc-99m generator, FDG
(fluorodeoxyglucose) for positron emission tomography (PET)
studies, a range of labelling (cold) kits, and I-131 capsules for
diagnostic and therapeutic applications.
Radiochemicals
NTP is a world leader in the production and supply of
radiochemicals Mo-99, I-131 and P-32, with Mo-99 being
the most important isotope for devices used in the practice
of diagnostic nuclear medicine. With a world radiochemical
market share approaching 25%, the products supplied by

Irradiation services
The organisation is also a leading provider of neutron irradiation
services using the SAFARI-1 reactor. Important irradiations
performed for globally distributed customers include silicon
ingots (neutron transmutation doping to create semiconducting
material), TeO2 targets for activation I-131 production,
samarium, iridium and others according to customer
requirements and specifications.
Radioactive sealed sources
The industrial market is served, directly by NTP in South Africa
and internationally via distributor Gammatec NDT Supplies,
by the provision of NTP’s sealed radioactive sources (mainly
Ir-192, Co-60 and Cs-137 and associated containers).
Radiation technology products
NTP is one of only a few facilities worldwide manufacturing
flame- and laser-sealed gaseous tritium light sources (GTLSs)
for emergency lighting signage, radioluminescent light sources
and finished products, radioisotope source containers and
isotope transport logistics via NTP Logistics.

Environmental responsibility
Quality, safety and regulatory
Certification and approvals
ISO and cGMP compliance audits were performed by the South
African Bureau of Standards (SABS) and NTP achieved ISO
9001:2008 certification in all areas with relevant approvals from
customer regulators.
Waste projects
During the financial year, the NNR approved the licence for
the new decay storage yard, which significantly contributed to
NTP’s ability to safely manage decay waste more effectively.
The new dissolver cell project has been initiated and is due
for construction and commissioning in the new financial year.
This will further improve the safe manufacturing of Mo-99 and
also the reliability of product supply to the benefit of patients
globally.
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Human resources
NTP’s personnel come from a variety of backgrounds and
represent the rich diversity of South Africa. The workforce is
supported by an environment that encourages innovative and
strategic thinking to support the organisation’s mission, vision
and values.
By financial year end, NTP’s personnel numbers had increased
to 230 (2008/09: 209) showing a 10% growth. Designated race
categories represent 76%.
Balanced Score Cards were rolled out and signed off for the
management level. Remuneration Strategy job profiles and
evaluations, including bands and job families, data analysis and
verification were completed. Training sessions were conducted
on job evaluations, profiles and the Patterson grading system.
The rollout plan will commence on 1 April 2010.
Employment Equity
During the financial year, race and gender representation
at senior level increased to 40% in comparison with 20%
in 2008/09. This was attained though promotion of internal
personnel.
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Behaviour-based safety (BBS)
The NTP behaviour-based safety programme, referred to as
Life Enhancing Behavioural Observation (LEBO), showed
an increase in personnel participation and management
commitment during the financial year. Since safety is a priority
for NTP, the organisation is targeting several areas to improve
its competitiveness and to maintain its status as the globally
preferred supplier of radiation-based products and services.
This is only attainable by continuing to be customer focused:
optimising the use of facilities and infrastructure as well as
the skills and expertise of employees; being socially and
environmentally responsible; and ensuring profitability, growth,
safety and environmental protection.
LEBO Indicators
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% Safe Indicator

TIR

TIR Target

TIR

Social responsibility

Chemical Industries Education and Training Authority
(CHIETA) learnerships
Five internships were applied for through NTP’s 2009/10
Workplace Skills Programme.

% Safe Indicator

Gaseous releases
Although production at NTP facilities increased, the discharge
quantities recorded were well within the release criteria
of NNR’s Facility Annual Authorised Discharge Quantities
(FAADQs). Upgrading of the stack gaseous release monitoring
equipment to the value of R2 million was approved and
completed. The advanced monitoring and early warning
systems afforded by the equipment have increased effluent
management control.

Adult Basic Education and Training (ABET) learners
During the financial year 17 ABET learners registered in
comparison with 20 in 2008/09. All registered learners were
black with 12 being female.
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Necsa’s new Nuclear Technology Industrialisation division will
be involved in managing other ongoing waste facility projects
with the main aim of fast-tracking them. Successful completion
of these projects should lead to redundancy in NTP’s storage
capacity of radioactive waste generated from radiochemical
production. A steering Committee was established to ensure
efficient transfer of compliant waste from NTP to Necsa and
good progress is being made with the transfer of waste.

Safety and quality statistics
Safety and quality comparisons are reflected in the table below:

NTP’s initiatives during the year included:
•

% safe indicator
(observed behaviours)
Total Injury Rate (TIR)
Disabling Injury (DI)
free hours worked
Injuries on Duty
(IODs – reportable)
Disabling Injuries (DIs)
FAADQs: Iodine (Bq)
Noble gas (Bq)

2009/10
Actual

2008/09
Actual

Target
2009/10

85.1

87.8

90

4.09

1.12

≤5

1,074,176 625,810 1,500,000
9

2

0
0
1.72E+11 1.27E+11
9.65E+14 4.58E+14

≤ 5/a
0
<7E+11
<9E+16

General observations
The organisation’s last recorded disabling injury (DI) was in
2007. It took almost three years of dedication, effort and hard
work to reach the 1 million DI free hours target in January
2010. A new target of 1.5 million hours has been set. At
financial year end, a total of 1,074,176 DI free hours had been
achieved.
Employee Wellness
NTP has an Employee Wellness programme in place, which
helps to improve health, fitness and increase productivity
in the workplace. The Committee continues to hold various
programmes, presentations and activities on a regular basis to
address health issues and social matters affecting personnel.
During the financial year, 79 personnel participated (32.9%
of the total) in HIV/AIDS voluntary testing with guaranteed
anonymity. Five tested positive and are undergoing treatment.
Socio-Economic Development and CSI
NTP plays a fully active role in socio-economic development
and education by supporting the development of healthy,
diversified local economies through:
•
•

Direct funding to underprivileged community schools; and
Various awareness campaigns, e.g. Rapewise, AntiHuman Trafficking and the Ride for Hope Cancer Cycling
Challenge.

NTP spends no less than 1% of net profit after tax on socioeconomic development. As at financial year end total spend
was around R1 million, which is well above the BBBEE 1%
requirement (2008/09:R820,000).

•
•
•
•
•

Adopt-a-School project and support through various
awareness campaigns at:
- Ennis Thabong Intermediate School; and
- Smaller projects at Re-e-Lwele and Zilkaatsnek Primary
Schools;
Significant sponsorship of the 2010 SA World Federation
Nuclear Medicine and Biology Congress;
CANSA Shavathon and sponsorship to the association;
NTP’s Ride for Hope Cycling Challenge;
Run/Walk for Hope (Business Relay); and
Internal awareness campaigns for NTP personnel.

Economic responsibility
Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE)
NTP maintained Level 3 accreditation after assessment in
accordance with the codes of good practice as issued by
the dti. The organisation received full credit for Enterprise
Development and Socio-Economic Development. Areas
identified for improvement were Employment Equity and Skills
Development.
Customer satisfaction
Four audits by customers and independent organisations
(e.g. the SABS) of NTP’s QMS resulted in no major or critical
findings.

Operating activities – NTP
Business operations
NTP is now well established and acknowledged in the highly
competitive isotope business, supplying customers worldwide
with raw materials ranging from silicon chip doping to
molecular imaging. Group sales far surpassed expectations,
reaching R795 million, which is 46% above budget.
The Mo-99 LEU conversion project is proceeding well, with
solutions readily available to resolve any problems encountered.
To date a number of LEU runs have been performed.
Successful meetings were held with the US DOE and funding
was obtained to facilitate the qualification of LEU Mo-99 for use
in the USA.
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IAEA Safeguards inspections were conducted according to
the normal schedule and a letter was received from the IAEA
commending NTP and its personnel on the assistance received
during inspections.

Average Yields remained steady at 54.2% during the reporting
period. A total of 49 NaF doses were dispensed for research
purposes to the Nuclear Medicine Department of the Steve
Biko Academic Hospital.

NTP product group revenues

During the third quarter of the financial year, the Nuclear
Medicine community in South Africa and Africa was relieved,
when the Medicines Control Council (MCC) approved 2-[18F]
fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose [18F] FDG (registered as Gluscan) for
use in South Africa.

Radiochemicals

88.4%

Irradiation Services
Radiation Technology
Products
Sealed Sources
Radiopharmaceuticals
4.2%
0.5%
3.1%

The approval of Gluscan is a catalyst for patients, since consent
forms, will no longer be required. An approval to recognise PET/
CT as a subspecialty was submitted to the Health Professions
Council of South Africa and so the approval came at an
opportune time.

3.8%

Revenue for the year was R5.3 million in comparison with
R3.6 million in 2008/09.
Global Mo-99 crisis
The Nuclear medicine industry worldwide was crippled by
the Mo-99 shortage which is regarded as the world’s worst
medical crisis in decades. The critical shortage, which began
in May 2009, due to the unscheduled closure of the NRU
research reactor in Canada, is envisaged to continue well into
2010. Currently NTP is playing the leading role in supporting,
globally, the practice of nuclear medicine during the crisis. The
organisation is going to extraordinary lengths to increase levels
of production to help maintain the supply of Mo-99 to users.
South African nuclear medicine, purely because of NTP’s
commitment to support it as its first priority, has been the only
sector in the world largely unaffected by the crisis.

Operating activities – Cyclotope (Pty) Ltd
Cyclotope (Pty) Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of NTP, markets
radiopharmaceuticals, such as FDG for PET, produced by
NTP’s cyclotron operations and sub-contracts NTP, iThemba
LABS and AEC Amersham to produce and distribute the
products on its behalf.
The Single Exit Price, which was approved by the Department
of Health was implemented from 1 April 2010. The total
number of doses sold by the Cyclotope – iThemba LABS
consortium grew by 47% in 2009/10 compared to 2008/09.
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Operating activities – AEC Amersham (Pty) Ltd
AEC-Amersham is a distribution company which has
successfully distributed products into the Healthcare, Life
Sciences and Quality and Safety Assurance (QSA) markets in
Sub-Saharan Africa for over 14 years. Principal suppliers are
respected international and national manufacturers who offer
high quality products.
The entity is a subsidiary of NTP Radioisotopes Ltd, based
at Pelindaba, and in turn AEC-Amersham has a 100%
shareholding in Pharmatopes (Pty) Ltd.
The core strengths of the company are an extensive range of
specialised products and services, supported by a dedicated
and knowledgeable sale force whose skills are continuously
upgraded.
Total revenue for the financial year 2009/10 was R70 million
against a budgeted amount of R68.4 million. Gross profit on
sales was 28% (budget 24%) with net profit improving to 6.8%
against a budget of 5.4%.
The company maintained its Level 6 BBBEE rating.

Operating activities – NTP Logistics (Pty) Ltd
NTP Logistics (Pty) Ltd manages the domestic and international
logistics of hazardous goods, specialising in, but not limited to,
radioactive materials and chemicals. The holding company of
this fast-growing logistics company is NTP Radioisotopes.
The headquarters is in Kempton Park, in close proximity to
OR Tambo International airport, with satellite offices on the
Pelindaba site near Pretoria, as well as in Durban and Cape
Town.
The company’s activities in the uranium mining sector have
expanded, with new customers in Botswana. First transports
were also performed for local uranium mines.
The company holds permits and licenses to operate in this
field, issued by the NNR and the government departments
of Energy, Health and Transport and it is an active member
of the World Nuclear Transport Institute as well as the WCA
International Network of freight forwarders.

as radioisotopes and sensitive Ultrasonic Flow Detection
equipment to be handled with competent ease.
Gammatec’s sales performance was up by 7% compared
to budget despite the depressed global economic climate.
Revenue for the six month period ending 31 March 2010 was
R64.4 million.
During the first six months since acquisition an opportunity to
obtain a European footprint was identified. Approval to proceed
was obtained from all relevant authorities and the opportunity is
being pursued.
The company’s head office is in Vereeniging, South Africa,
with offices in Dubai (UAE), Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia) and
Melbourne (Australia).

NTP Logistics obtained ISO 9001:2008 certification from
DEKRA, an internationally acclaimed certification authority. The
company is BBBEE compliant and is now a Level 2 contributor.
Revenue for the year was R10.6 million in comparison with
R6.7 million in 2008/09.

Operating activities – Gammatec NDT Supplies
(Pty) Ltd
NTP’s acquisition of a 55% share of Gammatec was completed
in October 2009. Its integration into the organisation is
progressing well.
Gammatec, a previously family-owned business, employs about
60 people and focuses on the provision of a wide range of NDT
(non-destructive testing) equipment, including Ir-192 sources
supplied by NTP; Kodak film for X-ray and gamma radiography;
and ultrasonic equipment and accessories manufactured by
Sonatest NDE. In many cases the equipment, accessories and
consumables are not only stocked, but also manufactured. The
company’s highly trained sales and administrative personnel,
at all centres, allow customer enquiries and purchases
to be quickly and efficiently executed and products such
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9.3 Pelchem

Products and applications

Introduction
Pelchem (Pty) Ltd is a 100% subsidiary company of Necsa
Ltd with a business focus on the fluorochemical industry.
It plays a strategic part in supporting Necsa and the South
African government’s plans for a nuclear fuel programme in the
country.

Pelchem (Pty) group structure
Necsa Ltd
Board of Directors

Pelchem (Pty) Ltd
Board of Directors

Necsa Company

Other Necsa
Subsidiary
Companies

Associate
Companies

Linde Electronics
South Africa (Pty) Ltd
(49.9% Shareholding)

Subsidiary
Companies

Fluoro Pack (Pty) Ltd
(90% Shareholding)

Pelchem Operating
Activities

Fluorochem (Pty) Ltd
(Dormant)

Fluoropharm (Pty) Ltd
(Dormant)
Acids & Salts Plant
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NF3 Contract

XeF2 Plant

F2 Plant

Siziba Plant
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South Africa holds the second largest fluorspar reserves in the
world next to China and is an important international supplier of
fluorspar to hydrogen fluoride producers. The chemical sector
development strategy of the dti as well as the Industrial Policy
Action Plan (IPAP) II includes a priority programme, the South
African Fluorochemical Expansion Initiative (FEI), to increase
beneficiation of South African mined fluorspar to counter
the trade deficit in chemical products. Pelchem is the only
company in South Africa that beneficiates a small percentage
of locally mined fluorspar into higher value fluorochemical
products and therefore plays a leading role in the FEI.
Pelchem manufactures and markets hydrogen fluoride (HF),
hydrofluoric acid, fluoride salts, fluorine gas, and specialty
fluoride containing gases and fluoro-organic monomers to
the local South African industry and selected international
customers. Pelchem products are used in the petroleum,
pharmaceutical, glass, electricity, metallurgical, mining,
polymer, agrochemical, electronics, construction, aluminium
and detergent industries.
Consumers benefit on a daily basis from products which
are manufactured, processed or enhanced using fluoride
chemicals. These include high octane fuel; anaesthetics;
metered dose inhalers; polished crystal glasses; frosted glass;
electrical insulators; foam insulation and packaging materials;
special alloys in aircraft and turbines; telephones; cell phones;
diamonds; domestic and industrial refrigeration; non-stick
cookware; plastic components in automotive applications;
electrical cable insulation; beverage cans; pesticides and
herbicides in agriculture; microchips for domestic appliances
and computers; memory chips in computers, iPods, flash
memory sticks; liquid crystal displays (LCD) on electronic
components and LCD televisions; cement; alloy wheels; gaming
devices; automotive safety devices (airbags); aluminium foils;
designer stainless steel kitchenware; stainless steel automotive
components; soaps and washing powders; fluoride toothpaste,
fluoride tables and fluoride dental treatment.

Environmental responsibility
Responsible Care Award
Pelchem received the 2009 annual award from the Chemical
and Allied Industries Association (CAIA) for Responsible Care.
This award was presented at CAIA’s AGM on 29 October 2009.
The award is based on the criteria listed below, the data for which
is obtained from the Quantitative Indicators of Performance
submitted annually by Responsible Care signatories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improvement in wealth and safety of persons;
Reduction in number of disabling injuries per 200,000
hours worked. A fatality disqualifies a company;
Improvement in storage, distribution and transportation;
Number of incidents involving chemical release/million tons
handled and delivered;
Number of accidents causing public disruption/million tons
delivered;
Improvement in resource use and waste management; and
Existence of community awareness and emergency
response (CAER) communication structures.

Previous winners include Sasol Polymers, Bayer, Lake
International Technologies, ImproChem and Lanxess.
Air pollution compliance
Due to the presence of HF and fluorine gas, all chemical
processes at Pelchem are scheduled processes that are
licensed, and adherence to statutory Safety, Health and
Environment requirements is mandatory. Compliance with Air
Pollution permits improved to 99% (March 2009: 97%) during
the reporting period, mainly due to increased operational
control.

Social responsibility
The Pelchem group has a total staff complement of 167 of
whom 60% are of designated race and 63% are previously
disadvantaged individuals.
Integrated internal SHEQ audit
Pelchem completed its third integrated internal SHEQ audit
in July 2009, achieving an overall compliance of 74% (July
2008: 61%). Urgent attention is being directed, from a strategic
management level, at addressing the improvements required.

Behaviour Based Safety (BBS)
Health and Safety at Pelchem are managed through the Necsa
SHE policies and with the aid of a BBS Programme known as
PEARL (Pelchem Eliminating Accidents and Risks of Life). The
group achieved an average BST Process Index Score of 95%
for the reporting period (March 2009: 93%). The Disabling
Injury Incidence Rate (DIIR) stabilised at the same value as the
previous year (0.80). The Total Injury Rate (TIR) in the same
period reduced substantially to 9.9 at March 2010, down from
11.3 at March 2009.
Employee Wellness
Pelchem continued with the implementation of its Employee
Wellness Programme, developed in line with the international
wellness calendar. Significant progress was made in creating
awareness among staff and their family members in the areas
of work life balance; nutrition; diversity; health and safety;
substance abuse; men’s health; cancer; heart disease; mental
health and stress; community service; and HIV/AIDS. The
Pelchem values were again emphasised in communication with
the staff and their family members.
Training
Statutory training was provided according to regulatory
requirements. Skills training focused on informal workplace
training in work procedures. Pelchem supported Necsa
learnerships by providing exposure and working experience to
artisans and technicians in its operating plants and compulsory
vacation work to university undergraduate engineering
students. Pelchem’s training budget exceeded its contribution
to the skills levy, emphasising its commitment to training and
development.
Community Development
Pelchem continued its Community Development Initiatives,
pledging support for the Equip (Skills for Life) Project in
Diepsloot. The Equip Project provided skills development to
unemployed people in the Diepsloot informal settlement to
enable them to become self sustainable. Pelchem provides
financial support through donations and purchased products
from the project for use as corporate gifts to the value of
R60,000.
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Economic responsibility
Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE)
Verification agencies were retained to update BBBEE
scorecards of the companies in the Pelchem group. Both
Pelchem and Fluoro Pack were rated as Level 6 contributors for
the period September 2009 to September 2010.
Quality
Pelchem for the first time underwent a South African National
Standard (SANS) quality audit in November 2009, and
achieved ISO 9001:2008 accreditation status.
A surveillance audit, undertaken by TUVRheinland® in
February 2010, confirmed that Fluoro Pack (Pty) Ltd retained
its ISO 9001:2008 accreditation.
Linde Electronics South Africa (LESA) (Pty) Ltd underwent a
SANS quality audit in September 2009, and obtained its ISO
9001:2008 certification.
Information Technology
Pelchem contracts its IT services in from Necsa and thus
makes use of the Necsa infrastructure.
Customer Satisfaction
In the last quarter of 2009, Pelchem performed a Customer
Satisfaction Survey with its top 16 customers (five international
and eleven domestic) which account for >92% of its sales. An
average score of 84% was recorded, which is the same as the
previous year’s rating.

Operating activities – Pelchem (Pty) Ltd
Pelchem’s business was severely affected by the global
economic downturn especially in the first half of the year. The
downturn had a significant impact on the electronics and major
household appliance (white goods) industries, to both of which
markets it supplies products. Despite this downturn Pelchem
maintains 100% retention of both its international and local
clients.
Towards the end of the financial year the economy recovered
in all the major market sectors in which Pelchem is active,
with the exception of WF6 into the USA semiconductor
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market and fluoro-organic monomers into the European
automotive industry. Due to the total restructuring of the
global semiconductor market away from the USA towards the
Far East, Pelchem is no longer competitive in the supply of
WF6, and decided to terminate this business. The last WF6
was dispatched in March 2010. Although no fluoro-organic
monomers have been supplied into the European automotive
industry since the last quarter of the previous financial year, it is
expected that this market will recover in the third quarter of the
next financial year.
One of the casualties of the recession was the only other HF
production plant in the southern hemisphere – Nitroquimica
in Brazil – which terminated its HF production activities in
July 2009. This created an opportunity for Pelchem to contend
for some of the customer accounts in Brazil which were
previously served by Nitroquimica. Together with Usiquimica,
Pelchem’s Brazilian distributor since 1996, Pelchem managed
to secure the 70% HF supply accounts of Graphite Nacional (a
producer of high purity graphite) and ArcelorMittal Inox Brazil
SA (a stainless steel producer). An investment will be made into
six isotanks for the transport of the 70% HF to Brazil.
Pelchem continues with its global dominance in the supply of
xenon difluoride and significant growth in sales was achieved
for the reporting period. Xenon difluoride is used primarily in
the Micro Electronic Mechanical Systems (MEMS) industry
which is one of the fastest growing sectors, both in volumes
and applications, in the electronic market.
The sales volume in LESA, the joint venture with Linde, is
progressing well, with improved operational efficiencies, driven
by the demand for NF3 in the photovoltaic (PV) solar industry.
However, the recession impacted negatively on global NF3
due to an oversupply situation, and some competitors are now
selling products at prices which are below LESA’s production
cost. This is possible due to a more competitive technology
(using lower cost HF instead of the higher cost F2 as the main
raw material) as well as their economies of scale. The situation
placed severe financial strain on LESA and towards the end of
the year Linde informed Pelchem that it wished to disinvest and
offered its NF3 plant to Pelchem. Negotiations in this regard are
in progress.

The recession also impacted on the purity demands from
NF3 customers, to such an extent that Pelchem decided not
to continue with the intended F2 purification plant since the
commercial benefit would not warrant the expenditure.

The economic downturn caused under-budget performance;
nevertheless sales grew by 20% to 147 tons (2009: 122 tons)
and plant capacity utilisation grew by 10% up to 59%.

Operating activities – Fluoro Pack (Pty) Ltd
The recessionary climate assisted Pelchem in negotiating lower
raw material price increases from its suppliers. Support from
fluorspar and sulphuric acid suppliers enabled Pelchem to
increase margins in overseas sales. However, the strong South
African Rand impacted negatively on Pelchem’s export prices,
stretching margins.
Significant progress was made on FEI activities, with focus
on the R&D work supported by the R26.3 million (excluding
VAT) grant over three years received from the DST. Pelchem
collaborates with the fluorochemical chairs at the Universities
of Pretoria and KwaZulu-Natal and with Necsa’s Applied
Chemistry department on these research programmes. At the
end of the period under review, Pelchem received a further
R27.2 million (excluding VAT) grant over four years from the
DST – earmarked for the establishment of a multipurpose
fluorination pilot plant. This will assist in the industrialisation
and market penetration of opportunities developed via the
funded R&D work.
Overall, the Pelchem Group achieved sales of R170 million
(2009: R163 million) which represents a 5.2% increase over
the previous year. Although Pelchem did not realise a profit it
remained cash positive and experienced increased capacity
utilisation in most of its plants.

Fluoro Pack (Pty) Ltd (Fluoro Pack) creates barrier layers
on polymer surfaces through fluorination of the surface by
reaction with fluorine gas. This chemical modification gives the
polymer unique characteristics, such as improved permeation
resistance and chemical inertness.
Fluoro Pack is a toll fluorinator and fluorinates a wide variety
of products for domestic and international markets, grouped
accordingly to the following main product lines:
•
•
•

Containers;
Fuel tanks; and
Fuel pipes – Petroplas.

Fluoro Pack maintains two production facilities. The first,
situated at Pelindaba, services a variety of products, whilst the
second, situated on the Inergy Automotive Systems premises in
Brits, is used exclusively for blow moulded fuel tanks.
The recession impacted heavily on Fluoro Pack, especially
since it has large exposure to the South African automotive
industry. The container sales mainly into the agrichemical
market however increased substantially. Sales for the year
exceeded R10.0 million for the first time, which is 10% up from
the previous year’s revenue.

Operating activities – Linde Electronics South
Africa: LESA (Pty) Ltd
LESA produces NF3 from the Linde-owned plant at Pelindaba,
and sells NF3 to the semiconductor and electronics markets
through the Linde Group of companies, mostly in the USA and
Asia. The growth point for semiconductors and electronics is
Asia and remains extremely price competitive.
The supply of NF3 for the thin film PV solar panel industry to
various customers in Europe grew in volume and importance.
It is expected that the bulk of NF3 supply in years to come will
shift from electronics to the PV industry.
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9.4 Nuclear Services Consulting

9.5 Analytical and Calibration Services

Core business

Core business

During 2009 the Necsa Nuclear Manufacturing Centre (NNMC)
underwent extensive restructuring, resulting in a new group, NS
Consulting, which is responsible for all Necsa’s engineering and
design functions, with the exception of process engineering.

The extensive range of chemical, radioanalytical, and
instrument calibration techniques, facilities and expertise
available within the analytical and calibration laboratories has
been customised to meet the specific needs of the nuclear and
related industries in South Africa.

Progress
Capacity building
In terms of capacity building NS Consulting made good
progress in expanding Necsa’s engineering capacity by
59%, since March 2008. At that stage the total engineering
staff complement consisted of 44 people. Currently the total
engineering staff complement consists of 75 people, made up
of 26 engineers and 41 design draughtsmen and technicians.
Of the 75 staff members, 43% are previously disadvantaged
individuals.
In order to fully meet Necsa’s engineering requirements,
further capacity must be established in the areas of project
management and mechanical-, electrical-, civil- and
metallurgical engineering.

The laboratories play a crucial role in the safety, health and
environmental control and monitoring programmes, and the
certification of product quality in the production facilities of
Necsa and its external customers.

Services
Comprehensive services offered include:
•

•
•

Engineering design tools
Good progress was made with the acquisition of engineering
design tools required to perform engineering work. These
included Solid Edge (3D design software) and TeamCentre
(Configuration control software). Additional tools for engineering
analysis are yet to be procured.
Services
NS Consulting provided project management and engineering
services to Necsa (68% of income), Pelchem and NTP (5%
of income) and external companies including PBMR and
Koeberg (27% of income). The work done for Necsa and its
subsidiaries mainly entails project management and design for
the upgrading of Necsa’s existing facilities and infrastructure or
the establishment of new facilities.
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•

Consulting services to assess customer needs and advise
on the appropriate analyses needed to address their
operational needs;
Development of analytical methods for customers;
Support of customer’s safety, health and environmental
programmes through analysis of the following:
- Uranium, fluoride and actinides in urine for biomonitoring;
- Smears and swabs for contamination monitoring;
- Air filters from personal and area air monitors for
airborne radioactive contaminants;
- Water, biological, geological, and dust samples for
radiological and chemical environmental impact
monitoring;
- Environmental gas samples for, inter alia, measurement
of greenhouse gas emissions;
- Air filters for airborne contaminants from nuclear tests
sampled by atmospheric monitoring stations;
- Process and waste monitoring samples; and
- Calibration and repair of radiation and contamination
monitors;
Support of customer’s production processes through:
- Gas analyses for chemical compound content;
- Elemental analyses of major components and trace
impurities;
- Water analyses for chemical compound content;
- Analysis of fluorine and fluoride compounds (HF, NF3,
WF6, XeF2);

-

•
•
•
•

Automated in-line analyses of the chemical
composition of gas streams; and
- Troubleshooting of chemical plant processes;
Calibration of dimensional and pressure measuring
equipment;
Certification of radionuclide content and impurities in
radioisotope products (Mo-99, I-131, P-32, S-32, S-33);
Certification of uranium isotope content of fuel elements
and irradiation plates; and
Certification that food products are free of radioactivity
before export.

due to the growth in NTP’s business. The number of samples
received for radioanalysis also increased, resulting in
unacceptably long turnaround times. This was addressed by
the purchase of additional radioanalytical instruments which
were ordered at the end of the financial year. A similar increase
in demand was experienced for the calibration of radiological
monitors where shift workers were employed to address
the backlog and ensure faster turnaround in future. Due to
tightened security measures on the Necsa site, a laboratory
reception area was established at Gate 1 to facilitate delivery
of samples by external customers without them having to enter
the security area.

Progress
Consultation for problem identification, formulation and
proposal for appropriate solutions, feasibility studies, advice on
sampling, sample preparation and analysis, data interpretation
and recommendations, were offered to a growing number
of local and international customers across a wide range of
industries. These included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Nuclear Industry;
Gold Mines;
Uranium Mines;
Cement Industry;
Petro-chemical Industries;
Power Stations;
Environmental Consultants; and
Government Departments (Department of Water Affairs
(DWA), Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA) and
NNR).

A workshop on Naturally Occurring Radioactive Materials
(NORMs) was held jointly with the South African Radiation
Protection Association (SARPA) to assess the mining industry’s
need for analytical services from Necsa. This led to the
formation of a SARPA working group to determine the industry
specific needs both with respect to sampling methodologies
and analysis services for the different applications in the
industry.
The laboratories regularly participate in several interlaboratory comparison studies and proficiency tests. A notable
addition during the year was participation in the Safeguards
Measurement Evaluation Programme (SMEP), organised by
the New Brunswick Laboratory of the US DOE. The first set
of SMEP test samples was successfully analysed for uranium
mass fraction and isotope abundance.

Institutional
Routine measurements were performed to calibrate monitoring
and control equipment, analyse the quality of raw materials,
optimise production processes, certify the purity of end
products and monitor the safety, health and environmental
impact of operations for all Necsa facilities, including those of
its subsidiaries, NTP Radioisotopes and Pelchem. Non-routine
services were also performed in support of research projects
and to diagnose the effectiveness of chemical plant processes.

The RadioAnalysis Laboratory is the only one of its kind
on the African continent with ISO/IEC 17025 accreditation
and is one of only 16 international radionuclide laboratories
identified by the Comprehensive Test-Ban Treaty Organization
(CTBTO) to analyse atmospheric samples to confirm nuclear
weapons testing. Further progress was made in aligning the
quality management system of this laboratory with CTBTO
requirements.

The laboratories have a personnel component of 100 and
produced more than 100,000 analyses and ~2000 instrument
calibrations in the year.

Experts from the laboratories participated in scientific and
technological collaboration projects for the IAEA/AFRA and
played a leading role, together with the North West University,
in the training of young South Africans in the field of applied
radiation science and technology.

The demand for uranium matrix analyses increased sharply
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Necsa was contracted by various national and
international mining companies to undertake
operational and public dose assessments as
well as baseline radiological surveys.
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10

national nuclear obligations

10.1 Decommissioning and
decontamination
Considerable improvement was experienced in the turnaround
period for decommissioning and decontamination licence
approvals from the NNR. As a result pleasing progress was
made as follows:

Decommissioning
Licenses were received for the following operations:
•
•
•
•

The decommissioning of P2700A;
The deheeling of UF6 in Area 27;
The decommissioning of the Uranium Conversion facility;
and
The decommissioning of the Area 14 Oil Basement.

Pre-decommissioning work in P2700A was successfully
completed and the Phase 2 decommissioning planning of
P2700A is well on track. The deheeling of the UF6 in Area
27 is progressing in accordance with the project schedule.
The Phase 2 decommissioning planning and preparation for
decommissioning of the Uranium Conversion Facility and the
Area 14 Oil Basement are progressing well.

Decontamination
73% of the material presented for decontamination was cleared
for scrap metal sales, which generated income of R2.3 million.
A draft process was developed for the decontamination of
those Y-Plant Separating Element Assemblies (SEAs) which
were used for enrichment at more than 5%. The basic design
package, once completed, will be submitted for evaluation and
licensing.
The utilisation rate of the Wet and Dry Decontamination
facilities was 70% and the remaining 30% ‘idle time’ of
employees was used on facility upgrade projects and the
centralised storage of SEAs.

10.2 Management of nuclear waste
Nuclear waste storage

Nuclear waste from various points of origin was collected and
safely stored at Necsa during the review period as follows:

Type

Origin

Facilities on
Necsa site and
external clients
Spent fuel SAFARI-1
elements storage pool
Clients
Spent
throughout SA,
sealed
specifically the
radioactive
health care
sources
sector
Drums

Smoke
detectors

Storage
area
Pelstore

No.
Cumulative
received
total at
during 31 March
2009/10
2010
1,736

52,553

60

730

Area-24
Source
Store

659

2,220

Area-24
Clients
Source
throughout SA
Store

2,109

10,172

Thabana
Pipe Store

Nuclear waste disposal
Transparent and accountable management of the Vaalputs
low and intermediate level waste repository ensured that all
operational activities comply with regulatory authorisations and
international standards. Thirty-five consignments consisting
of 1,093 waste packages were received from Koeberg during
the financial year for final disposal. The cumulative total of the
waste packages disposed of at 31 March 2010 was 18,468.
The National Radioactive Waste Disposal Institute Act 2008, Act
No. 53 of 2008 came into operation on the 1 December 2009.
As a result Vaalputs was transferred to the newly established
National Radioactive Waste Disposal Institute. Necsa has been
mandated to continue operations of the Vaalputs facility until
such time as the Institute is fully established and capacitated.

Nuclear waste projects
Project licensing
In terms of project licensing, the following achievements were
realised during the year:
•

Comments from the NNR for the licensing of the Cell
2-3 waste conditioning project were addressed and resubmitted. These cells contain waste from the previous,
historic, nuclear programmes;
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•

•

The Project Overview, Licensing Strategy and Safety
Assessment for the transport of Necsa waste to Vaalputs
were approved by the NNR; and
The Smelter Construction Safety Assessment and Design
Package were reviewed and re-submitted to the NNR.

Project progress
Upgrading of the Area 21 Storage Facility was completed; and
the resin filtration system of the Uranium Treatment Facility
is being modified electrically and mechanically in order to
optimise the uranium extraction experiment.
Assessments and surveys
The renewed interest in uranium mining continued during
the year and Necsa was contracted by various national and
international mining companies to undertake operational
and public dose assessments as well as baseline radiological
surveys. Projects in this regard were undertaken in South
Africa, Namibia, Tanzania and Botswana.

10.3 Implementation of safeguards
and nuclear non-proliferation
agreements

drums containing LEU waste, in 52 batches, were declared
and verified by the IAEA. A further 2,617 waste drums were
measured and found to have zero uranium values, giving a total
of 18,941 waste drums which had been measured using the
IQ3 scanner.
Necsa intends to decommission the U plant, with the intention
of recommissioning it for uranium conversion in the future. This
activity will be carried out with the required design information
updates submitted to the IAEA when necessary.
The following Safeguards and Non-proliferation activities were
performed during the review period:
•

•

Safeguards and Nuclear Non-proliferation
Safeguards and Nuclear Non-proliferation activities were
performed on behalf of the South African State in accordance
with the authority delegated in terms of the Nuclear Energy Act
1999, Act No. 46 of 1999. The activities are designed to meet
the obligations of the Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement
between South Africa and the IAEA as required in terms of the
Non-proliferation Treaty, which was acceded to by South Africa
in 1991 and the Additional Protocol to the Agreement signed
in 2002.
The annual Physical Inventory Verification (PIV) of nuclear
material, conducted in October 2009, confirmed the
effectiveness of the State System of Accounting and Control
and the nuclear material balance.
The Pelstore and Thabana Waste Storage Facilities house
52,553 metal drums containing waste, of which about 40,000
contains nuclear material waste. The IAEA has conducted
its second PIV since its declaration in 1991 to quantify the
nuclear material content of the drums. A total of 1,594 drums
containing HEU waste were declared and a total of 14,730
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Meetings were held with the IAEA in South Africa,
concerning Safeguards-related matters such as the
Thabana inventory and the implementation of the
Additional Protocol, including reporting requirements and
future complementary access to facilities;
The road map to the application of Integrated Safeguards
was discussed with the IAEA during the annual bilateral
meeting in 2010. Integrated Safeguards is defined as
the optimum combination of all Safeguards activities to
be conducted by government in compliance with the
legal framework, in order to meet the IAEA Safeguards
objectives.

As a result, the following matters will need to be addressed
before the implementation of Integrated Safeguards:
•

•

•

•

Finalisation of the State uranium inventory and the
evaluation of the nuclear material inventory of the historical
nuclear programme;
Further upgrading of the accountancy measurements at
the conversion and fuel fabrication plants for the material
test reactor and improvements to the nuclear material
accounting system;
Updating of South Africa’s 10 year nuclear and nuclear
related plans in accordance with the Additional Protocol
requirements, in order to incorporate all future projects in
South Africa. Updated declarations on the mining, milling
and extraction of uranium in the country are also required;
and
Updating of all facility design information questionnaires to
reflect the latest design status.

Member State Support Programme
The main purpose of the Member State Support Programme
(MSSP) is to strengthen international Safeguards
improvements in the efficiency and effectiveness of Safeguards
implementation, by transferring South African (non-IP)
technology, experience and expertise to the IAEA. The South
African Coordinators attended the MSSP Coordinator’s meeting
in Vienna during the review period.
Open Source information was sent to the IAEA on a quarterly
basis as part of the MSSP project.
South Africa is still examining the possibility of establishing a
Network of Analytical Network Laboratories for the analysis of
nuclear materials in Africa, in conjunction with the IAEA.
The annual report of the RSA Support Progrmme to the IAEA
was issued in October 2009 and distributed to relevant MSSP
stakeholders including the IAEA, the South African Department
of Energy and the Department of International Relations and
Cooperation.

Additional protocol
•

•

Six Complementary Access visits were made to private
organisations and Necsa in support of Additional Protocol
requirements; and
Various mines and organisations were visited to present
Additional Protocol Workshops on the implications of
Complementary and Managed Access Inspections as well
as requirements for provision of information.

Standing Advisory Group for Safeguards
Implementation
A Necsa staff member served as the South African
representative on the Standing Advisory Group for Safeguards
Implementation (SAGSI), which reports directly to the Director
General of the IAEA.
He was invited by the IAEA Director General to serve a further
three year term, starting in 2010. It is noteworthy that of the 18
SAGSI members, all representing different countries, only six
were re-appointed to SAGSI for a further term.
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The new Necsa Visitor Centre will play
a significant role in improving public
perceptions on nuclear energy.
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strategic interventions

11.1 Nuclear Manufacturing Centre

11.2 Necsa Visitor Centre

The Necsa Nuclear Manufacturing Centre (NNMC) has been
specifically established to drive the local manufacture of high
technology components that will be required for the construction
of nuclear reactors in the proposed Eskom new build.

The core expertise of this centre is the manufacturing of
pressure retaining equipment (coded work) of which the
following are examples:

Part of Necsa’s statutory mandate is the dissemination of
knowledge about nuclear phenomena and systems, and
the education of the public on nuclear issues. This function
has been neglected in the past, but it is clear that public
participation via environmental impact assessment processes
or democratic systems has made stakeholder relations a core
issue. The establishment of a high quality Necsa Visitor Centre
at Pelindaba forms part of this new approach.

•

Progress

Core business

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High and low pressure vessels for the petro-chemical,
mining and power generation plant industries;
Shell and tube heat exchangers for the petro-chemical,
mining and power generation industries;
Decompression chambers and diving bell vessels for
maritime exploration purposes;
Distillation columns for petro-chemical and chemical
process plants;
Storage and other tanks for petro-chemical, chemical
process plants, mining and power generation plants;
High and low pressure steel pipe reticulation systems for all
industries;
Flosep dust filtration systems for diesel locomotives, the
mining and other industries; and
Flosep Dry-keep systems for the separation of water from
oil systems in power generation plants and other industries.

Certification
The centre currently holds the following certification:
•
•

ISO 9001/2008 Certification; and
ASME U-Stamp Certificate of authorisation.

Nuclear Manufacturing is in the process of obtaining NQA-1
ASME 111 certification, with the audit planned for October
2010. This will allow the centre to expand its core business to
cover components required by the nuclear industry.

Progress
Turnover was lower than expected due to the economic
downturn which led to the incorrect scheduling of projected
income.
Little to no progress was made in building capacity and
capability although good sales were achieved in areas of
present core business. This aspect will be addressed in the
new financial year.

Building 2100 on the edge of Necsa’s licensed site at Gate 1
has been extensively refurbished to house the Centre, which
contains numerous exhibition spaces, a lecture theatre and
public amenities. Construction work is complete and the
exhibits, which focus on basic nuclear physics, energy, nuclear
reactors, nuclear waste and the environment, will be completed
in August 2010. The Centre will be open to the public in
September, and will form strong links with local communities
and schools, in line with Necsa’s Corporate Social Investment
strategy. Qualified staff have been recruited to teach in the
Centre and to conduct visits by the public.

11.3 Nuclear Skills Development Centre
The purpose of the Nuclear Skills Development Centre is
to provide training for artisans, technicians, engineers-intraining and statutory courses in the nuclear sector. The main
categories the students enter into are Fabrication (Welding,
Boiler-making and Rigging), Mechanical (Fitting, Machining,
Fitting and Turning, Toolmaking and Pipefitting) and Electrical
(Electricians and Instrumentation and Control). A nuclear
security course will soon be introduced.

Progress
The Centre has a residence where 160 students can be
accommodated during their skills training programme.
On average 125 apprentice students received skills training
during the first three quarters of the year whilst this number
increased to 168 during the last quarter.
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No less than 4,198 employees, contract workers and clients
received training in statutory courses, 22 engineers-in-training
received technical skills training and more than 309 employees
received specialised technical skills training.
A unique achievement was the 100% pass rate achieved by 14
apprentices who completed their trade as artisans. The South
African average pass rate is 40%. These students wrote their
final tests externally.
Fifty-one students were placed within Necsa for experiential
artisan training. The value of their contribution resulted in
notable savings for Necsa. All these students received their
bursaries externally.

Clients
The Centre’s main objective is to provide Necsa with technically
skilled entrants and employees and in addition to attract
external clients, especially in the Nuclear and Energy fields.
The latter resulted in an external income of approximately
R9.2 million. External clients included Alstom, DB Thermal,
AIDC, Cosira, ABI, Consol and Nampak.

Accreditations
The Centre is accredited with CHIETA, the Manufacturing,
Engineering and Related Services SETA (merSETA) and the
SERVICES SETA and is at present busy with accreditation with
the South African Institute of Welding (SAIW). The Centre also
holds SABS ISO 9001:2008 certification.
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Environmental compliance
requirements were well within allocated
annual values and the modelled dose to
the public showed a significant decrease
over the previous reporting period.
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group sustainability

12.1 Economic Sustainability
Purchases
Purchases for the Necsa group amounted to R749 million,
reflecting a 30.74% increase over the previous reporting period.
This is partly attributed to the increase in R&D projects and
the maintenance and upgrading of property and equipment to
support the company’s strategic initiatives.
The top ten suppliers, as well as the products and/or services
they supplied to the Necsa group are tabled below, with the
amounts spent on purchases expressed as a percentage of the
Necsa group’s total purchases for the reporting period:
Top ten suppliers to the Necsa group
Supplier

Product/Service
rendered

R’000

%

1

Institut National
Des Radioele

Mo99-Isotopes

101,000

13.48

2

Cerca

46,081

6.15

3

Eskom
Vergenoeg
Mining Company
(Pty) Ltd
National Nuclear
Regulator
Lona Building
Projects (Pty) Ltd
Sasol Oil Fuel
Marketing (Pty)
Ltd
Kagiso
Exhibitions and
Events (Pty) Ltd
Protea Industrial
Chemicals (Pty)
Ltd
Rand Water

37,904

5.06

Raw materials

19,454

2.06

Nuclear licensing

11,972

1.59

Consulting and
Construction

13,276

1.77

Fuel

11,378

1.52

Exhibition design
and contracting

9,808

1.30

Chemicals

9,016

1.20

6,260
266,149

0.84
35.51

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

Radiation
material and
equipment
Electricity

Water supply

BBBEE spend
As at 31 March 2010, Necsa group had a total of 1,846
suppliers, representing a increase of 35.2% suppliers since the
previous reporting period. Of these, 769 or 42% are BBBEE
rated suppliers, with accreditation levels ranging from 1 to 8.
Purchases from BBBEE suppliers amounted to 36.5%
(R475.6 million) of Necsa group procurement spend (excluding
foreign orders), as indicated in the table below:
BBBEE spend
Total
Total
2009/10
2008/09
Orders Suppliers Value Orders Suppliers Value
R475.6
R461.8
7,177
769
7,109
425
million
million

No. of
orders
% of
43.9%
Necsa
Aim for
year

42.0%
25%

36.5% 41.7%
30%

-

31.1%

38.4%

25%

30%

Necsa’s BBBEE rating
The annual BBBEE evaluation of Necsa was undertaken by an
independent agency, accredited by the South African National
Accreditation System (SANAS). Necsa was assessed as a Level
3 contributor with a BBBEE procurement recognition level of
110%. Further, as a value-adding supplier, Necsa received a
final BBBEE procurement recognition of 137.5%.
The Necsa group was assessed as a Level 4 contributor with a
BBBEE procurement recognition level of 100%. As a valueadding supplier, the Necsa group received a final BBBEE
procurement recognition of 125%.

Business information technology

Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment
In support of government’s economic transformation and the
BBBEE Act 2003, Act No. 53 of 2003, Necsa endeavours to
foster business relationships with companies that include black
participation within their organisational structures. Necsa’s
policy for preferential procurement from BBBEE companies is
based on the dti’s Codes of Good Practice and within the levels
specified.

New Human Resources (HR) and Payroll System
A new HR & Payroll system that will improve and streamline
the related business processes will be implemented in the new
financial year.
Necsa Knowledge Management System
A new Knowledge Management System that will facilitate
knowledge capturing, storage and transfer among employees is
being rolled out.
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Intranet Upgrade
Nucleus, the Necsa Intranet, is being upgraded to align with
the new Necsa structure, effective from 1 April 2010, the
Necsa Knowledge Management System requirements and to
make it more user friendly.
E-mail system upgrade
The Necsa mail system was upgraded to a high-availability,
fault tolerant system that meets stringent Necsa business
requirements
Bandwidth upgrade
The Internet Bandwidth was upgraded to 4MB to meet
increasing user requirements.
Bandwidth management
A new proxy system was installed to manage the constraint
bandwidth. Bandwidth is managed through the prioritisation of
core business functions, the blocking of identified categories
of undesirable/unproductive sites and the scheduled lifting of
restrictions over lunch hour periods.
IT Disaster Recovery Plan.
The implementation of the approved Disaster Recovery Plan
commenced. This plan will offer on- and off-site disaster
recovery capabilities for Necsa IT.

12.2 Social Sustainability
Human resources
Overall staff composition
Overall, the Necsa group’s staff complement increased by 13%
from 1,870 in 2009 to 2,113 at the end of the reporting period.
It was pleasing to see a further increase in the number of
female employees to 574 members (2009: 508).
A notable growth segment in Necsa’s staff complement during
the review period was in the area of contract staff, which
increased to 333 members (2009: 222). This is in line with
Necsa’s strategic thrust to contract in experts as mentors and
coaches for young engineers, scientists and technicians and in
this way to increase its technical human resource base.
Necsa group staff composition in accordance with internal
band structure: 1 April 2009 - 31 March 2010
Job category
Directors
Management
Engineers
Scientists
Other Professionals
Supervisors
Operators
Artisans
Technicians
Skilled
Semi-Skilled
Unskilled
Contract staff
Grand total
31 March 2010
Grand total
1 April 2009

Total
23
126
63
100
150
94
250
109
136
394
305
30
333

Black
16
39
17
42
39
26
195
37
98
169
253
30
190

White
7
87
46
58
111
68
55
72
38
225
52
0
143

Female
5
26
13
29
42
9
22
3
54
189
91
9
116

2,113*

1,151

962

608

986

884

508

1,870

* 2010 Figures include AEC-Amersham, Fluoro Pack and Directors.
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Necsa group EE performance against numerical goals as at 31 March 2010

Occupational
Levels
Board of Directors
LEVEL 1
Top Management
LEVEL 2
Senior Management
LEVEL 3
Professionally
Qualified
LEVEL 4
Skilled Technical
LEVEL 5
Semi-skilled
LEVEL 6
Unskilled
UN
Non-permanent
Employees
Total

Total
Employee
Strength –
31 March
2010
23

Actual 31 March 2010

Target
2006-2010

2009

Female

Black

Female

Black

Female

Black

Female

16

5

50%

45%

76.47%

25.29%

69.57%

21.74%

18

6

4

50%

45%

50%

14.29%

33.33%

22.22%

23

9

7

51%

23%

45.83%

35%

39.13%

30.43%

304

65

58

40%

30%

18.34%

17.30%

21.38%

19.08%

906

430

293

35%

30%

44.25%

31.55%

47.46%

32.34%

468

397

114

60%

40%

84.68%

22.55%

84.83%

24.36%

38

38

11

65%

40%

100%

62.50%

100%

28.95%

333

190

116

80%

25%

61.26%

32.88%

57.06%

34.83%

2,113

1,151

608

49%

28%

52.73%

27.17%

54.47%

28.77%

Workplace climate indicators
The review period reflected a pleasing stabilisation in staff
turnover in the critical skills areas, as depicted in the table below:
Staff turnover in critical skills categories (%)

Staff movements
Appointments and exits during the period are reflected in the
following table:

Management
Engineers
Scientists
Other
professionals
Supervisors
Operators
Artisans
Technicians
Skilled
Semi-skilled
Unskilled
Contract staff
Grand total

2010

Black

Notes:
1. The statistics are per EE Level as specified by the Department of
Labour.
2. Statistics are for Black and Female employees only and do not
include all employees per level.
3. Level 3 includes mid and junior management.
4. Figures are for Necsa group (including subsidiaries).

Job Category

EE Performance

Designated Group
Total Employees
Appointments Exits Appointments Exits
2
5
2
8
1
1
14
2
8
3
8
7
8

2

10

9

0
6
3
15
22
22
5
156
248

0
8
1
1
20
11
0
88
140

0
6
3
18
26
27
5
219
338

6
10
2
4
23
11
0
108
190

Job category
Management
Engineers and
scientists
Technicians

2010
6.6

2009
6.9

2008
4.8

2007
10.2

5.8

10.8

10.7

11.2

9.4

9.2

14.8

15.3

In comparison with 2009, the reporting period reflected a
significant decrease in both the grievance and sick leave days
taken. However there has been a significant increase in the
number of disciplinary cases conducted. It has always been a
challenge for employers to equalise grievances and disciplinary
hearings. The pattern has always been that where grievances
decline, the disciplinary cases increase and the opposite is also
applicable.
The rise in hearings could be attributable to the lack of
understanding of policies and procedures among semi-skilled
and unskilled employees, where less serious offences are
committed. In the rare event of serious offences, lack of tight
procedures could contribute.
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Disciplinary actions, grievances and sick leave
Disciplinary actions
(number)
Grievances
registered (number)
Sick leave (days per
person per month)

2010

2009

2008

2007

55

33

45

66

13

36

13

18

0.59

0.63

0.68

0.68

Human resource training and development
Human resource development activities in the reporting period
included rigorous growth of the following initiatives, developed
to build sustainable human capital. These should be seen
within the context of Necsa’s Corporate Human Capacity
Building outputs as presented below:
Mentorship and coaching
On 21 October 2009 first phase participants in the Mentorship
and Coaching programme presented written proposals to a
panel of reviewers. The panel agreed that the overall quality of
the final assignments and proposals was of a high standard.
A graduation ceremony was held for mentors and mentees
on 13 November 2009 where, in addition to the awarding
of achievement certificates, the outstanding performance,
commitment and achievement of the mentors and mentees
were also recognised.
The second phase of the programme with 106 mentors and
mentees which was embarked on in 2009 is well on track and
will deliver results within 2010.
Graduate Support Programme
The second phase of this programme commenced during the
reporting period, with the transfer of PBMR undergraduate
and postgraduate bursary holders as well as their graduates to
the scheme. The number of graduates in training (engineers,
physicists and scientists) increased from 10 to 18 and the
number of bursary students to 36 of whom:
•
•

52

13 are undergraduates – mainly in the field of engineering;
and
23 are graduates – mainly in physics and the sciences.
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Necsa apprenticeships/internships/graduate development
In continued support of the National Skills Development
strategy Necsa undertook the training of learners funded and
supported by CHIETA, the DST and the Automotive Industry
Development Centre (AIDC) during the period as follows:
Discipline
Analytical Chemistry
Boiler making
BSc Degree Physics
BSc Honours
Chemistry
BSc Honours Physics
BSc Hons in
Microbiology
BSc Hons
Geohydrology
BSc Science
BSc Med
Biochemistry
B-Tech Industrial
Engineering
BSc Computing
Electrical Engineering
Electronics
Engineering
Finance
Human Resources
Information
Technology
ND Chemical
Engineering
ND Industrial
Engineering
Instrumentation
Logistic
Mechatronics
ND Mechanical
Engineering
Motor Mechanics
Office Management
Tool Maker
Fitter and Turner
Plumbing
Welding
Grand total

Internships/ ApprenticeGraduates
ships
9
1
1

Total
9
1
1

4

4

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
9

1
9

1

1

1

3
6

3
6

2

2

2

2

1

1
3

1
2

2

2
2
1

40

3
1
2

1
2
2
1
24

2
1
1
2
2
1
64

Adult Basic Education
A total of 109 employees enrolled for Adult Basic Education
during the period. Of these, 96 were declared competent in
English and Mathematics after submissions of portfolios of
evidence and the writing of summative examinations. See
table below:
English
11
16
10
29
66

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4/NQF 1
Total

Training spend
Training spend by training field is presented below and reflects
an all-round increase in training, in particular in the areas of
seminars and skills development.

Mathematics
2
7
9
12
30

Damelin learnerships
In total, 79 learners participated in Damelin learnership
programmes, all of whom were declared competent after
summative examinations and submission of portfolios of
evidence at the end of August 2009 as follows:

Title
Cert in Business
Admin – NQF 3
Cert in Project
management –
NQF 4
Cert in General
Management –
NQF 5
Cert in call
Centre Support
– NQF 2
Totals

African White Coloured Indian
M F M F M F M F
1

15

4

6

2

20

2
2

ABET		
(R409,546)

42%
20%

Seminars		
(R816,203)
Skills Development
(R4,212,367)

21%

8%
5%

Total
M F
1

37

13

9

7

3

6

2

8

2

2

1

8

Management
Development
(R525,528)

Statutory Training
(R2,029,802)
Technical Training
(R2,079,442)

4%

Organisational renewal intervention
Subsequent to the findings and interventions recommended
by an external consultant, a performance incentive scheme
was implemented on 1 April 2009. This forms part of Necsa’s
comprehensive employee recognition scheme. The Dinaledi
(Sotho word for “stars”) Recognition Scheme was launched by
the CEO, to reward exceptional staff performance and the first
formal awards were made during the year.

Labour union membership
1
8

6

27 13 27

2

2

23 56

The open relationship between the Necsa group and organised
labour, in the form of two unions, continued in the reporting
period.
The union statistics on 31 March 2010 were as follows:
Unionised
Pelindaba Workers Union
Solidarity Union
SACWU
Total
Non-unionised
Total

Number
648
233
23
904
855
1,759*

Percentage
36.8%
13.3%
1.3%
51.4%
48.6%
100.0%

*Excluding Directors and contract staff
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Retirement Fund
Necsa’s Group Retirement Fund is a defined contribution
provident fund which complies fully with the Pension Funds
Act 1956, Act No. 24 of 1956, as amended. The Fund is
managed by a Board of Trustees comprising 50% employer
and 50% employee representatives. Old Mutual Corporate
is the administrator of the Fund and manages the Fund in
conjunction with the Trustees, while Fifth Quadrant Actuaries
and Consultants provides financial and actuarial advice.
The Fund follows a life stage model approach as well as a
member level investment approach and consists of three
investment portfolios, namely the market risk, stable and
money market portfolios, to deal with the different needs of
members with respect to their inflation and exit risks. The
Fund’s investment managers are Allan Gray Limited, Coronation
Asset Management, Orbis Investment Management, Prescient
Investment Management and Sanlam Investment Management.
A major switch of investment managers for the Stable portfolio
was made by the Trustees during the period of reporting, with
positive results. The Market risk portfolio aims to deliver 5%
per annum (net of fees) out-performance of “headline inflation”
over any rolling 7-year period and the Stable portfolio aims
to deliver 3% per annum (net of fees) out-performance of
“headline inflation” over any rolling 3-year period.
The cumulative returns on the portfolios for the period
1 April 2009 to 31 March 2010 were as follows:
•
•
•

Market risk portfolio – 23.76%;
Stable portfolio – 13.41%; and
Money market portfolio – 7.97%.

This implies substantial positive returns for members within
these portfolios.
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The most recent report of the Fund’s external auditor, Ernst
& Young, declared the Fund financially sound and confirmed
that its operations are in accordance with best accounting
practices for South African retirement funds, as prescribed by
the Pension Funds Act.
As at 31 March 2010, the un-audited net assets of the Fund
amounted to R545.9 million and membership stood at 1,703
members, of whom 25 have been declared medically disabled.
The Trustees’ priorities for the reporting period included the
following:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Regular meetings of the Board of Trustees (four), and six
each of the Investment and Management Sub-committees;
Updating of the Investment Policy Statement;
Maintenance of PF130 Governance requirements;
Communication with members which was achieved
through the annual benefit statements; various financial
and audit reports; monthly Fund performance and
individual member credit updates; information sessions
and posting of all relevant information, including the Fund
rules and policies, on the Necsa intranet;
Advanced training of Trustee members;
Periodic assessment of the overall Fund risks; and
Further strengthening of governance through performance
assessments of the Chairperson, Principal Officer, the
Board as whole, as well as the service providers.

Employee health
Necsa medical healthcare
In terms of their conditions of service, Necsa employees are obliged to belong to one of Necsa’s affiliated medical schemes if they are
not dependents on a spouse’s medical scheme. The table below reflects membership as at 31 March 2010.
Necsa
Discovery
Health
In-service members
Principal members
1,083
Spouses
420
Children
637
Other dependants over 21
91
Other dependants under 21
14
Total lives: In-service members
2,245
In-service members on spouses
medical schemes*
Pensioner members
Principal members
905
Spouses
438
Children
29
Other dependants over 21
29
Other dependants under 21
7
Total lives: Pensioner members
1,408
Continuation members
Principal members
1
Spouses
1
Children
0
Other dependants over 21
0
Other dependants under 21
0
Total lives: Continuation members
2
Pensioners on own medical schemes**
Principal members
Spouses
Children
Other dependants over 21
Other dependants under 21
Total lives: Pensioners

NTP

Pelchem

Sizwe

Total

Discovery
Health

103
48
109
1
0
261

1,186
468
746
92
14
2,506

171
56
115
15
1
358

26
9
25
0
1
61

197
65
140
15
2
419

106
58
93
13
0
270

4
3
5
0
0
12

110
61
98
13
0
282

-

169*

-

-

15*

-

-

14*

2
2
1
0
0
5

907
440
30
29
7
1,413

3
3
0
0
0
6

0
0
0
0
0
0

3
3
0
0
0
6

4
2
3
0
0
9

0
0
0
0
0
0

4
2
3
0
0
9

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

61
31
9
2
0
103

Sizwe

Total

Discovery
Health

Sizwe

Total

2
1
0
0
0
3

0
0
0
0
0
0

* In various medical aid schemes.
** Pensioners who are on their own medical schemes are entitled to a monthly contribution towards their membership.

Primary Health Care
A Primary Health Care Service is provided to Necsa employees
that includes consultations with Medical Practitioners and
Occupational Health Nurses. Medical Practitioners conducted
120 consultations and 1,958 consultations were conducted by
Occupational Health Nurses during the review period.

Employee wellness
The formal component of the Employee Wellness programme
is managed by Careways, a private social and psychological
service provider. During the review period, uptake of services
offered increased from 6.8% to 10.5%. An increase of 14% in
referrals from managers bears witness to the fact that they are
increasingly seeing the value of the programme in assisting them
to manage employees whose work performance is impaired.
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The Employee Wellness strategy was enhanced through the
addition of a dedicated service to the staff at Necsa’s Vaalputs
facility. In April 2009 the first ‘Family Wellness Day’ was held at
Vaalputs and enthusiastically attended by all staff members and
their families, a total of 75 people.
The wellness event at Pelindaba took the form of a ‘Treasure
Day’ for the children of Necsa employees and was attended by
230 children.
The programme was further improved during the year with a
web link from the Necsa intranet site, providing the opportunity
for those with internet access to search for Health and Wellness
topics of interest to them.
HIV/AIDS programme
An HIV/AIDS strategy was developed and an external
service provider was appointed to manage the programme.
Presentations were made to Necsa’s Executive Management
Committee and relevant stakeholders and implementation
proceeded during the year.
Medical surveillance
At the end of the reporting period 840 chemical, 5 laser,
621 noise and 1,008 radiation workers were registered as
occupationally exposed workers at Necsa. These registered
workers were subjected to formal medical surveillance and
health care programmes.
This decision to include all office workers as part of the regular
Medical Surveillance programme was implemented in February
2010. A total of 582 Necsa office workers (including Pelchem
and NTP) were identified. Data on chronic conditions is being
captured for trend analysis subsequent to examination of all
the office workers. This information will be used to assess
risk, especially in terms of chronic conditions such as heart
problems, diabetes, hypertension etc.

The following table reflects medical surveillances conducted
during the reporting period:
Surveillance type
Routine medical examinations on OEPs
Lung function tests
Eye tests
Audiometric tests
X-Rays
Blood tests
Urine tests
WBCs
Pre-employment medical examinations
(contract, permanent and contract to permanent
appointments)
Exit medical examination
Medical examinations for private firms
Injuries on duty – Necsa
Injuries on duty – private companies
Medical irregularities due to potential occupational
exposure
Reportable hearing loss
Family planning
Doctors consultations (private)

Number
2,118
1,836
1,877
1,908
1,069
1,920
1,909
860
423
209
154
67
18
28
1
140
338

Medical irregularities
During the reporting period, 28 non-occupational related
medical irregularities were detected during the medical
surveillance of Necsa employees and 1 occupational disease,
namely hearing loss, was reported to the Compensation
Commissioner.
Occupational radiation exposure
The average effective radiation dose (external and internal
exposure combined) per radiation worker for the reporting
period was 0,67 mSv compared to 0,57 mSv for the previous
reporting period. The average effective dose of 3,3% of the
individual annual limit of 20 mSv (set by the NNR and the
Department of Health: Directorate Radiation Control) and 17%
of the ALARA objective of 4 mSv/a. Occupational radiation
exposure was therefore well within allowable limits.
Medical records
Necsa is committed to ensuring that quality medical
examinations are performed and that the medical data is
readily available. A team of people is tasked with ensuring that,
whilst treating all medical information as confidential, all data is
organised, captured and archived.
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The biennial Noise and Local Extraction Ventilation and HCS
Surveys are due in September 2010. Ergonomic Surveys for H1,
P2500, P2600, and P2700 were conducted in September 2009
by an AIA and are valid until September 2011.
Building alterations for the laboratory in preparation for AIA
certification was completed. Other preparations include
purchase of equipment and the compilation of relevant
procedures. The Department of Labour Audit is scheduled for
June 2010 after which Necsa’s Occupational hygienist will be
certified to conduct all the relevant hygiene surveys prescribed
by the Occupational Health and Safety Act 1993, Act No. 85
of 1993, as amended. These are currently being performed by
consultants.

Necsa: All processes
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

30
27
24
21
18
15
12
9
6
3
0

TIR

Occupational hygiene
Hazard Identification and Risk Assessments were completed
at 33 sites during the reporting period and Asbestos Surveys at
15 sites.

Sep 02
Dec 02
Mar 03
Jun 03
Sep 03
Dec 03
Mar 04
Jun 04
Sep 04
Dec 04
Mar 05
Jun 05
Sep 05
Dec 05
Mar 06
Jun 06
Sep 06
Dec 06
Mar 07
Jun 07
Sep 07
Dec 07
Mar 08
Jun 08
Sep 08
Dec 08
Mar 09
Jun 09
Sep 09
Dec 09
Mar 10

Employee safety

The BBS process has made a significant contribution to safety
at Necsa and has resulted in a major improvement in Necsa’s
Total Injury Rate (TIR) from 20,9 in September 2002 to 4,8
in March 2010 as shown in the graph. The total injury rate
includes all injuries to personnel, even minor injuries. Over
approximately the same period the Percentage Safe Indicator
(which is an indication of the Safe Behaviours observed, i.e.
those that will not result in injury, combined with an indicator
of the BBS activity, i.e. the Contact Rate) improved from 32%
to 93.8%. A total of 1,708 Necsa employees are now trained
observers, as compared with 647 in 2005.

% Safe Indicator

In order to compile a comprehensive medical profile of each
employee, the process of capturing historical dosimetry data
(since 1976) is ongoing.

% Safe Indicator

TIR

TIR Target

Behaviour based safety
Necsa continued implementing the Behavioural Accident
Prevention Process (BAPP®) under licence from Behavioural
Science Technologies (BST®) (USA) with the assistance of
Behaviour Based Initiatives (BBI), a local consultant. This
process uses trained observers to identify at-risk behaviours
(i.e. behaviours that could result in injury) and barriers to safe
behaviour and to remove these to prevent injuries. A barrier to
safe behaviour is any obstacle (personal attitude, tools, lack of
training, incorrect tooling, etc.) which prevents the person from
performing a task in a safe manner.
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SHEQ performance
The following table summarises Necsa’s SHEQ performance for the reporting period and provides a comparison with previous years:

No. Description
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

2003/
2004
105
0

2004/
2005
71
1

2005/
2006
42
3

2007/
2008
58
2

2008/
2009
34
6

2009/
2010
19
4

Nuclear Events INES rating = 0
INES rating > 0
Average cumulative individual dose
0,69
0,60
0,63
0,68
0,64
0,57
0.67
(mSv per person) for 12 months
Number of persons who received
a dose above 4 mSv
48
36
48
53
53
47
56
(the ALARA goal)
DIIR
1,52
1,15
2,02
1,26
1,26
0.89
0,84
TIR
14,6
13,2
11,3
8,9
6,0
5,8
4,8
DIs
24
18
28
20
23
14
15
Workdays lost due to DIs
466
718
319
189
679
429
188
Maximum man-hours worked
456,681 536,235 423,088 599,199 598,276 702,623 643,198
without a DI

SHEQ audits
Thirty nine audits were conducted during the reporting period.
In addition 46 pre-operational audits were conducted as part
of the SHEQ Instruction System (SHEQ-INS-0800) process
requirements.
SHEQ-INS implementation and maintenance in the operational
areas/plants (NS, ETI, R&D, NTP, etc.) is at an acceptable level
(above 80%) although continuous improvement is needed
and encouraged. However, in some support function areas
SHEQ System implementation and maintenance requires
improvement as they form the backbone of the service delivery
component of Necsa.
SHEQ-INS
The need for SHEQ-INS implementation assistance and
training was identified during 2007. An intensive SHEQ-INSSystem training programme was implemented, focussing on
conventional safety.
Nuclear event management process (EMP)
No major events related to environmental, public or worker
exposure occurred during the year. Incident Investigation
courses were scheduled to improve the quality of investigations
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Period
2006/
2007
48
0
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% Improvement (+)
Deterioration (-)
44,1 +
33,3 +
17 19 5,6 +
17,2 +
7,1 56,2 +
8,46 +

and were attended by 25 employees, with many more
scheduled to attend in the future. The functionality of the EMP
system was greatly improved and most of operational issues
that had been outstanding were resolved.
Emergency planning
The National Nuclear Regulator Act 1999, Act 47 of 1999
(NNR Act) Section 38 prescribed Agreement between Necsa
and local governments was signed by Necsa and is being
circulated to all local governments for signature. Comments
were received from the NNR on the Off-Site Emergency
Plan and are being addressed in conjunction with the Local
Authorities.
The upgrade of the Emergency Control Centre commenced
during the review period and will be completed in the new
financial year. The Site PA system, covering the entire Necsa
site, is also being upgraded.
Two NNR invigilated emergency exercises were successfully
held in October 2009 and Necsa is currently addressing the
deficiencies that were identified by the NNR.

Emergency Services
Necsa’s Emergency Services, which provide services not only
to Necsa but also the community in the vicinity of Necsa’s site,
reacted to the following emergency calls:
Necsa
Public
Number of
Number of
Type of call Number of
Number of
patients
patients
calls
calls
transported
transported
Fire
18
0
122
0
Vehicle
2
0
152
89
accident
Ambulance
40
33
221
149
calls
Total
60
33
495
238
From the table it is clear that Necsa delivers a substantial
service to the community.
Security
Security measures
In accordance with international best practice, Necsa’s security
strategy is implemented through a number of security layers
referred to as defence-in-depth. These layers are designed
to counter assessed threats and are reviewed periodically.
Access control is the first barrier in the system. Biometric
access control was introduced during the review period and
provides Necsa with accurate time and attendance records
and a platform for accurate headcounts during unforeseen
emergencies. An average of 4 000 visitors to the facility were
processed monthly.
In preparation for the World Cup, training assistance was
provided by the IAEA’s office for Nuclear Security and key
resources and expertise were provided by the SANDIA
Laboratory of the US DOE.

of 90.7% was achieved. This was a significant improvement on
the previous audit. However, immediate and ongoing steps are
being taken to address the shortfalls identified.
Joint Planning Committee
The Joint Planning Committee is a body established in terms
of the NKP Act to regulate the affairs of the NKP and brings
together various stakeholders such as the police, State Security
Agency, Necsa Security, Necsa Emergency services, Madibeng
Community and the NNR. This Committee met four times in
the period under review and deliberated on various issues that
promoted security at Necsa whilst taking into account external
factors and threats which might impact on security.
Emergency and contingency exercises
The readiness of Necsa’s security force is regularly tested using
contingency exercises to establish strengths and weaknesses.
The aim is to maintain a state of optimal readiness at all times.
Operational performance tests are also conducted throughout
the year to test the readiness of guards and functioning of the
security infrastructure.
In addition, joint emergency exercises are carried out, aimed
at sharpening responses in the event of an emergency. The
NNR acts as an observer at such exercises and provides
valuable feedback. During the period under review the following
exercises were carried out:

Date
20/03/09
22/05/09
24/07/09
18/09/09
22/10/09
20/11/09

Emergency Exercises
Time
Simulated Event
08h00 – 10h30
Chemical event
08h00 – 10h30
Radiological event
08h00 – 10h30
Security event
15h00 – 16h30
Evacuation
08h00 – 12h00
NNR Emergency Exercise
08h00 – 10h30
Radiological event

National Key Point audit
As a National Key Point (NKP) in terms of the National Key
Points Act 1980, Act No. 102 of 1980, Necsa undergoes
a NKP audit on an annual basis. The NKP office under the
SAPF regulates the Security measures at every NKP in the
country. The NKP’s audit focuses on management of the
security operations, administration of the security officers, and
the adequacy of the physical protection measures. During the
audit conducted on 25 September 2009, a compliance score
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Security investigations
Besides resolving criminal and civil cases, security
investigations lead to improvements in security infrastructure,
design and operations. During the review period the following
investigations were conducted:
Type of investigation
Total number
Cases reported
211
Departmental hearings held
51
Dismissals
20
Access blocked to service providers due to fraud
3
Criminal cases registered with the South African
44
Police Force
Guilty verdicts in criminal procedures
4

Communication and stakeholder relations
The 2009/10 year presented some challenges for the South
African nuclear industry as a whole given the hiatus in the
Eskom new build process and the difficulties facing PBMR.
However, the Necsa group enjoyed renewed and sustained
growth in the context of its role, defined in the Nuclear Energy
Policy of June 2008, in the rebirth of the South African nuclear
industry.
The key objective for this reporting period was aimed at
improving public understanding of nuclear science and
technology. While this continually poses new challenges it also
exposed opportunities to explore more pragmatic approaches
in public advocacy in the areas of communication and media
liaison, stakeholder relations, and national and international
collaboration. The following details our objectives and highlights
the progress made during the past reporting period:
Communication and media relations
The year under review saw the continued development of
sound relations with various print and broadcast media, both
locally and nationally. Necsa’s commitment to transparency
and simplified technical reporting relating to nuclear
technologies resulted in more accurate and positive reporting.
This achievement can be attributed to a more content-driven
approach to the diverse benefits of nuclear technology,
particularly in the sphere of local medical advancements.
Through partnerships and alliances, face-to-face opportunities
were created to engage with dignitaries and Ministers seen
as key to achieving our mandate. These delegations included
the Minister of Energy, Ms Dipuo Peters, Minister of Public
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Enterprises, Ms Barbara Hogan, Minister of Science and
Technology, Ms Naledi Pandor, and the Director-General of the
IAEA, Mr Mohamed EL Baradei.
Communication networks at conferences and exhibition
opportunities ensured the wide dissemination of targeted
information and promotional materials to global markets. Other
highlights include the announcement of the Top Technology
100 Award to NTP and the announcement of the NSTF award
won by the OSCAR-4 Team. NTP became not only the world’s
number one medical isotope producer but also the only global
producer employing an LEU based process.
As a result of these and other achievements, the Necsa brand
and reputation enjoyed universal profiling, highly regarded as
the leader in the isotopes production market and as an overall
strategic partner. A negative feature was the need to respond
repeatedly to questions related to the security breach of
November 2007.
Stakeholder relations and events management
The “Internal Approach” to Communication entailed focusing
several key themes of significance within the organisation,
aimed at elevating the Necsa brand and reputation as that of an
employer of choice. Necsa is committed to the promotion of a
performance culture, acknowledging differences in culture and
creating an awareness of diversity, with a view to enhancing
team spirit and continually advancing staff morale. These
objectives were accomplished through the execution of various
marketing and communication platforms, some of which were
the Dinaledi Awards, the Leaders Forums, the Values and
Diversity Programme, Staff Information Sessions, the Long
Service Awards, the Women’s Day Celebrations, the HIV/Aids
Campaign and the Stakeholder Networking Golf Day.
Communication reach further afield entailed addressing
external stakeholders through the Public Safety Information
Forum (PSIF). These Forums were establish in terms of
the NNR Act to provide the public with a means to obtain
information on safety matters related to nuclear installations
in their vicinity. Meetings were held on a quarterly basis with
both members the Pelindaba and Vaalputs communities.
The Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson of each Forum
are appointed by the NNR, with Necsa as the license holder,
providing the secretariat.

Necsa’s commitment to CSI is evident in its extensive Schools
Outreach Programme, which concentrated on empowering
predominantly historically disadvantaged Dinaledi schools in
the areas of mathematics and science. The objective of the
expansive CSI programme is long-term investment in the youth
of tomorrow. The principal intent is to excite and encourage the
youth to pursue careers in mathematics, science, engineering
and technology, so as to alleviate the national shortage of these
scarce skills.

12.3 Environmental sustainability

International relations
Another of Necsa’s key mandates is to engage in nuclear
energy related technical, scientific and research cooperation
and collaboration. During the period under review, Necsa
concluded three agreements with foreign companies
in technical areas, one prefeasibility memorandum of
understanding (MoU) and two technical MoUs with major
international nuclear institutions.

•

Furthermore, Necsa scientists and officials participated in a
number of international technical and scientific cooperation
initiatives. Necsa also hosted numerous international
delegations in support of this technical and scientific
cooperation.
Vision for the future
2010 will see the launch of the Necsa Nuclear Science
Visitor Centre. This educational resource and marketing
tool is an example of an extensive collaboration of nuclear
communication and scientific professionals across the
United Kingdom, the European Union and South Africa. The
culmination of this project will see the landscape of the nuclear
public understanding in South Africa convert over time to that
of an informed and educated opinion.

Nuclear licensing and approvals
Necsa’s dedicated Licensing Department completed its first
year, having been established in December 2008 to:
•
•

•

Build capacity in order to ensure the proper execution of
licensing functions;
Improve the quality and turnaround time of licensing
submissions;
Address licensing requirements through a standardised
licensing process; and
Improve the rate of response and authorisations.

Installation licences
The NNR issued a further 12 individual Nuclear Installation
Licenses (NILs), bringing the total to 15. The remainder of the
licenses is expected to be issued during the 2010/11 financial
year. A further 16 Draft NILs were issued by the NNR for
comment by Necsa and returned to the NNR for finalisation.
NNR authorisation requests (NARs)
The following table summarises the submission and approval
of NARs:
NNR authorisation requests
2005- 2006- 2007- 2008- 2009Activity
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Number of Submissions
45
50
65
90
60
to the NNR
Number of approvals
(Including submissions
54
31
10
35
24
submitted previously)
Number of submissions
awaiting approval by the
19
40
95
78
70
NNR
A special effort was made, in cooperation with the NNR, to
reduce the number of open submissions by closing those which
could be made redundant due to changes in circumstances. In
the second half of the year a priority and commitment list was
drawn up in cooperation with the NNR, resulting in a significant
improvement in the rate of authorisations. The NNR met 80%
of the agreed upon targets and Necsa 91%.
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Project SHEQ approval process
All projects, including modifications to existing installations
and new installations, are subject to the Necsa Project SHEQ
Approval Process to ensure compliance with the Necsa
SHEQ system and applicable legislation. The following table
summarises the status of the process:

Safety culture
During the Necsa Safety Culture Review of 2007, five (5) areas
for improvement were identified in the Corrective Action Plan,
namely:

Project SHEQ approval status
2005- 2006- 2007- 2008- 2009Activity
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Approval meetings held
56
69
85
100
64
Projects approved
20
15
11
34
35

•
•
•
•

SHEQ related projects

During the reporting period SHEQ system implementation;
training; traffic control and, to a limited extent, event
management and associated communication, received further
attention. SHEQ Department continues during the reporting
period with drive safe campaigns and with the reporting of
traffic violations. An improvement in compliance with traffic
regulations was visible on the Necsa site.

Sustainable radiation protection services
The risk of insufficient radiation protection expertise at Necsa,
identified in 2006, was proactively addressed in the following
year and continues to show positive results.
Six Radiation Protection Officers (RPOs) were appointed, of
whom four are at a senior level. The RPO functional structure
and capacity at the R&D and Service laboratories was
prioritised and two RPOs and a senior RPO (Supervisor) were
appointed. The RPO certification process was streamlined and
more than 10 RPOs were certified over the past year.
An RPO Forum was established during the year, representing
line management and the SHEQ Department to address
current and future challenges facing the RPO function. To date
issues regarding RPO functional structure, reporting line, RPO
resources and training have been discussed and resolved.
While several RPO vacancies have been filled, there is still a
significant shortage of senior competent RPOs RP training will
receive priority in the year ahead and the appointment of a
radiation protection training specialist will help to resolve the
problem.
Two further interface forums were inaugurated during the year
to establish service delivery, technical capabilities and future
requirements from the SHEQ Department and capacity building
received concerted attention.
Approval was granted during the year for the appointment of
70 Learner Radiation Protection Monitors, to assist in the FIFA
2010 activities. By the end of the reporting period 67 had been
appointed on a contract basis.
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•

Management commitment and involvement/
communication;
Event management and communication;
Training and communication;
Traffic control; and
SHEQ system implementation.

Environmental performance
Environmental monitoring programme
A comprehensive environmental monitoring programme is in
place to meet the requirements of the Air Quality Act 2004,
Act No. 39 of 2004, the Nuclear Energy Act, the National
Environmental Management Act 1998, Act No. 107 of 1998
and the National Water Act 1998, Act No. 36 of 1998, as
amended. Resource usage, waste generation, and impacts on
media and ecology are monitored. These are illustrated in the
following sections.
Compliance with water permit requirements
Compliance is measured against the current water permit
(permit no. 1874B). No events occurred in this reporting period
that required reporting to the DWA. Management plans, to
monitor and mitigate potential impacts identified as a result
of site operations, form part of the Annual Water Report to the
NNR. These were received from the responsible departments
and will be submitted to the NNR as part of the Annual Water
Report. Data given below is quoted for the Water Year October
2008 to September 2009. Total water usage for the water year
was 79% of the permitted allocation (an increase of 19.4%
over the previous period. Further details are provided under
Resource Usage on page 63).

A total of 0.147 million m3 of effluent (59% of permit allocation)
was released to the Crocodile River during the water year which
represents a 15% year-on-year increase (previous water year:
0.127 million m3). Determinants that were less than 100%
compliant with discharge criteria were:
•
•
•
•

Fluoride 87% (previous water year: 94%);
Soap, oil, grease 60% (previous water year: 86%);
Ortho-phosphate 86% (previous water year: 87%); and
F.coli 58% (previous water year: 41%).

Fluoride and ortho-phosphate non-compliances with discharge
limits occurred as a result of discharge of low active effluent
from receiving tanks 46/1; 46/2 and 46/3. The low active
discharge tank has been out of operation since January 2008
whilst being refurbished. Comprehensive refurbishment was
undertaken by external civil engineering contractors and a
NNR submission is being prepared to return the tank to full
operational status.
A total of 0.0132 million m3 (20% of the permit allocation) of
toxic effluents was discharged to the evaporation ponds during
the reporting period representing a year-on-year decrease of
20% (0.0167 million m3, the previous year).
To determine the impact of Necsa’s effluent on the water
quality in the Crocodile River, samples are taken upstream
and downstream of the discharge point. No observable impact
was made on the water quality between October 2008 and
September 2009. The water quality is fully compliant in terms
of conductivity, fluoride, pH, sulphate, uranium and gross alpha
activity.
Compliance with air permit requirements
Total fluoride emissions of 2,790 kg were significantly lower
than the previous year (2008/09: 3,482 kg), with two months
exceeding the monthly site limit of 761 kg. Two stacks reflected
some abnormal releases above the weekly permit average
during the reporting period. The other facilities operated
consistently below the permit value. For all stack operations the
total number of non-compliant days for the year was 14.

Compliance with environmental requirements of the Nuclear
Licence
Stack releases were well within the allocated annual value. The
overall modelled dose to the public, based on actual releases,
showed a significant decrease over the past reporting period as
follows:
Modelled dose to the public
Dose type
2009/10
Liquid releases
3.41 µSv
Gaseous releases
2.97 µSv
Total
6.38 µSv
% of annual public dose limit of
2.55%
250 μSv

2008/09
11.2 µSv
2.1 µSv
13.3 µSv
3.40%

The environmental monitoring programme at Vaalputs was
in full compliance with sample reporting levels. No nuclear
occurrences were registered.
The data shows there is no significant dose impact to the
environment due to Necsa’s activities.

Resource usage
Energy

Period
Consumption

Electricity consumption
2009/10
2008/09 % difference
102.1 GWh 104.4 GWh
-2.2%

This reduction was realised largely through proactive power
saving actions.
Water
Water consumption
Water year period Water year period
Source
October 2008 to October 2007 to %
September 2009 September 2008
Rand Water 0.886 million m3 0.81 million m3
River Water 0.103 million m3 0.117 million m3
Total
0.92 million m3 0.989 million m3

difference
+9.6%
-12%
+7.0%

Total water consumption during the reporting period increased
7% year-on-year representing 72% of the total amount
permitted.
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“

The group has established participative
structures on issues that affect employees
directly and materially and is committed
to promoting equal opportunities and
fair employment practices regardless of
employees’ ethnic origin or gender.
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corporate governance

Necsa structure
Minister of Energy
The Minister is Necsa’s
Executive Authority

Office of the CEO
• Corporate Planning
• Group Communication and
Stakeholder Relations
• Internal Audit
• Legal Services and Company
Secretariat
• Risk and Nuclear Knowledge
Management

Necsa Board of Directors
Chairperson: M Dipico
The Board is Necsa’s
Accounting Authority

Necsa CEO:
R Adam

Subsidiaries and associates

Necsa Executive
Management Committee

Research and
Development
General Manager:
W van Z de Villiers
•
•
•
•

Applied Chemistry
Radiation Science
Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Nuclear Technical
Cooperation
and Resource
Mobilisation

Finance and
Information
Management

Risk and
Infrastructure
Management

People and
Organisational
Development

Engineering
and Technology
Integration

General Manager:
N Dayaram

General Manager:
LJ Shayi

General Manager:
DM Moagi*

General Manager:
AC van der Bijl

• Systems &
Information
Management
• Business Units &
Support Units
• Procurement &
Provisioning
• Group Structures &
Governance
• Management
Information Systems

• Maintenance
Services
• Property
Management and
Support Services
• Security Services
• Nuclear
Safeguards
• SHEQ

• Human Resource
Services
• Recruitment and
Employment
Equity
• Employee
Relations
• Organisational
Development and
Renewal
• Learning
and People
Development

• Uranium and
Effluent Processing
• Licencing
• Liquid Effluent
Management
Services

Nuclear
Services
General Manager:
E Julies**
• Nuclear Liabilities
Management
• Necsa Nuclear
Manufacturing
Centre
• Analytical and
Calibration
Services
• SAFARI-1
Operations

* From October 2009
** From February 2008 to December 2009
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Group structure
Minister of Energy
The Minister is Necsa’s
Executive Authority

Necsa Board of Directors
Chairperson: M Dipico

Necsa
CEO: R Adam
100%

Cyclofil (Pty) Ltd
(Dormant)
Director: N Dayaram
100%

NTP Radioisotopes
(Pty) Ltd
MD: DG Robertson
100%

NTP Logistics
(Pty) Ltd
MD: P van der Walt
51%

Gammatec NDT
Supplies (Pty) Ltd
MD: RM Davies
55%

Gammafilm
Industries
MD: M Gonzalez
100%
Gammatec Aseana
MD: C Ackerman
90%
Gammatec Middle
East Trading
Company
MD: G Venter
76%
Lectromax Australia
MD: B Owen
90%
Lectromax
New Zealand
MD: B Owen
100%
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ARECSA Human
Capital (Pty) Ltd
CEO: AM Myoli
51%

Cyclotope (Pty) Ltd
MD: M Letswalo
100%

AEC Amersham
(Pty) Ltd
MD: W Flowers
100%

Pharmatopes
(Pty) Ltd
MD: W Flowers
100%

Pelchem (Pty) Ltd
MD: BJ Steynberg
100%

Fluoro Pack (Pty) Ltd
MD: I de V Louw
90%

Fluoropharm
(Pty) Ltd (Dormant)
Director: N Dayaram
100%

Fluorochem (Pty) Ltd
(Dormant)
Director: N Dayaram
100%

BVI No. 33
(Pty) Ltd
41.67%

LESA (Pty) Ltd
MD: AC Jooste
49.9%

Necsa as an organisation
The South African Nuclear Energy Corporation Limited, known
by its trade name Necsa, is a wholly state owned public
company in terms of the Companies Act 1973, Act No. 61 of
1973, registration number 2000/003735/06.
Necsa was reconstituted under the Nuclear Energy Act which
defines the company’s functions and powers and its financial
and operational accountability.
The Nuclear Energy Act provides for Necsa’s governance and
management by a Board of Directors and a Chief Executive
Officer. It provides responsibilities for the implementation and
application of the Safeguards Agreement and any additional
protocols entered into by the Republic and the International
Atomic Energy Agency in support of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty acceded to by the Republic. The Nuclear
Energy Act further regulates the acquisition and possession of
nuclear fuel, certain nuclear and related material and certain
related equipment, as well as the importation and exportation
of, and certain other acts and activities relating to fuel, material
and equipment, in order to comply with the international
obligations of the Republic. The Nuclear Energy Act also
prescribes measures regarding the management of radioactive
waste and the storage of irradiated nuclear fuel.

The Board of Directors believes that the organisation has
applied, and complied with, the principles incorporated in the
Code of Corporate Practices and Conduct, as set out in the
King II Report. The Board regularly reviews the group’s
governance structures and processes, and is in the process
of considering best practice and the principles of the King III
Report and Code on Corporate Governance, which became
effective on 1 March 2010.

Board of Directors
Necsa’s Board of Directors is appointed by the Minister of
Energy (the Shareholder) in terms of Section 16 of the Nuclear
Energy Act and acts as Necsa’s accounting authority as defined
in terms of the Public Finance Management Act 1999, Act
No. 1 of 1999. The Board is appointed for a renewable period
of three years and undergoes a Necsa-specific induction
process within six months of appointment.

Code of practices and conduct
Corporate Governance is formally concerned with the
organisational arrangements that have been put into place to
provide an appropriate set of checks and balances within which
the stewards of the organisation operate. The objective is to
ensure that those to whom the stakeholders have entrusted
the direction and success of the organisation act in the best
interests of these stakeholders. It encourages leadership with
integrity, responsibility and transparency.
The group, Necsa and its subsidiaries endorse the principles
of the South African Code of Corporate Practices and Conduct
as recommended in the King II Report. As such, the group is
committed to principles and practices that provide stakeholders
with the assurance that the organisation is managed soundly
and ethically.
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Board of Directors
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Dr Manne
Dipico Deputy
Chairperson:
De Beers
Consolidated
Mines
(Non-executive
director)

Dr Rob Adam
Chief Executive
Officer: Necsa
(Executive director)

Adv. Brenda
Madumise
Executive
Chairperson:
Khomelela
Investment Holding
(Non-executive
director)

Prof. Gideon
Greyvenstein
General Manager:
PBMR
(Non-executive
director)

Ms Motshoanetsi
Lefoka
Chief Executive
Officer: South
African Post Office
(Non-executive
director)

Dr Bonakele
Mehlomakulu
Chief Executive
Officer: South
African Bureau of
Standards
(Non-executive
director)

Adv. Nazreen
Shaik-Peremanov
Senior Lecturer:
Department
of Public
International Law
(UNISA)
(Non-executive
director)

Mr Stefaan Sithole
Partner: Sithole
Incorporated
Chartered
Accountants SA
(Non-executive
director)

Mr Phumzile
Tshelane
Senior Manager:
Project
Development:
Eskom
(Non-executive
director)

Dr Ntuthuko
Bhengu
Executive Head:
Provider Networks
Metropolitan
Health
(Non-executive
director)

Ms Elsie Monale
Director: Nuclear
Non-proliferation,
Department of
Minerals and
Energy
(Non-executive
director)

Prof. Thokozani
Majozi
Professor:
Department
of Chemical
Engineering (UP)
(Non-executive
director)

Ms Noluphumzo
Noxaka
Director: Alatha
Consulting
(Non-executive
director)

Mr Abdul Minty
Ambassador:
Department of
Foreign Affairs
(Non-executive
director)

Mr Lampona
Aphane
Chief Director:
Electricity,
Department of
Energy
(Non-executive
director)

Note: Some director’s terms expired and others were appointed during the financial year – see page 69

Details of Board members
Executive Directors
Name
Dr Rob Adam
CEO: Necsa

Race

Gender

Date of appointment

Term
2

Expiry of term

Qualifications

31 October 2012

MSc (Theoretical Physics) – UNISA; and
PhD (Nuclear Physics) – UNISA.

White

Male

1 March 2006

Race

Gender

Date of appointment

Term

Expiry of term

Black

Male

1 December 2006

2

31 October 2012

Black Female

1 September 2003

2

31 October 2009

Prof. Gideon Greyvenstein
General Manager: PBMR

White

1 December 2006

1

Ms Motshoanetsi Lefoka
Chief Executive Officer: South
African Post Office

Black Female

1 December 2006

1

Dr Bonakele Mehlomakulu
CEO: SABS

Black Female

1 December 2006

1

Adv Nazreen Shaik-Peremanov
Senior Lecturer: Department of
Public International Law (UNISA)

Indian Female

1 November 2009

1

Mr Stefaan Sithole
Partner: Sithole Incorporated
Chartered Accountants SA

Black

Male

29 March 2006

1

Mr Phumzile Tshelane
Senior Manager: Project
Development: Eskom

Black

Male

29 March 2006

2

Dr Ntuthuko Bhengu
Executive Head: Provider Networks Black
Metropolitan Health

Male

1 November 2009

1

Ms Elsie Monale
Director: Nuclear Non-proliferation, Black Female
Department of Energy

1 December 2006

1

Prof. Thokozani Majozi
Professor: Department of Chemical
Engineering (UP)

Black

1 November 2009

1

Ms Noluphumzo Noxaka
Director: Alatha Consulting

Black Female

1 November 2009

1

Indian

Male

24 February 2000

4

31 October 2012

MSc (Economics) – University of London; and
BSc (Economics) – University of London.

Black

Male

1 November 2009

1

31 October 2012

Pr Engineering, BSc (Electrical Engineering)
(University of Natal).

Non-executive Directors
Name
Dr Manne Dipico
Deputy Chairperson:
De Beers Consolidated Mines
Adv. Brenda Madumise
Executive Chairperson: Khomelela
Investment Holding

Mr Abdul Minty
Ambassador: Department of
Foreign Affairs
Mr Lampona Aphane
Chief Director: Electricity,
Department of Energy

Male

Male

Qualifications
Emerging Economics Leadership –
Pennsylvania University; and
PhD (Hon) Law – Monash University.
BProc and LLB – Wits University; and
MBA – Bond University.

PhD (Mechanical Engineering) –
University of Pretoria; and
MBL (Engineering) – University of Pretoria.
BAdmin (Statistics) – University of Botswana; and
31 October 2009 MSc (Industrial Engineering) – North Carolina
University – USA.
PhD (Chemical Engineering)
31 October 2009
University of Natal; and
MSc (Organic Chemistry).
BSSc (Industrial Psychology) –
University of Natal;
LLB – University of Natal;
31 October 2012
LLM (Constitutional and Labour Law) –
University of Natal; and
LLM (International and Human Rights Law) –
Notre Dame USA.
CA (SA);
CIA;
31 October 2009
BCom – University of the Witwatersrand; and
BAcc – University of the Witwatersrand.
BSc Hons (Nuclear Physics) – University of the
Witwatersrand; and
31 October 2012
BSc (Maths and Physics) – University of the
Witwatersrand.
MB, ChB – Natal University Medical School;
DA – College of Medicine in South Africa;
31 October 2012
MBA – Wales University, Cardif; and
MPH, (HCM) – Harvard University, Boston USA.
MSc (Applied Radiation) – North West
31 October 2009
University; and
BSc (Education) – North West University.
PhD (University of Manchester Institute of
Science and Technology, UK);
31 October 2012
MScEng (University of Natal); and
BScEng (University of Natal).
CA (SA)
MBA - UCT Graduate School of Business
BCom Acc Hons - University of Natal
31 October 2012
BCompt (NDP) - Unisa;
BAdmin - University of Zululand;
H Dip in Computer Audit - Wits University; and
N Dip in Financial Markets and Instruments.
31 October 2009
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Board charter

Remuneration of Board members

The Nuclear Energy Act, the Act in terms of which Necsa was
established, serves as the Board charter. The Act outlines
the functions and mandate of the company. It also deals
amongst others, with the appointment of Board members by
the Minister of Energy, the powers of the Board, the Ministers’
responsibilities concerning South Africa’s international
obligations with regard to nuclear non-proliferation as well
source material, special nuclear material, and radioactive
waste.

Director’s emoluments for the review period are recorded on
page 169 of this report.

The Board subscribes to various policies to enhance and
provide assurance in terms of transparency, inclusiveness,
reliability, accuracy, relevance, completeness, clarity and
timeliness to ensure sustainability.

Meetings of the Board
The Act requires that the Board meets at least four times per
annum to discuss and review the strategy and business plan.
Special Board Meetings are convened when necessary to
deliberate on issues that require Board resolutions between
scheduled meetings. Members of management are periodically
invited to make presentations on issues of particular interest to
the Board.
The Board met five times during the review period, with
attendance at meetings as follows:

Meetings of the Board of Directors
Name
Dr Manne Dipico (Chairperson)
Dr Robert Adam (CEO and Executive Director)
Mr Lampona Aphane**
Dr Ntuthuko Bhengu**
Prof. Gideon Greyvenstein*
Ms Motshoanetsi Lefoka*
Adv. Brenda Madumise (Deputy Chairperson)*
Prof. Thokozani Majozi**
Dr Bonakele Mehlomakulu*
Mr Abdul Minty
Ms Elsie Monale*
Ms Noluphumzo Noxaka**
Adv. Nazreen Shaik-Peremanov (Deputy Chairperson)**
Mr Stefaan Sithole*
Mr Phumzile Tshelane
* Term expired
** Appointed 1 November 2009
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10 June
2009
Apology
Present
Present
Apology
Apology
Present
Apology
Apology
Present
Present

30 July
2009
Present
Present
Apology
Apology
Present
Present
Apology
Absent
Present
Present

Meeting Dates
26 November 26 February
2009
2010
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Apology
Present
Apology
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

26 March
2010
Present
Present
Apology
Present
Present
Present
Apology
Present
Present

Company Secretary and professional advice
The Company Secretary is Mr Aukney Clifford Mabunda,
BA, LLB, LLM (Wits), Post-graduate Diploma: Business
Management and Administration (DeMontfort University).
Mr Mabunda is an Attorney of High Court of South Africa.
His business and postal addresses are as follows:

PO Box 582
Pretoria
0001
All Directors have access to the advice and services of the
Company Secretary, whose appointment is in accordance with
the South African Companies Act, and who is responsible to
the Board for ensuring the proper administration of Board
proceedings. The Company Secretary also provides guidance
to the Directors on their responsibilities within the prevailing
regulatory and statutory environment and the manner in which
such responsibilities should be discharged. The Directors are

Dr Robert Adam
Dr Van Zyl de Villiers
Mr Maphutha Diaz
Mr Daniel Moagi
Mr Arie van der Bijl
Mr Eugene Julies
Ms Nishina Dayaram
Mr Joseph Shayi

Ms Chantal Janneker
Mr Aukney Mabunda
Mr Piet Prinsloo

Executive Management Committee
In terms of Section 22 and 23 of the Nuclear Energy Act,
the CEO has the power and authority, among other things, to
implement approved business plans, annual budgets and all
other issues and matters relating to the achievement of Necsa’s
goals and prepare, review and recommend to the Board the
annual budgets and any amendments thereto.

Pelindaba
Church Street West Extension
Brits District, North West Province

Name

entitled to seek independent professional advice at the group’s
expense concerning the affairs of the company and have
access to any information they may require in discharging their
duties as Directors.

The CEO, in carrying out the powers set out above, is assisted
by an Executive Management Committee. The CEO is the
Chairperson of the Executive Management Committee, which
consists of eight Members. The Committee’s main functions
include alignment of Necsa’s business with the group mission,
vision, strategies, targets and policies and consideration of
material business, strategic, financial and functional issues.
The members of the Executive Management Committee for the
financial year were:

Members of the Executive Management Committee
Capacity
Period of Service
CEO
March 2006 to date
General Manager: Research and
November 2002 to date
Development
General Manager: People and
August 2003 to June 2009
Organisational Development
General Manager: People and
October 2009 to date
Organisational Development
General Manager: Engineering and
January 2008 to date
Technology Integration
General Manager: Nuclear Services
February 2008 to December 2009
General Manager: Finance and Information
April 2008 to date
Management
General Manager: Risk and Infrastructure
October 2008 to date
Management
Ex-officio Members of the Executive Committee
Senior Manager: Group Communication
and Stakeholder Relations
Chief Legal Advisor: Legal Services and
Company Secretariat
Senior Manager: Corporate Planning
Implementation
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Executive Management Committee
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Dr Rob Adam
Chief Executive
Officer

Dr Van Zyl
de Villiers
General Manager:
Research and
Development

Mr Maphutha Diaz
General Manager:
People and
Organisational
Development
(Resigned June
2009)

Mr Daniel Moagi
General Manager:
People and
Organisational
Development
(Appointed
October 2009)

Mr Arie van der
Bijl
General Manager:
Engineering
and Technology
Integration

Mr Eugene Julies
General Manager:
Nuclear Services

Ms Nishina
Dayaram
General Manager:
Finance and
Information
Management

Mr Joseph Shayi
General Manager:
Risk and
Infrastructure
Management

Ms Chantal
Janneker
Senior Manager:
Group
Communication
and Stakeholder
Relations
(Ex-officio member)

Mr Aukney
Mabunda
Senior Manager:
Legal Services
and Company
Secretariat
(Ex-officio member)

Mr Piet Prinsloo
Senior Manager:
Corporate Planning
Implementation
(Ex-officio member)

Committees of the Board
In terms of Section 19 of the Nuclear Energy Act, the Board is
advised and assisted by advisory Committees, whose mandate
is to assist the Board in discharging its responsibilities. These
committees play an important role in enhancing high standards
of governance and improving effectiveness within the group.
During the review period a fourth advisory Committee was
approved, namely the Investment and Finance Committee.
Audit and Risk Committee
The Audit and Risk Committee, previously known as the
Audit and Finance Committee, comprises four Non-executive
Directors. A Non-executive Director who is not the chairman of
the Board chairs the Committee.

Human Resource and Remuneration Committee
This Committee has adopted formal terms of reference and
is responsible for determining Human Resource strategies
and policies, and recommending these for approval to the
Board. These include policies on staff and Board Member
remuneration, human resource development, as well as
conditions of service.
The Committee met on three occasions during the year with
membership and meeting attendance being as follows:
Meetings of the Human Resources and
Remuneration Committee
Meeting Dates
Name of Member

29 May
2009

23 July
2009

22 February
2010

Adv. Brenda
Madumise*
(Chairperson)

Present

Present

-

Mr Lampona
Aphane**
(Chairperson)

-

-

Present

Prof. Thokozani
Majozi**

-

-

Present

Ms Elsie Monale*

Present

Apology

-

Ms Noluphumzo
Noxaka**

-

-

Present

Present

Present

-

The Audit and Risk Committee assists the Board in overseeing:
•
•
•

the quality and integrity of the group’s financial statements
and the disclosure thereof;
the scope and effectiveness of the external audit function;
and
the effectiveness of the company’s internal controls and
internal audit function.

The Committee met on three occasions during the year with
membership and meeting attendance being as follows:

* Term expired
** Appointed 26 November 2009 to the Committee

Meetings of the Audit and Risk Committee
Meeting Dates
Name of Member

Mr Stefaan Sithole*

29 May
2009

23 July
2009

18 February
2010

Present

Present

-

Ms Noluphumzo
Noxaka
(Chairperson)**

-

-

Present

Dr Ntuthuko
Bhengu**

Dr Ntuthuko Bhengu (Chairperson)*

Present

-

-

Present

Mr Lampona Aphane*

Present

Mr Phumzile Tshelane*

Present

Ms Noluphumzo Noxaka*

Present

Mr Stefaan Sithole
(Chairperson)*

Mr Lloyd Ganta*

Present

Present

-

Ms Motshoanetsi
Lefoka*

Present

Present

-

-

-

Apology

Present

Present

Present

Adv. Nazreen ShaikPeremanov**
Mr Phumzile
Tshelane**

Investment Committee
Meetings of the Investment and Finance Committee
Name of Member

Meeting Date
16 February 2010

** Appointed 26 November 2009 to the Committee

* Term expired
** Appointed 26 November 2009 to the Committee

The Committee has adopted formal terms of reference and is
satisfied that it has complied with its responsibilities as set out
in the terms of reference.
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SHEQ and Technical Committee
The objective of this Committee is to provide assurance to
Necsa’s Board, and in turn its shareholders and stakeholders,
that Necsa maintains the highest levels of compliance with
applied International and National legislation and standards
and best management practice in terms of SHEQ, as well as
related nuclear issues and regulatory framework matters in
terms of the company and its projects.
The Committee convened three times during the review period
with membership and meeting attendance being as follows:
Meetings of the SHEQ and Technical Committee
Meeting Dates
Name of Member

19 May
2009

23 October 16 February
2009
2010

Internal control and risk management
The Directors are ultimately responsible for the group’s system
of internal control, designated to provide reasonable assurance
against material misstatement and loss. The group maintains
a system of internal financial control designed to provide
the Directors with assurance on the maintenance of proper
accounting records and the reliability of financial information
used within the business and for publication.

Mr Phumzile Tshelane
(Chairperson)

Present

Present

Present

Prof. Krish BharuthRam*

Present

Apology

-

•

Prof. Gideon
Greyvenstein

Present

Present

Present

•

-

-

Present

Apology

Present

Present

-

-

Apology

Prof. Thokozani
Majozi**
Dr Bonakele
Mehlomakulu
Adv. Nazreen ShaikPeremanov**

* Resigned
** Appointed 26 November 2009 to the Committee

The Committee has adopted formal Terms of Reference
and has the authority to investigate, at its discretion, any
issues relating to its mandate. During the review period, the
Committee monitored the following:
• The implementation and management of SHEQ, security
and regulatory framework and related nuclear issues;
• Compliance with International Management Standards and
applicable National legislation;
• The implementation of the Safety Culture Enhancement
programme;
• The promotion of continuous improvement; and
• Management’s view on identified and potential risks relating
to SHEQ, security and regulatory framework and related
nuclear issues as applicable to the company.
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The Committee is satisfied that it has complied with its
responsibilities as set out in the Terms of Reference. It is
also satisfied that Necsa is a responsible organisation which
executes its SHEQ responsibilities at a high level and has
adequate, effective management systems and processes in
place to protect its workers, the public and the environment.
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The internal control system includes:

•

A documented organisational structure and reasonable
division of responsibility;
Established policies and procedure (including a Code of
Ethics to foster a strong ethical climate); and
Established mechanisms to ensure compliance.

Internal Audit
The Internal Audit function is responsible for:
•
•

•

Assisting the Board and Management in monitoring the
effectiveness of the Organisation’s Risk Management process;
Assisting the Board and Management in maintaining
effective controls by evaluating those controls continuously
to determine their efficiency and effectiveness and
recommending improvements; and
Assisting the Board and Management in achieving
objectives by evaluating the performance of units,
departments and subsidiaries to determine their
effectiveness and efficiency and recommending
improvements.

The controls subject to evaluation encompass:
•
•
•
•

The information management environment;
The reliability and integrity of financial operating
information;
The safeguarding of assets; and
The effective and efficient use of the company’s resources.

Audit plans are based on an assessment of risk areas, as
well as on issues highlighted by the Audit Committee and
Management. Audit plans are updated as is appropriate
to ensure they are responsive to changes in the business.
Significant findings are reported to the Audit and Risk
Committee at each of their scheduled meetings. Follow-up
audits are conducted in areas where significant internal control
weaknesses are found.
Corporate Governance best practice requires that the internal
audit function reports directly to the Audit Committee. Such
direct reporting is ensured by the Audit Committee’s mandate
and practice to:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Evaluate the effectiveness of internal audit;
Review and approve the internal audit charter, internal
audit plans and internal audit conclusions about internal
control;
Review significant internal audit findings and the adequacy
of corrective actions taken;
Assess the performance of the internal audit function and
the adequacy of available internal audit resources;
Review significant differences of opinion between
management and the internal audit function; and
Consider the appointment, dismissal or reassignment of the
head of internal audit.

The Charter of the Internal Audit department provides that the
head of Internal Audit has direct access to the Chief Executive
Officer and the Chairperson of the Audit and Risk Committee.

Risk Management
The Board is responsible for governing risk management
processes in accordance with corporate governance
requirements. The enterprise-wide risk management process
has the following principal objectives:
•

•

Providing the Board with assurance that significant
business risks are systematically identified, assessed and
reduced to acceptable levels in order to achieve an optimal
risk reward balance; and
Making risk identification and risk management an integral
part of the daily activities of everyone in the organisation.

Necsa’s enterprise-wide risk management process is guided by
the following key principles:
•
•
•

•

A clear assignment of responsibilities and accountabilities;
A common enterprise-wide risk management framework
and process;
The identification of uncertain future events that may
influence the achievement of business plans and strategic
objectives; and
The integration of risk management activities within the
company and across its value chains.

Necsa’s integrated risk management implementation approach,
among others, entails the development of strategic, functional
and process risk profiles. Strategic risks are typically defined
as those risks that may influence the achievement of strategic
business objectives. Similarly, functional and process risks
are defined as risks that may influence the achievement of
functional and process objectives respectively.
Most Significant Risks
The most significant risks currently faced by the group are:
•
•
•

Financial resource constraints;
Misalignment of human resources with corporate
objectives; and
Lack of public awareness on nuclear technology.
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The responsibility for monitoring the management, by line
management, of each of these risks is assigned to an executive
Committee member.
Disaster recovery plans are continually reviewed for critical
information management systems that could have a material
impact on the group’s continuing operations.

The principles contained in the Code have been communicated
throughout the group. A 24 hour fraud and corruption hotline
is in place and has been operated by an independent service
provider since 2004. Through this, staff members are able to
safely, and without fear of victimisation, bring to the attention of
management and the Board, serious irregularities, that can be
addressed by management.

Sustainability reporting

Public finance management act

The company reports to the Board and its stakeholders on all
aspects of its social, transformation, ethical and safety, health
and environmental policies and practices. (See pages 48
to 63 of this report for comprehensive reporting on Necsa’s
sustainability)

The Public Finance Management Act (PFMA) 1999, Act No.1
of 1999, as amended by Act 29 of 1999 came into effect on
1 April 2000. The group complies in all material respects, with
the Act.

Significance and materiality framework
Worker participation and employment equity
The group has established participative structures on issues
that affect employees directly and materially and is committed
to promoting equal opportunities and fair employment practices
regardless of employees’ ethnic origin or gender. Several
programmes are in place to ensure realisation of worker
participation and equity, namely:

The materiality framework for reporting losses through criminal
conduct and irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure,
as well as for significant transactions envisaged per section
54(2) of the PFMA, has been confirmed by the Board and the
shareholder compact. Material losses through criminal conduct
or any irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure which are
identified are disclosed as prescribed in the Act.

•

Governing policies and regulatory framework

•
•

•

The Necsa Retirement Fund Committee which is an
independent body that acts as a governance structure for
the fund;
The Employment Equity Committee which is responsible for
alerting management on equity issues;
The Women in Nuclear (WIN-Necsa) forum, an affiliate of
Women in Nuclear in South Africa (WIN-SA), through which
Necsa women’s interests in nuclear are promoted; and
The South African Young Nuclear Professionals (SAYNPS),
a body representing the interests of young nuclear
professionals in the country.

Code of ethics
The company’s Code of Ethics spells out fundamental ethical
principles and standards in accordance with which Necsa will
conduct itself with its various stakeholders, namely customers,
suppliers, financiers and government departments. The Code
emphasises the highest standards of compliance with various
laws and regulations.
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Nuclear licence
The Necsa site and facilities are currently operated in
accordance with the overarching nuclear licence NL-27 which
was issued in 1999 in terms of the old Nuclear Energy Act.
International agreements and implementation
The execution of the Safeguards and Nuclear Non-proliferation
Agreements is reported on page 42 of this report.
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general information

Country of incorporation and domicile

South Africa

Nature of business and principal activities

Necsa is responsible for managing certain institutional obligations defined
in the Nuclear Energy Act 1999, Act No. 46 of 1999. The subsidiaries,
in turn, have a mandate from Necsa to operate the companies in a self
sustainable manner and to remain competitive in the industries in which
they operate.

Directors at 31 March 2010

Dr EM Dipico
Dr RM Adam
Mr LF Aphane
Dr NM Bhengu
Mr XM Mabhongo
Prof. T Majozi
Mr AS Minty
Ms LN Noxaka
Adv. N Shaik-Peremanov
Mr GP Tshelane

Registered office

Church Street West Extension
Brits District
Pelindaba
North West Province
2025

Business address

Church Street West Extension
Brits District
Pelindaba
North West Province
2025

Postal address

PO BOX 582
Pretoria
0001

Holding company

Department of Energy

Bankers

Absa Bank Limited
Nedbank Limited
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Auditors

Auditor-General of South Africa

Company Secretary

Mr AC Mabunda

Company registration number

2000/003735/06
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directors’ responsibilities and approval

The Directors are required, in terms of the Companies Act 1973, Act No. 61 of 1973 (the Companies Act), to maintain adequate
accounting records and are responsible for the content and integrity of the annual financial statements and related financial
information included in this report. It is their responsibility to ensure that the annual financial statements fairly present the state of
affairs of the group as at the end of the financial year and the results of its operations and cash flows for the period then ended, in
conformity with South African Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice.
The annual financial statements are prepared in accordance with South African Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting
Practice and are based upon appropriate accounting policies consistently applied and supported by reasonable and prudent
judgments and estimates.
The Directors acknowledge that they are ultimately responsible for the system of internal financial control established by the group and
place considerable importance on maintaining a strong control environment. To enable the Directors to meet these responsibilities,
the Board of Directors sets standards for internal control aimed at reducing the risk of error or loss in a cost effective manner. The
standards include the proper delegation of responsibilities within a clearly defined framework, effective accounting procedures and
adequate segregation of duties to ensure an acceptable level of risk. These controls are monitored throughout the group and all
employees are required to maintain the highest ethical standards in ensuring the group’s business is conducted in a manner that in all
reasonable circumstances is above reproach. The focus of risk management in the group is on identifying, assessing, managing and
monitoring all known forms of risk across the group. While operating risk cannot be fully eliminated, the group endeavours to minimise
it by ensuring that appropriate infrastructure, controls, systems and ethical behaviour are applied and managed within predetermined
procedures and constraints.
The Directors are of the opinion, based on the information and explanations given by management that the system of internal control
provides reasonable assurance that the financial records may be relied on for the preparation of the annual financial statements.
However, any system of internal financial control can provide only reasonable, and not absolute, assurance against material
misstatement or loss.
The Directors have reviewed the group’s cash flow forecast for the year to 31 March 2011 and, in the light of this review and the
current financial position, they are satisfied that the group has, or has access to, adequate resources to continue in operational
existence for the foreseeable future.
The external auditors are responsible for independently reviewing and expressing an independent opinion on the group’s annual
financial statements. The annual financial statements have been examined by the group’s external auditors and their report is
presented on page 84.
The annual financial statements set out on pages 92 to 189, which have been prepared on the going concern basis, were approved by
the Board of Directors on 30 July 2010 and are signed on its behalf by:

Dr Manne Dipico		

Dr Rob Adam

Chairperson		
31 July 2010		

Chief Executive Officer
31 July 2010
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report of the audit and risk committee

We are pleased to present our report for the financial year ended 31 March 2010.
The Audit and Risk Committee reports that it has adopted formal terms of reference as per its Audit Committee Charter and has
regulated its affairs in compliance with this charter, and has discharged all of its responsibilities contained therein.

Membership of the Audit and Risk Committee
Details of the members of the Audit and Risk Committee and meetings held during the year are reflected in the Report on Corporate
Governance on page 66 of this report.

Roles and responsibilities
The Committee’s roles and responsibilities include its statutory duties per the Companies Act and the responsibilities assigned to it by
the Board.

Statutory duties
In conducting its duties, the Audit and Risk Committee has performed the following statutory duties:
•
•
•
•
•

Nominated for appointment as auditor of the company, the Auditor-General. In the opinion of the Audit Committee, the auditor is
independent of the company;
Determined the fees to be paid to the auditor and the auditor’s terms of engagement;
Ensured that the appointment of the auditor complies with the Companies Act and any other legislation relating to the
appointment of auditors;
Determined the nature and extent of any non-audit services that the auditor may provide to the company; and
Pre-approved any proposed agreement with the auditor for the provision of non-audit services to the company.

External auditor
The Committee has satisfied itself that the external auditor is independent of the company, as set out in the Companies Act, which
includes consideration of compliance with criteria relating to independence or conflicts of interest as prescribed by the Independent
Regulatory Board for Auditors. Requisite assurance was sought and provided by the auditor that internal governance processes within
the audit firm support and demonstrate its claim to independence. The Committee, in consultation with executive management,
agreed to the engagement letter, terms, audit plan and budgeted audit fees for the 2010 year.

The effectiveness of internal control
The Audit and Risk Committee is satisfied, based on the results of the formal documented review of the design, implementation and
effectiveness of the company’s system of internal financial controls conducted by the internal audit function during the 2010 year and,
in addition, considering information and explanations given by management and discussions with the external auditor on the results of
their audit, that the company’s system of internal financial controls is effective and forms a sound basis for the preparation of reliable
financial statements.
Nothing significant has come to the attention of the Audit and Risk Committee to indicate that any material breakdown in the
functioning of these controls, procedures and systems has occurred during the period under review.
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Expertise and experience of chief financial officer and finance function
The Committee has considered, and has satisfied itself of the appropriateness of the expertise and adequacy of resources of the
finance function and experience of the senior members of management responsible for the financial function.

Duties assigned by the Board
The Committee fulfils an oversight role regarding the company’s integrated report and the reporting process, including the system
of internal financial control. It is responsible for ensuring that the company’s internal audit function is independent and has the
necessary resources, standing and authority within the company to enable it to discharge its duties. Furthermore, the Committee
oversees cooperation between the internal and external auditors, and serves as a link between the Board of Directors and these
functions. The Committee is satisfied that it has complied with its legal, regulatory and other responsibilities.

Internal audit
The Committee considered and recommended the Internal Audit Charter for approval by the Board. The internal audit function’s
annual audit plan was approved by the Audit Committee. The internal audit function reports centrally and is responsible for reviewing
and providing assurance on the adequacy of the internal control environment across all of the company’s operations. The head of
internal audit is responsible for reporting the findings of the internal audit work against the agreed internal audit plan to the Audit
Committee on a regular basis. The head of internal audit has direct access to the Committee, primarily through its Chairman.

Risk management
The Committee oversees the implementation of the policy and plan for risk management by means of risk management systems and
processes. The Committee is satisfied that appropriate and effective systems are in place for risk management.

Evaluation of the annual financial statements
The Audit and Risk Committee has evaluated the financial statements of Necsa and the group for the year ended 31 March 2010
and, based on the information provided to the Audit and Risk Committee, considers that they comply, in all material respects with
the requirements of the Companies Act 1973, Act No. 61 of 1973 and the Public Finance Management Act 1999, Act No. 1 of 1999
(PFMA), as amended, and South African Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice. The Committee concurs that the
adoption of the going concern premise in the preparation of the financial statements is appropriate. The Committee has recommended
the submission of the financial statements by the Board of Directors.

Recommendation of the integrated report for approval by the Board
The Committee has recommended the integrated report for approval by the Board of Directors.

Ms N Noxaka
Chairperson
31 July 2010
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report of the auditor-general

Report of the Auditor-General to Parliament on the financial statements of the South African Nuclear
Energy Corporation Limited for the year ended 31 March 2010

Report on the consolidated financial statements
Introduction
I have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements and the financial statements of the South African Nuclear
Energy Corporation Limited which comprise the consolidated and separate statement of financial position as at 31 March 2010, the
consolidated and separate statement of comprehensive income, the statement of changes in equity and the statement of cash flows
for the year then ended, a summary of significant accounting policies, other explanatory information, and the accounting authority’s
report, as set out on pages 88 to 189.

Accounting Authority’s responsibility for the consolidated financial statements
The accounting authority is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with
the South African Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice (SA Statements of GAAP) and in the manner required by
the Public Finance Management Act of South Africa (PFMA) and the Companies Act of South Africa. This responsibility includes:
designing, implementing and maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements
that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and
making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.

Auditor-General’s responsibility
As required by section 188 of the Constitution of South Africa and section 4 of the Public Audit Act of South Africa 2004 (Act No 25 of
2004 (PAA)) and section 300 of the Companies Act, my responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on
my audit.
I conducted my audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing and General Notice 1570 of 2009 issued in Government
Gazette 32758 of 27 November 2009. Those standards require that I comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the
financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant
to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate
in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit
also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my audit opinion.
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Opinion
In my opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated and separate financial position of The
South African Nuclear Energy Corporation Limited as at 31 March 2010, and its consolidated and separate financial performance and
its consolidated and separate cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with the SA Statements of GAAP and in the manner
required by the PFMA and the Companies Act of South Africa.

Emphasis of matter
I draw attention to the matters below. My opinion is not modified in respect of these matters:
Significant uncertainty relating to the taxpaying status
As disclosed in note 39 to the annual financial statements, a significant uncertainty exists regarding the taxpaying status of Necsa.
The company has submitted an application to the Exemption Unit of the South African Revenue Service to obtain official approval for
this exemption. At the date of this report, the application was still in process.
Restatement of corresponding figures
As disclosed in note 2 to the annual financial statements, the corresponding figures for 31 March 2009 have been restated as a result
of the change in accounting policy with respect to investment properties from the cost model to the fair value model.
As disclosed in note 42 to the annual financial statements the company retrospectively corrected a prior period error in relation to
the revenue recognition of grants received which have a primary condition that they be utilised to purchase, construct or otherwise
acquire long term assets.
Material impairment of investment in subsidiary
As disclosed in note 7 to annual financial statements, a material impairment on the investment in Pelchem (Proprietary) Limited to
the amount of R17,141,049 was recognised in the statement of comprehensive income. The carrying amount of the investment was
higher than its value in use which was calculated using the discounted cash flow method.
Contingent liability relating to Pay as you Earn (PAYE)
As disclosed in note 39 to the financial statements an amount of R1,244,765 was disclosed as a contingent liability. This amount
arose as a result of underpayment of Pay as you Earn (PAYE) in previous periods relating to travel allowances. The amount excludes
possible estimated interest and penalties thereon.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
In terms of the PAA of South Africa and General Notice 1570 of 2009, issued in Government Gazette No. 32758 of 27 November
2009 I include below my findings on the report on predetermined objectives, compliance with the PFMA and Companies Act and
financial management internal control.
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report of the auditor-general (continued)

Findings
Predetermined objectives
No matters to report.
Compliance with laws and regulations
No matters to report.

Internal control
I considered internal control relevant to my audit of the financial statements and the report on predetermined objectives and
compliance with the PFMA and Companies Act, but not for the purposes of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of internal
control. The matters reported are limited to the deficiencies identified during the audit.
No matters to report.

Pretoria
31 July 2010
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company secretary’s certificate

In my capacity as a Company Secretary, I hereby confirm, in terms of section 268G(d) of the Companies Act 1973, Act No. 61
of 1973, that for the year ended 31 March 2010, the company has lodged with the registrar of companies all such returns as are
required of a public company in terms of this act, and that all such returns are, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, correct
and up-to-date.

Mr AC Mabunda
Company Secretary
Pelindaba
Date: 31 July 2010
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directors’ report
for the year ended 31 March 2010

The Directors have pleasure in submitting their report and the audited annual financial statements of the company for the year ended
31 March 2010.

Incorporation
The company was incorporated on 24 February 2000 and obtained its certificate to commence business on the same day.

Review of activities
Main business and operations
Necsa is responsible for managing certain institutional obligations defined in the Nuclear Energy Act 1999, Act No. 46 of 1999. The
main functions of the company are:
•
•
•

To undertake and promote research and development in the field of nuclear energy and radiation sciences and technology and,
subject to the Safeguards agreement, to make these generally available;
To process source material, special nuclear material and restricted material and to process and enrich source material and
nuclear material; and
To cooperate with any person or institution in matters falling within these functions, subject to the approval of the minister.

Ancillary powers and functions may be granted to the company:
•
•
•

In connection with its main functions;
In order to create and utilise viable business opportunities in commerce and industry; and
In order to undertake the development and/or exploitation of nuclear technology or nuclear related technology.

The subsidiaries, in turn, have a mandate from Necsa to operate the companies in a self sustainable manner and to remain
competitive in the industries within which they operate.
The operating results and state of affairs of the company are fully set out in the attached annual financial statements and do not, in
our opinion, require any further comment.

Going concern
The annual financial statements have been prepared on the basis of accounting policies applicable to a going concern. This basis
presumes that funds will be available to finance future operations and that the realisation of assets and settlement of liabilities,
contingent obligations and commitments will occur in the ordinary course of business.
The ability of the company to continue as a going concern is dependent on a number of factors. The most significant of these is that
the Department of Energy continue to provide funding for the ongoing operations of the company.
The Directors have reviewed the group’s forecast financial performance for the year 31 March 2011 as well as the longer term budget
and, in light of this review and the current financial position, they are satisfied that the group has access to adequate resources to
continue in operational existence for the foreseeable future.
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Events after the reporting period
The Directors have approved the transfer of the business activities of both Pharmatopes (Pty) Ltd and Cyclotope (Pty) Ltd to AEC
Amersham (Pty) Ltd and NTP Radioisotopes (Pty) Ltd, Fluoro Pack (Pty) Ltd to Pelchem (Pty) Ltd and Gamma Film Industries (Pty)
Ltd to Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd. The effective date of the transfers is after the end of the current reporting period and
the companies will be made dormant. The Directors are not aware of any other matter or circumstance arising since the end of the
financial year which may require adjustment to disclosure in the financial statements.

Directors’ interest in contracts
All Directors have given general declarations of interest in terms of Section 234 (3a) of the Companies Act. These declarations indicate
that the CEO, Dr RM Adam, holds a Directorship in Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (Pty) Ltd, a company classified as a related party to
the group. No material contracts in which the Directors have an interest were entered into in the current financial year.

Accounting policies
The group has changed its accounting policy for land and buildings from the cost model to the fair value model in accordance with
IAS 16, Property, Plant and Equipment and IAS 40, Investment Property. The accounting treatment of government grants to fund
capital expenditure has also been changed in line with the policy on government grants, IAS 20. All other accounting policies have
been consistently applied in relation to the previous year.

Authorised and issued share capital
There were no changes in the authorised or issued share capital of the group during the year under review.

Dividends
No dividends were declared or paid to shareholders during the year.

Directors
The Directors of the company during the year and to the date of this report are as follows:
Name
Dr EM Dipico (Chairman)
Dr RM Adam (Chief executive officer)
Mr LF Aphane
Dr NM Bhengu
Prof. G Greyvenstein
Ms M Lefoka
Adv B Madumise
Prof. T Majozi
Dr B Mehlomakulu
Mr AS Minty
Ms E Monale
Ms LN Noxaka
Adv N Shaik-Peremanov
Mr S Sithole
Mr GP Tshelane
Mr XM Mabhongo (Alternate Director to Mr AS Minty)

Nationality
South African
South African
South African
South African
South African
South African
South African
South African
South African
South African
South African
South African
South African
South African
South African
South African

Changes
Appointed 1 November 2009
Appointed 1 November 2009
Resigned 31 October 2009
Resigned 31 October 2009
Resigned 31 October 2009
Appointed 1 November 2009
Resigned 31 October 2009
Resigned 31 October 2009
Appointed 1 November 2009
Appointed 1 November 2009
Resigned 31 October 2009
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directors’ report (continued)

Interest in subsidiaries
Name of
company

Nature of business

Marketing of
AEC Amersham
radiopharmaceutical
(Pty) Ltd**
products
ARECSA
Training in nuclear
Human Capital
and related industries
(Pty) Ltd
Cyclofil (Pty)
Dormant
Ltd
Cyclotope (Pty) Radiopharmaceutical
Ltd**
products
Fluoro Pack
Fluorination
(Pty) Ltd*
Fluorochem
Dormant
(Pty) Ltd*
Fluoropharm
Dormant
(Pty) Ltd*
Gamma Film
Sole Distributor of
Industries (Pty) Kodak Industrial
Ltd****
Products
Gammatec
Non-destructive
Aseana NDT
Testing Equipment,
Supplies SDN. Accessories and
Consumables
BHD****
Gammatec
Non-destructive
Middle East
Testing Equipment,
General Trading Accessories and
Liability Co**** Consumables
Gammatec
Non-destructive
NDT Supplies Testing Equipment,
(Pty) Ltd**
Accessories
Lectromax
Non-Destructive
Australia**** Testing Equipment
Lectromax New
Dormant
Zealand*****
NTP Logistics
Logistics
(Pty) Ltd**
NTP
Marketing and
Radioisotopes distribution of
(Pty) Ltd
radiopharmaceuticals
Pelchem (Pty) Flourochemical
Ltd
products
Pharmatopes Radiopharmaceutical
(Pty) Ltd***
products

Issued share
capital
2010
2009
R
R

Effective
percentage
2010
2009
%
%

2010
R'000

4,000

100

100

4,000

4,000

-

-

5,002

3,672

1,000

1,000

51

51

510

510

-

-

(1,363)

722

1

1

100

100

1

1

-

-

-

-

100

100

100

100

100

100

-

-

-

(66)

100

100

90

90

90

90

-

-

808

1,205

100

100

100

100

100

100

-

-

-

-

4,000

4,000

100

100

4,000

4,000

-

-

-

-

100

100

100

-

100

-

-

-

2,869

3,458

1,116m 1,116m

90

-

1m

-

-

-

(598)

172

594,960 594,960

74

-

440,270

-

-

-

(2,180)

2,048

300

300

55

-

165

-

-

-

3,110

6,455

20

20

90

-

18

-

-

-

-

-

1,000

1,000

100

-

1,000

-

-

-

-

-

100

100

51

51

51

51

-

-

5,194

3,477

220

220

100

100

220

220

100

100

100

40

770,310 770,310
1,000

1,000

11,289 15,936 178,189 95,149

770,310 770,310 11,909 14,361 (13,741) (18,380)
1,000

-

-

-

**
Subsidiary of NTP Radioisotopes (Pty) Ltd
**** Subsidiary of Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd

Details of the company’s investment in subsidiaries are set out in note 7.
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Profit/(loss) after
taxation
2009
2010
2009
R'000 R'000 R'000

Indebtedness

4,000

*
Subsidiary of Pelchem (Pty) Ltd
*** Subsidiary of AEC Amersham (Pty) Ltd
***** Subsidiary of Lectromax Australia (Pty) Ltd
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Number of
Shares
2010
2009

1,231

92

Interest in associates
Issued share
capital
2010
2009
R
R

Effective
percentage
2010
2009
%
%

Number of
Shares
2010
2009

Mineral Exploration (Dormant)

3,840

3,840

41.61

41.61

1,598

1,598

Manufacturing and distribution of
Nitrogen Tri-Fluoride

1,000

1,000

49.9

49.9

499

499

Name of company
Business Venture Exploration
Investments No. 33 (Pty) Ltd
Linde Electronics of South Africa
(Pty) Ltd#
#

Nature of business

Associate of Pelchem (Pty) Ltd

Details of the group’s investment in associates are set out in note 8.

Holding entity
The company’s holding entity is the Department of Energy.

Secretary
The secretary of the company is Mr AC Mabunda. His address is as follows:
Business address:
Pelindaba
Church Street West Extension
Brits District, North West Province
2025

Postal address:
PO BOX 582
Pretoria
0001

Auditors
The Auditor-General will continue in office in accordance with the Public Finance and Management Act 1999, Act No. 1 of 1999
(PFMA), and section 270(2) of the Companies Act.

Compliance with legislation
The Directors believe the group has complied, in all material respects, with the provisions of the PFMA, the Companies Act and the
Nuclear Energy Act 1999, Act No. 46 of 1999 and other applicable legislation during the period under review.
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statement of financial position
on 31 March 2010

Group
Note

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

Assets
Non-current assets
Investment property

4

44,881

32,531

61,076

63,395

79,289

61,076

Property, plant and equipment

5

699,201

328,602

237,264

587,277

215,364

157,126

Goodwill

6

15,781

3,230

-

-

-

-

Investments in subsidiaries

7

-

-

-

319,519

336,660

336,660

Investments in associates

8

2

1,051

1,462

2

2

2

Other financial assets

11

62,136

47,185

43,552

62,124

47,177

43,543

Deferred tax

13

12,941

9,918

76

-

-

-

834,942

422,517

343,430

1,032,317

678,492

598,407

Current assets
Inventories

15

93,698

100,810

62,533

22,252

32,061

27,072

Loans to group companies

9

-

-

-

23,210

30,297

30,888

5,447

3,360

834

-

-

-

79,748

53,434

Current tax receivable
Trade and other receivables

16

236,484

169,401

149,853

59,979

Cash and cash equivalents

17

326,372

222,699

167,682

103,406

85,477

46,366

662,001

496,270

380,902

208,847

227,583

157,760

1,496,943

918,787

724,332

1,241,164

906,075

756,167

Total assets
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Group
Note

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

Equity and liabilities
Equity
Equity attributable to equity holders
of parent
Share capital

18

2,205

2,205

2,205

8,235

332,718

(17,694)

132,298

163,614

147,117

57,453

(7,254)

467,221

162,967

155,675

3,329

10,978

-

-

-

559,113

60,782

3,724

467,221

162,967

155,675

2,205

Reserves

324,065

Retained income

218,549

56,220

544,819
14,294

Non-controlling interest

(972)

2,205
(2,852)

2,205
6,353

Liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Loans from group companies

9

2,352

2,157

1,898

-

-

-

Other financial liabilities

21

2,162

2,937

5,601

-

-

-

Finance lease obligation

22

995

350

463

-

-

-

Retirement benefit obligation

14

351,072

331,162

329,555

330,606

313,258

312,749

Deferred tax

13

7,742

10,102

11,208

-

-

-

Deferred income

23

187,932

149,213

94,038

187,932

149,213

94,038

Provisions and employee benefit
accruals

24

61,357

51,244

38,528

54,399

44,130

31,305

613,612

547,165

481,291

572,937

506,601

438,092

666

36

-

-

-

Current liabilities
Loans from minority shareholders

10

1,700

Other financial liabilities

21

3,541

2,670

2,331

-

-

-

1,556

24,257

17,512

-

23,983

915

Current tax payable
Finance lease obligation

22

1,476

470

242

-

-

-

Trade and other payables

25

218,081

197,795

150,631

124,636

144,120

106,576

Retirement benefit obligation

14

118

-

-

-

-

-

Deferred income

23

34,090

30,064

22,335

34,090

30,064

22,335

Provisions and employee benefit
accruals

24

62,988

54,918

45,786

42,280

38,340

32,574

Bank overdraft

17

Total liabilities

Total equity and liabilities

668

-

444

-

-

-

324,218

310,840

239,317

201,006

236,507

162,400

937,830

858,005

720,608

773,943

743,108

600,492

1,496,943

918,787

724,332

1,241,164

906,075

756,167
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statement of comprehensive income
for the year ended 31 March 2010

Group
Note

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

1,061,142

Revenue

27

1,520,941

710,123

623,105

Cost of sales

28

(649,051)

(430,666)

(205,446)

(180,754)

871,890

630,476

504,677

442,351

23,566

29,252

34,748

Gross profit
Other income
Operating expenses
Administrative expenses

(675,392)

(522,629)

(56,069)

(39,844)

Operating profit/(loss)

29

163,995

97,255

Investment revenue

30

54,823

62,336

Fair value adjustments

13,301

-

Income from equity accounted investments

(1,049)

Finance costs

31

Profit (loss)/before taxation
Taxation

32

Profit/(loss) for the year

1,086

25,140

(590,348)

(464,266)

(51,300)

(33,812)

(102,223)

(30,587)

64,870

61,881

(15,370)

16,389

-

(20,863)

210,115

139,814

(55,299)

40,756

(46,394)

(59,485)

23,983

(24,259)

80,329

(31,316)

16,497

163,721

(2,576)

-

(20,955)

(6,927)

Other comprehensive income:
475

Exchange differences on translating foreign operations

2,967

Available-for-sale financial assets adjustments

321,595

Gains and losses on property revaluation
Other comprehensive income/(loss) for the year net of taxation
Total comprehensive income

34

(9,207)
-

2,963
332,607

(9,205)
-

325,037

(9,207)

335,570

(9,205)

488,758

71,122

304,254

7,292

162,329

75,647

(31,316)

1,392

4,682

163,721

80,329

(31,316)

487,366

66,440

304,254

1,392

4,682

-

-

488,758

71,122

304,254

7,292

Profit/(loss) attributable to:
Owners of the parent
Non-controlling interest

-

16,497
16,497

Total comprehensive income attributable to:
Owners of the parent
Non-controlling interest
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7,292

statement of changes in equity
for the year ended 31 March 2010

Fair value
adjustment
Foreign
assetscurrency
availabletranslation Revaluation for-sale
reserve
reserve
reserve

Share
capital
R'000

R’000

R’000

R’000

Total
reserves

Total
attributable
to equity
holders of
NonRetained the group/ controlling
income
company
interest Total equity

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

10,382

41,005

53,592

10,978

64,570

Group
Opening balance as
previously reported

2,205

-

1,882

8,500

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,205

-

1,882

6,353

-

-

-

(9,207)

Adjustments
Prior period error
Change in accounting
policy

Balance at
1 April 2008
as restated

(2,147)

(2,147) (114,226) (116,373)
55,527

55,527

8,235

(17,694)

(7,254)

(9,207)

75,647

66,440

Changes in equity
Total comprehensive
income for the year
Acquisition of
100% subsidiary –
Elimination of minority
shareholders' interest

-

-

-

-

-

Business combinations

-

-

-

-

-

Total changes
Opening balance as
previously reported

-

-

-

(9,207)

2,205

-

1,882

(707)

-

-

-

(2,147)

-

-

-

2,205

-

1,882

-

475

321,595

-

-

-

(116,373)

-

55,527

10,978

3,724

4,682

71,122

(12,331)

(12,331)

(1,733)

(1,733)

-

(9,207)

73,914

64,707

(7,649)

57,058

(1,733)

1,175

177,224

180,604

3,329

183,933

Adjustments
Prior period errors
Change in accounting
policy

Balance at
1 April 2009
as restated

-

(2,854)

(2,147) (177,129) (179,276)
-

(972)

-

(179,276)

56,125

56,125

-

56,125

56,220

57,453

3,329

60,782

162,329

487,366

1,392

488,758

Changes in equity
Total comprehensive
income for the year
Acquisition of 55%
shareholding in
Gammatec NDT
Supplies (Pty) Ltd

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9,573

9,573

Total changes

-

475

321,595

2,967

325,037

162,329

487,366

10,965

498,331

2,205

475

323,477

113

324,065

218,549

544,819

14,294

559,113

Balance at
31 March 2010
Note(s)

18

34

2,967

19 and 34 20 and 34

325,037

34
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statement of changes in equity (continued)

Fair value
adjustment
Foreign
assetscurrency
availabletranslation Revaluation for-sale
reserve
reserve
reserve

Share
capital
R'000

R’000

R’000

R’000

Total
reserves
R’000

Total
attributable
to equity
holders of
NonRetained the group/ controlling
income
company
interest Total equity
R’000

R’000

205,816

216,521

R’000

R’000

Company
Opening balance as
previously reported

2,205

-

-

8,500

8,500

-

-

-

(2,147)

-

-

-

-

-

55,527

2,205

-

-

6,353

6,353

147,117

-

216,521

-

(116,373)

55,527

-

55,527

155,675

-

155,675

Adjustments
Prior period error
Change in accounting
policy

Balance at
1 April 2008
as restated
Changes in equity
Total comprehensive
income for the year
Total changes
Opening balance as
previously reported

(2,147) (114,226) (116,373)

-

-

-

(9,205)

(9,205)

16,497

7,292

-

7,292

-

-

-

(9,205)

(9,205)

16,497

7,292

-

7,292

2,205

-

-

(705)

(705)

267,904

269,404

-

269,404

-

-

-

(2,147)

-

(179,276)

-

-

-

Adjustments
Prior period error
Change in accounting
policy

Balance at
1 April 2009
as restated

72,839

72,839

-

72,839

(2,852) 163,614

162,967

-

162,967

2,205

-

-

-

-

332,607

2,963

335,570

(31,316)

304,254

-

304,254

Total changes

-

-

332,607

2,963

335,570

(31,316)

304,254

-

304,254

332,607

111

332,718

467,221

-

467,221

Note(s)
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2,205
18

34

(2,852)

-

Changes in equity
Total comprehensive
loss for the year

Balance at
31 March 2010

96

-

(2,147) (177,129) (179,276)

19 and 34 20 and 34

132,298
34

statement of cash flows
for the year ended 31 March 2010

Group
Note

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

1,434,083

1,103,904

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash receipts from customers

727,283

659,694

(1,160,410)

(878,215)

(692,510)

(578,682)

273,673

225,689

34,773

81,012

Interest income

34,526

47,028

23,574

36,440

Finance costs

(2,707)

(6,167)

(1)

(79,262)

(66,195)

-

226,230

200,355

58,346

116,142

(113,133)

(72,548)

(87,222)

Cash paid to suppliers and employees
Cash generated from operations

Tax paid

35

36

Net cash from operating activities

(119)
(1,191)

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and equipment

5

Sale of property, plant and equipment

5

Business combinations

37

(89,766)
165
(13,575)
-

Loans advanced to group companies

(3,670)

Loans advanced to minority shareholders

-

Proceeds from loans from group companies

(12,953)

Purchase of financial assets

-

Sale of financial assets

48

Dividends received

Net cash from investing activities

706
(17,884)
-

-

702

-

-

(12)

-

-

-

-

-

7,099

591

(12,839)
-

(119,751)

(143,150)

(2,428)

(2,423)

(12,953)
-

(12,840)
1,667

37,997

20,071

(40,417)

(77,031)

Cash flows from financing activities
Repayment of other financial liabilities

-

Repayment of minority shareholders loan

(1,046)

Finance lease payments

-

Finance lease receipts

Net cash from financing activities

(3,474)

-

-

630

-

-

-

-

-

49

-

-

-

-

(1,744)

Total cash movement for the year

103,005

55,461

17,929

39,111

Cash at the beginning of the year

222,699

167,238

85,477

46,366

325,704

222,699

103,406

85,477

Total cash at end of the year

17
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accounting policies
for the year ended 31 March 2010

1. Presentation of Annual Financial
Statements
The annual financial statements have been prepared in
accordance with South African Statements of Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice, and the Companies Act.
The annual financial statements have been prepared on the
historical cost basis, except for the measurement of investment
properties, land and buildings and certain financial instruments
at fair value. Historical cost is generally based on the fair value
of the consideration given in exchange for assets. The principal
accounting policies set out below are presented in South
African Rands, in Rand thousands.

Losses of subsidiaries attributable to non-controlling interests
are allocated to the non-controlling interest even if this results
in a debit balance being recognised for non-controlling interest.

1.1 Consolidation

Transactions which result in changes in ownership levels,
where the group has control of the subsidiary both before and
after the transaction are regarded as equity transactions and
are recognised directly in the statement of changes in equity.
The carrying amounts of the group’s interests and the noncontrolling interests are adjusted to reflect the changes in their
relative interests in the subsidiaries.

Basis of consolidation
The consolidated annual financial statements incorporate the
annual financial statements of the company and all entities
which are controlled by the company.

The difference between the fair value of consideration paid or
received and the movement in non-controlling interest for such
transactions is recognised in equity attributable to the owners
of the parent.

Control exists when the company has the power to govern the
financial and operating policies of an entity so as to obtain
benefits from its activities.

Where a subsidiary is disposed of and a non-controlling
shareholding is retained, the remaining investment is measured
to fair value with the adjustment to fair value recognised in
profit or loss as part of the gain or loss on disposal of the
controlling interest.

These accounting policies are consistent with the previous
period, except for the changes set out in note 2 Changes in
accounting policy

The results of subsidiaries are included in the consolidated
annual financial statements from the effective date of
acquisition to the effective date of disposal, as appropriate.
Where necessary, adjustments are made to the annual financial
statements of subsidiaries to bring their accounting policies in
line with those of the group.
All intra-group transactions, balances, income and expenses
are eliminated in full on consolidation.
Non-controlling interests in the net assets of consolidated
subsidiaries are identified and recognised separately from the
group’s interest therein, and are recognised within equity.
The interests on non-controlling shareholders may be
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initially measured at either fair value or at the non-controlling
interests’ proportionate share of the fair value of the acquiree’s
identifiable net assets. The choice of measurement basis is
made on an acquisition-by-acquisition basis. Subsequent to
acquisition, the carrying amount of non-controlling interests is
the amount of those interests at initial recognition plus the noncontrolling interests’ share of subsequent changes in equity.
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Business combinations
The group accounts for business combinations using the
acquisition method of accounting. The cost of the business
combination is measured as the aggregate of the fair values
of assets given, liabilities incurred or assumed and equity
instruments issued. Costs directly attributable to the business
combination are expensed as incurred, except the costs to
issue debt which are amortised as part of the effective interest
and costs to issue equity which are included in equity.
Contingent consideration is included in the cost of the
combination at fair value as at the date of acquisition.
Subsequent changes to the assets, liabilities or equity which

arise as a result of the contingent consideration are not affected
against goodwill, unless they are valid measurement period
adjustments.
The acquiree’s identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent
liabilities which meet the recognition conditions of IFRS 3
Business Combinations are recognised at their fair values at
acquisition date, except for non-current assets (or disposal
group) that are classified as held-for-sale in accordance with
IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held-For-Sale and discontinued
operations, which are recognised at fair value less costs to sell.
Contingent liabilities are only included in the identifiable assets
and liabilities of the acquiree where there is a present obligation
at acquisition date.
On acquisition, the group assesses the classification of the
acquiree’s assets and liabilities and reclassifies them where the
classification is inappropriate for group purposes. This excludes
lease agreements and insurance contracts, whose classification
remains as per their inception date.
Non-controlling interest arising from a business combination is
measured either at its share of the fair value of the assets and
liabilities of the acquiree or at fair value. The treatment is not
an accounting policy choice but is selected for each individual
business combination, and disclosed in the note for business
combinations.
In cases where the group held a non-controlling shareholding in
the acquiree prior to obtaining control, that interest is measured
to fair value as at acquisition date. The measurement to fair
value is included in profit or loss for the year. Where the existing
shareholding was classified as an available-for-sale financial
asset, the cumulative fair value adjustments recognised
previously to other comprehensive income, and accumulated
in equity, are recognised in profit or loss as a reclassification
adjustment.
The measurement period is the period from the date of
acquisition to the date the group obtains complete information
about facts and circumstances that existed as of the acquisition
date – and is subject to a maximum of one year.
Goodwill arising in a business combination is recognised as an

asset at the date that control is acquired (the acquisition date).
Goodwill is determined as the consideration paid, plus the fair
value of any shareholding held prior to obtaining control, plus
non-controlling interest and less the fair value of the identifiable
assets and liabilities of the acquiree.
If, after reassessment, the group’s interest in the fair value of
the acquiree’s identifiable net assets exceeds the sum of the
consideration transferred, the amount of any non-controlling
interests in the acquiree and the fair value of the acquirer’s
previously held equity interest in the acquiree (if any), the
excess is recognised immediately in profit or loss as a bargain
purchase gain.
Goodwill is not amortised but is tested on an annual basis for
impairment. For the purpose of impairment testing, goodwill is
allocated to each of the group’s cash-generating units expected
to benefit from the synergies of the combination. If goodwill is
assessed to be impaired, that impairment is not subsequently
reversed.
Goodwill arising on acquisition of foreign entities is considered
an asset of the foreign entity. In such cases the goodwill is
translated to the functional currency of the group at the end of
each reporting period with the adjustment recognised in equity
through to other comprehensive income.
Investment in associates
An associate is an entity over which the group has significant
influence and which is neither a subsidiary nor a joint venture.
Significant influence is the power to participate in the financial
and operating policy decisions of the investee but is not control
or joint control over those policies.
An investment in an associate is accounted for using the equity
method, except when the investment is classified as held-forsale in accordance with IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held-ForSale and discontinued operations. Under the equity method,
investments in associates are carried in the consolidated
statement of financial position at cost, adjusted for postacquisition changes in the group’s share of net assets of the
associate, less any impairment losses.
Losses in an associate in excess of the group’s interest in that
associate are recognised only to the extent that the group has
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accounting policies (continued)

incurred a legal or constructive obligation to make payments on
behalf of the associate.
Any goodwill on acquisition of an associate is included in
the carrying amount of the investment, however, a gain on
acquisition is recognised immediately in profit or loss.
Profits or losses on transactions between the group and an
associate are eliminated to the extent of the group’s interest
therein.
When the group reduces its level of significant influence or
loses significant influence, the group proportionately reclassifies
the related items which were previously accumulated in equity
through other comprehensive income to profit or loss as a
reclassification adjustment. In such cases, if an investment
remains, that investment is measured to fair value, with the fair
value adjustment being recognised in profit or loss as part of
the gain or loss on disposal.

1.2 Significant judgements and sources of
estimation uncertainty
In preparing the annual financial statements, management
is required to make estimates and assumptions that affect
the amounts represented in the annual financial statements
and related disclosures. Use of available information and
the application of judgement are inherent in the formation
of estimates. Actual results in the future could differ from
these estimates which may be material to the annual financial
statements. Significant judgements include:
Trade receivables, held-to-maturity investments and loans and
receivables
The group assesses its trade receivables, held-to-maturity
investments and loans and receivables for impairment at
the end of each reporting period. In determining whether an
impairment loss should be recorded in profit or loss, the group
makes judgements as to whether there is observable data
indicating a measurable decrease in the estimated future cash
flows from a financial asset.
The impairment for trade receivables, held-to-maturity
investments and loans and receivables is calculated on a
portfolio basis, based on historical loss ratios, adjusted for
national and industry-specific economic conditions and other
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indicators present at the reporting date that correlate with
defaults on the portfolio. These annual loss ratios are applied to
loan balances in the portfolio and scaled to the estimated loss
emergence period.
Available-for-sale financial assets
The group follows the guidance of IAS 39 to determine when an
available-for-sale financial asset is impaired. This determination
requires significant judgment. In making this judgment, the
group evaluates, among other factors, the duration and extent
to which the fair value of an investment is less than its cost;
and the financial health of and near-term business outlook
for the investee, including factors such as industry and sector
performance, changes in technology and operational and
financing cash flow.
Allowance for slow moving, damaged and obsolete stock
An allowance for stock to be written down to the lower of cost
or net realisable value. Management has made estimates of the
selling price and direct cost to sell on certain inventory items.
The write down is included in the operating profit note.
Fair value estimation
The fair value of financial instruments traded in active markets
(such as trading and available-for-sale securities) is based on
quoted market prices at the end of the reporting period. The
quoted market price used for financial assets held by the group
is the current bid price.
The fair value of financial instruments that are not traded in
an active market is determined by using valuation techniques.
The group uses a variety of methods and makes assumptions
that are based on market conditions existing at the end of
each reporting period. Other techniques, such as estimated
discounted cash flows, are used to determine fair value for
the remaining financial instruments. The fair value of forward
foreign exchange contracts is determined using quoted forward
exchange rates at the end of the reporting period.
The carrying value less impairment provision of trade
receivables and payables is assumed to approximate their
fair values. The fair value of financial liabilities for disclosure
purposes is estimated by discounting the future contractual
cash flows at the current market interest rate that is available to
the group for similar financial instruments.

Impairment testing
The recoverable amounts of cash-generating units and
individual assets have been determined based on the higher
of value-in-use calculations and fair values less costs to
sell. These calculations require the use of estimates and
assumptions. It is reasonably possible that an assumption may
change, which may then impact our estimations and may then
require a material adjustment to the carrying value of goodwill
and tangible assets.
The group reviews and tests the carrying value of assets when
events or changes in circumstances suggest that the carrying
amount may not be recoverable. In addition, goodwill is tested
on an annual basis for impairment. Assets are grouped at
the lowest level for which identifiable cash flows are largely
independent of cash flows of other assets and liabilities. If there
are indications that impairment may have occurred, estimates
are prepared of expected future cash flows for each group of
assets. Expected future cash flows used to determine the value
in use of goodwill and tangible assets are inherently uncertain
and could materially change over time.

Estimates of future taxable income are based on forecast cash
flows from operations and the application of existing tax laws
in each jurisdiction. To the extent that future cash flows and
taxable income differ significantly from estimates, the ability of
the group to realise the net deferred tax assets recorded at the
end of the reporting period could be impacted.
Property, plant and equipment
The useful lives of assets are based on management’s
estimation. Management considers the following factors to
determine the optimum useful life expectation for each of the
individual items of property, plant and equipment.
•

•

•
Provisions
Provisions were raised and management determined an
estimate based on the information available. Additional
disclosure of these estimates of provisions is included in note
24 – Provisions.
Taxation
Judgement is required in determining the provision for
income taxes due to the complexity of legislation. There are
many transactions and calculations for which the ultimate
tax determination is uncertain during the ordinary course of
business. The group recognises liabilities for anticipated tax
audit issues based on estimates of whether additional taxes
will be due. Where the final tax outcome of these matters
is different from the amounts that were initially recorded,
such differences will impact the income tax and deferred tax
provisions in the period in which such determination is made.
The group recognises the net future tax benefit related to
deferred income tax assets to the extent that it is probable
that the deductible temporary differences will reverse in the
foreseeable future. Assessing the recoverability of deferred
income tax assets requires the group to make significant
estimates related to expectations of future taxable income.

•

Expected usage of the asset. Usage is assessed by
reference to the assets expected capacity or physical
output;
Expected physical wear and tear, which depends on
operational factors such as the number of shifts for which
the asset is to be used and the repair and maintenance
programme, and the care and maintenance of the asset
while idle;
Technical or commercial obsolescence arising from
changes or improvement in production or from a change in
the market demand for the product or service output of the
asset; and
Exit policy of the company.

The estimation of residual value of assets is also based on
management’s judgement that the assets will be sold and what
their condition will be like at the end of their useful life. For
assets that incorporate both a tangible and intangible portion,
management uses judgement to assess which element is
more significant to determine whether it should be treated as
property, plant and equipment or intangible assets.
Post-retirement benefit obligation
Judgement is required when recognising and measuring the
retirement benefit obligation of the group and the company.
The obligation is valued at year end by an independent actuary
at each reporting date. The actuarial valuation method is used
to value the obligation and the projected unit credit method
is used. Future benefit values are projected using specific
actuarial assumptions and the liability to in-service members is
accrued over the expected working lifetime.
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1.3 Investment property
Investment property is recognised as an asset when, and only
when, it is probable that the future economic benefits that
are associated with the investment property will flow to the
enterprise, and the cost of the investment property can be
measured reliably.
Investment property which is property held to earn rentals
and/or for capital appreciation is initially recognised at cost.
Transaction costs are included in the initial measurement.
Costs include costs incurred initially and costs incurred
subsequently to add to, or to replace a part of, or service a
property. If a replacement part is recognised in the carrying
amount of the investment property, the carrying amount of the
replaced part is derecognised.
Fair value
Subsequent to initial measurement, investment property is
measured at fair value.
A gain or loss arising from a change in fair value is recognised
to other comprehensive income and accumulated in the
revaluation surplus in equity. The increase is recognised in
profit or loss to the extent that it reverses a revaluation decrease
of the same asset previously recognised in profit or loss.

1.4 Property, plant and equipment
The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is
recognised as an asset when:
•
•

it is probable that future economic benefits associated with
the item will flow to the company; and
the cost of the item can be measured reliably.

Property, plant and equipment are initially measured at cost.
Costs include costs incurred initially to acquire or construct
an item of property, plant and equipment and costs incurred
subsequently to add to, replace part of, or service it. If a
replacement cost is recognised in the carrying amount of an
item of property, plant and equipment, the carrying amount of
the replaced part is derecognised.
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Property, plant and equipment, excluding land and buildings,
are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation and any
impairment losses.
Land and buildings is carried at a revalued amount, being
the fair value at the date of revaluation less any subsequent
accumulated depreciation and subsequent accumulated
impairment losses.
Revaluations are made with sufficient regularity such that the
carrying amount does not differ materially from that which
would be determined using fair value at the end of the reporting
period.
When an item of property, plant and equipment is revalued,
any accumulated depreciation at the date of the revaluation is
restated proportionately with the change in the gross carrying
amount of the asset so that the carrying amount of the asset
after revaluation equals its revalued amount.
Any increase in an asset’s carrying amount, as a result of a
revaluation, is recognised to other comprehensive income and
accumulated in the revaluation surplus in equity. The increase
is recognised in profit or loss to the extent that it reverses a
revaluation decrease of the same asset previously recognised in
profit or loss.
Any decrease in an asset’s carrying amount, as a result of a
revaluation, is recognised in profit or loss in the current period.
The decrease is recognised in other comprehensive income
to the extent of any credit balance existing in the revaluation
surplus in respect of that asset. The decrease recognised in
other comprehensive income reduces the amount accumulated
in the revaluation surplus in equity.
The revaluation surplus in equity related to a specific item of
property, plant and equipment is transferred directly to retained
earnings as the asset is used. The amount transferred is equal
to the difference between depreciation based on the revalued
carrying amount and depreciation based on the original cost of
the asset.
Property, plant and equipment are depreciated on the straight
line basis over their expected useful life to their estimated
residual value.

The useful life of items of property, plant and equipment has
been assessed as follows:

An intangible asset arising from development (or from the
development phase of an internal project) is recognised when:

Any decrease in an asset’s carrying amount, as a result of a
revaluation, is recognised in profit or loss in the current period.
The decrease is debited in other comprehensive income to the
extent of any credit balance existing in the revaluation surplus
in respect of that asset.

•

Item
Land
Buildings
Plant
Motor vehicles
Furniture and fixtures
Office equipment
IT equipment
Research facilities
Machinery and equipment
Component spares
Leasehold improvements

Range of useful life
indefinite
10 - 50 years
5 - 50 years
2 - 26 years
2 - 22 years
2 - 22 years
2 - 22 years
2 - 22 years
2 - 22 years
2 - 10 years
2 - 10 years

The residual value, useful life and depreciation method of
each asset is reviewed at the end of each reporting period. If
the expectations differ from previous estimates, the change is
accounted for as a change in accounting estimate.
The depreciation charge for each period is recognised in profit or
loss unless it is included in the carrying amount of another asset.
The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of
property, plant and equipment is included in profit or loss
when the item is derecognised. The gain or loss arising from
the derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment
is determined as the difference between the net disposal
proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount of the item.

1.5 Intangible assets
An intangible asset is recognised when:
•
•

it is probable that the expected future economic benefits
that are attributable to the asset will flow to the entity; and
the cost of the asset can be measured reliably.

Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost.
Expenditure on research (or on the research phase of an
internal project) is recognised as an expense when it is
incurred.

•
•
•
•

•

it is technically feasible to complete the asset so that it will
be available for use or sale;
there is an intention to complete and use or sell it;
there is an ability to use or sell it;
it will generate probable future economic benefits;
there are available technical, financial and other resources
to complete the development and to use or sell the asset;
and
the expenditure attributable to the asset during its
development can be measured reliably.

Intangible assets are carried at cost less any accumulated
amortisation and any impairment losses.
An intangible asset is regarded as having an indefinite useful
life when, based on all relevant factors, there is no foreseeable
limit to the period over which the asset is expected to generate
net cash inflows. Amortisation is not provided for these
intangible assets, but they are tested for impairment annually
and whenever there is an indication that the asset may be
impaired. For all other intangible assets amortisation is provided
on a straight line basis over their useful life.
The amortisation period and the amortisation method for
intangible assets are reviewed every period-end.
Reassessing the useful life of an intangible asset with a finite
useful life after it was classified as indefinite is an indicator that
the asset may be impaired. As a result the asset is tested for
impairment and the remaining carrying amount is amortised
over its useful life.
Internally generated brands, mastheads, publishing titles,
customer lists and items similar in substance are not
recognised as intangible assets.

1.6 Investments
Company annual financial statements
In the company’s separate annual financial statements,
investments are carried at cost less any accumulated
impairment.
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The cost of an investment in a subsidiary is the aggregate of:
•

•

the fair value, at the date of exchange, of assets given,
liabilities incurred or assumed, and equity instruments
issued by the company; plus
any costs directly attributable to the purchase of the
subsidiary.

An adjustment to the cost of a business combination contingent
on future events is included in the cost of the combination if
the adjustment is probable and can be measured reliably.

parts, on initial recognition as a financial asset, a financial
liability or an equity instrument in accordance with the
substance of the contractual arrangement.
Financial instruments are measured initially at fair value,
except for equity investments for which a fair value is not
determinable, which are measured at cost and are classified as
available-for-sale financial assets.
For financial instruments which are not at fair value through
profit or loss, transaction costs are included in the initial
measurement of the instrument.

1.7 Investments in associates
Company annual financial statements
An investment in an associate is carried at cost less any
accumulated impairment.

1.8 Financial instruments
Classification
The group classifies financial assets and financial liabilities into
the following categories:
• Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss –
held-for-trading;
• Held-to-maturity investment;
• Loans and receivables;
• Available-for-sale financial assets;
• Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss –
held-for-trading; and
• Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost.
Classification depends on the purpose for which the financial
instruments were obtained/incurred and takes place at initial
recognition. Classification is re-assessed on an annual basis,
except for derivatives and financial assets designated as at fair
value through profit or loss, which shall not be classified out of
the fair value through profit or loss category.
Initial recognition and measurement
Financial instruments are recognised initially when the
group becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the
instruments.
The group classifies financial instruments, or their component
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Transaction costs on financial instruments at fair value through
profit or loss are recognised in profit or loss.
Subsequent measurement
Financial instruments at fair value through profit or loss are
subsequently measured at fair value, with gains and losses
arising from changes in fair value being included in profit or
loss for the period.
Net gains or losses on the financial instruments at fair value
through profit or loss excludes dividends and interest.
Dividend income is recognised in profit or loss as part of
other income when the group’s right to receive payment is
established.
Loans and receivables are subsequently measured at amortised
cost, using the effective interest method, less accumulated
impairment losses.
Held-to-maturity investments are subsequently measured
at amortised cost, using the effective interest method, less
accumulated impairment losses.
Available-for-sale financial assets are subsequently measured
at fair value. This excludes equity investments for which a fair
value is not determinable, which are measured at cost less
accumulated impairment losses.
Gains and losses arising from changes in fair value are
recognised in other comprehensive income and accumulated
in equity until the asset is disposed of or determined to
be impaired. Interest on available-for-sale financial assets

calculated using the effective interest method is recognised in
profit or loss as part of other income. Dividends received on
available-for-sale equity instruments are recognised in profit or
loss as part of other income when the group’s right to receive
payment is established.

on that financial asset previously recognised in profit or loss – is
removed from equity as a reclassification adjustment to other
comprehensive income and recognised in profit or loss.

Changes in fair value of available-for-sale financial assets
denominated in a foreign currency are analysed between
translation differences resulting from changes in amortised
cost and other changes in the carrying amount. Translation
differences on monetary items are recognised in profit or
loss, while translation differences on non-monetary items are
recognised in other comprehensive income and accumulated
in equity.

Impairment losses are reversed when an increase in the
financial asset’s recoverable amount can be related objectively
to an event occurring after the impairment was recognised,
subject to the restriction that the carrying amount of the
financial asset at the date that the impairment is reversed shall
not exceed what the carrying amount would have been had the
impairment not been recognised.

Financial liabilities at amortised cost are subsequently
measured at amortised cost, using the effective interest
method.
Fair value determination
The fair values of quoted investments are based on current bid
prices. If the market for a financial asset is not active (and for
unlisted securities), the group establishes fair value by using
valuation techniques. These include the use of recent arm’s
length transactions, reference to other instruments that are
substantially the same, discounted cash flow analysis, and
option pricing models making maximum use of market inputs
and relying as little as possible on entity-specific inputs.
Impairment of financial assets
At each reporting date the group assesses all financial assets,
other than those at fair value through profit or loss, to determine
whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset or
group of financial assets has been impaired.
For amounts due to the group, significant financial difficulties of
the debtor, probability that the debtor will enter bankruptcy and
default of payments are all considered indicators of impairment.
In the case of equity securities classified as available-for-sale, a
significant or prolonged decline in the fair value of the security
below its cost is considered an indicator of impairment. If any
such evidence exists for available-for-sale financial assets, the
cumulative loss – measured as the difference between the
acquisition cost and current fair value, less any impairment loss

Impairment losses are recognised in profit or loss.

Reversals of impairment losses are recognised in profit or loss
except for equity investments classified as available-for-sale.
Impairment losses are also not subsequently reversed for
available-for-sale equity investments which are held-at-cost
because fair value was not determinable.
Financial instruments designated as at fair value through profit
or loss
These are financial assets held-for-trading. A financial asset
is classified in this category if acquired principally for the
purpose of selling in the short term. Assets in this category are
classified as current assets if they are either held-for-trading or
are expected to be realised within 12 months of the balance
sheet date.
Gains or losses arising from changes in the fair value of the
‘financial assets at fair value through profit or loss’ category,
are presented in the income statement in the period in which
they arise. Dividend income from financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss is recognised in the income statement as
part of other income when the group’s right to receive payment
is established.
Financial instruments designated as available-for-sale
Available-for-sale financial assets are non-derivatives that are
either designated in this category or not classified in any of
the other categories. They are included in non-current assets
unless management intends to dispose of the investment within
12 months of the balance sheet date.
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Regular purchases and sales of investments are recognised
on trade-date, i.e. the date on which the group commits to
purchase or sell the asset. Investments are initially recognised
at fair value plus transaction costs for all financial assets not
carried at fair value through profit or loss. Financial assets
carried at fair value through profit or loss are initially recognised
at fair value and transaction costs are expensed in the income
statement. Financial assets are derecognised when the rights
to receive cash flow from the financial assets have been
transferred and the group has transferred substantially all risks
and rewards of ownership. Available-for-sale financial assets
and financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are
subsequently carried at fair value. Loans and receivables and
held-to-maturity investments are carried at amortised cost using
the effective interest method.
Changes in the fair value of monetary securities classified as
available-for-sale and non-monetary securities classified as
available-for-sale are recognised in equity.
When securities classified as available-for-sale are sold or
impaired, the accumulated fair value adjustments recognised
in equity are included in the income statement as ‘gains and
losses from investment securities’. Interest on available-forsale securities calculated using the effective interest method is
recognised in the income statement. Dividends on available-forsale equity instruments are recognised in the income statement
when the group’s right to receive payments is established.
The group assesses at each balance sheet date whether
there is objective evidence that a financial asset or a group of
financial assets is impaired. In the case of equity securities
classified as available-for-sale, a significant or prolonged
decline in the fair value of the securities below their cost is
considered as an indicator that the securities are impaired. If
any such evidence exists for available-for-sale financial assets,
the cumulative loss – measured as the difference between the
acquisition cost and the current fair value, less any impairment
loss on that financial asset previously recognised in profit or
loss – is removed from equity and recognised in the income
statement. Impairment losses recognised in the income
statement on equity instruments are not reversed through the
income statement.
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Loans to/(from) group companies
These include loans to and from holding companies, fellow
subsidiaries, subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates and are
recognised initially at fair value plus direct transaction costs.
Loans to group companies are classified as loans and
receivables.
Loans from group companies are classified as financial
liabilities measured at amortised cost.
Loans to shareholders, Directors, managers and employees
These financial assets are classified as loans and receivables.
Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables are measured at initial recognition at fair
value, and are subsequently measured at amortised cost using
the effective interest rate method. Appropriate allowances for
estimated irrecoverable amounts are recognised in profit or loss
when there is objective evidence that the asset is impaired.
Significant financial difficulties of the debtor, probability that
the debtor will enter bankruptcy or financial reorganisation,
and default or delinquency in payments (more than 30 days
overdue) are considered indicators that the trade receivable
is impaired. The allowance recognised is measured as the
difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present
value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the effective
interest rate computed at initial recognition.
The carrying amount of the asset is reduced through the
use of an allowance account, and the amount of the loss is
recognised in profit or loss within operating expenses. When
a trade receivable is uncollectable, it is written off against the
allowance account for trade receivables. Subsequent recoveries
of amounts previously written off are credited against operating
expenses in profit or loss.
Trade and other receivables are classified as loans and
receivables.
Trade and other payables
Trade payables are initially measured at fair value, and are
subsequently measured at amortised cost, using the effective
interest rate method.

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand and
demand deposits, and other short-term highly liquid
investments that are readily convertible to a known amount
of cash and are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in
value. These are initially and subsequently recorded at fair
value.
Bank overdraft and borrowings
Bank overdrafts and borrowings are initially measured at fair
value, and are subsequently measured at amortised cost, using
the effective interest rate method. Any difference between
the proceeds (net of transaction costs) and the settlement or
redemption of borrowings is recognised over the term of the
borrowings in accordance with the group’s accounting policy for
borrowing costs.
Derivatives
Derivative financial instruments, which are not designated as
hedging instruments, consisting of foreign exchange contracts
and interest rate swaps, are initially measured at fair value
on the contract date, and are re-measured to fair value at
subsequent reporting dates.
Derivatives embedded in other financial instruments or other
non-financial host contracts are treated as separate derivatives
when their risks and characteristics are not closely related to
those of the host contract and the host contract is not carried
at fair value with unrealised gains or losses reported in profit
or loss.
Changes in the fair value of derivative financial instruments are
recognised in profit or loss as they arise.
Derivatives are classified as financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss – held-for-trading.
Held-to-maturity
These financial assets are initially measured at fair value plus
direct transaction costs.
At subsequent reporting dates these are measured at
amortised cost using the effective interest rate method, less any
impairment loss recognised to reflect irrecoverable amounts.
An impairment loss is recognised in profit or loss when

there is objective evidence that the asset is impaired, and is
measured as the difference between the investment’s carrying
amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows
discounted at the effective interest rate computed at initial
recognition. Impairment losses are reversed in subsequent
periods when an increase in the investment’s recoverable
amount can be related objectively to an event occurring after
the impairment was recognised, subject to the restriction
that the carrying amount of the investment at the date the
impairment is reversed shall not exceed what the amortised
cost would have been had the impairment not been recognised.
Financial assets that the group has the positive intention and
ability to hold to maturity are classified as held-to-maturity.
Hedging activities
Designated and effective hedging instruments are excluded
from the definition of financial instruments at fair value through
profit or loss.
The group designates certain derivatives as either:
•
•

•

hedges of the fair value of recognised assets or liabilities or
a firm commitment (fair value hedge);
hedges of a particular risk associated with a recognised
asset or liability or a highly probable forecast transaction
(cash flow hedge); and
hedges of a net investment in a foreign operation (net
investment hedge).

The group documents at the inception of the transaction the
relationship between hedging instruments and hedged items,
as well as its risk management objectives and strategy for
undertaking various hedging transactions. The group also
documents its assessment, both at hedge inception and on
an ongoing basis, of whether the derivatives that are used in
hedging transactions are highly effective in offsetting changes
in fair values or cash flows of hedged items.
The full fair value of a hedging derivative is classified as a
non-current asset or liability when the remaining hedged item
is more than 12 months, and as a current asset or liability
when the remaining maturity of the hedged item is less than 12
months.
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Fair value hedge
Changes in the fair value of derivatives that are designated
and qualify as fair value hedges are recorded in profit or loss,
together with any changes in the fair value of the hedged asset
or liability that are attributable to the hedged risk.
If the hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge accounting,
the adjustment to the carrying amount of a hedged item for
which the effective interest method is used is amortised to profit
or loss over the period to maturity.

•

it is probable that the temporary difference will not reverse
in the foreseeable future.

A deferred tax asset is recognised for all deductible temporary
differences to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit
will be available against which the deductible temporary
difference can be utilised, unless the deferred tax asset arises
from the initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction
that:

1.9 Tax

•
•

Current tax assets and liabilities
Current tax for current and prior periods is, to the extent
unpaid, recognised as a liability. If the amount already paid in
respect of current and prior periods exceeds the amount due
for those periods, the excess is recognised as an asset.

A deferred tax asset is recognised for all deductible temporary
differences arising from investments in subsidiaries, branches
and associates, and interests in joint ventures, to the extent that
it is probable that:

Current tax liabilities/(assets) for the current and prior periods
are measured at the amount expected to be paid to/(recovered
from) the tax authorities, using the tax rates (and tax laws) that
have been enacted or substantively enacted by the end of the
reporting period.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities
A deferred tax liability is recognised for all taxable temporary
differences, except to the extent that the deferred tax liability
arises from:
•
•

the initial recognition of goodwill; or
the initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction
which:
- is not a business combination; and
- at the time of the transaction, affects neither
accounting profit nor taxable profit/(tax loss).

•
•

is not a business combination; and
at the time of the transaction, affects neither accounting
profit nor taxable profit (tax loss).

the temporary difference will reverse in the foreseeable
future; and
taxable profit will be available against which the temporary
difference can be utilised.

A deferred tax asset is recognised for the carry forward of
unused tax losses and unused STC credits to the extent that
it is probable that future taxable profit will be available against
which the unused tax losses and unused STC credits can be
utilised.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax
rates that are expected to apply to the period when the asset
is realised or the liability is settled, based on tax rates (and tax
laws) that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the
end of the reporting period.

1.10 Leases
A deferred tax liability is recognised for all taxable temporary
differences associated with investments in subsidiaries,
branches and associates, and interests in joint ventures, except
to the extent that both of the following conditions are satisfied:
•

the parent, investor or venturer is able to control the timing
of the reversal of the temporary difference; and
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A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers
substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership.
A lease is classified as an operating lease if it does not transfer
substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership.

Finance leases – lessee
Finance leases are recognised as assets and liabilities in the
statement of financial position at amounts equal to the fair
value of the leased property or, if lower, the present value of
the minimum lease payments. The corresponding liability to
the lessor is included in the statement of financial position as a
finance lease obligation.
The discount rate used in calculating the present value of the
minimum lease payments is the interest rate implicit in the
lease.
The lease payments are apportioned between the finance
charge and reduction of the outstanding liability. The finance
charge is allocated to each period during the lease term so as
to produce a constant periodic rate on the remaining balance
of the liability.

course of business less the estimated costs of completion and
the estimated costs necessary to make the sale.
The cost of inventories comprises all costs of purchase, costs of
conversion and other costs incurred in bringing the inventories
to their present location and condition.
The cost of inventories of items that are not ordinarily
interchangeable and goods or services produced and
segregated for specific projects is assigned using specific
identification of the individual costs.
The cost of inventories is assigned using the weighted average
cost formula. The same cost formula is used for all inventories
having a similar nature and use to the entity.

Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating and arranging
operating leases are added to the carrying amount of the leased
asset and recognised as an expense over the lease term on the
same basis as the lease income.

When inventories are sold, the carrying amounts of those
inventories are recognised as an expense in the period in
which the related revenue is recognised. The amount of any
write-down of inventories to net realisable value and all losses
of inventories are recognised as an expense in the period
the write-down or loss occurs. The amount of any reversal of
any write-down of inventories, arising from an increase in net
realisable value, is recognised as a reduction in the amount of
inventories recognised as an expense in the period in which the
reversal occurs.

Income for leases is disclosed under revenue in profit or loss.

1.12 Non-current assets held-for-sale

Operating leases – lessee
Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a
straight-line basis over the lease term. The difference between
the amounts recognised as an expense and the contractual
payments are recognised as an operating lease asset. This
liability is not discounted.

Non-current assets and disposal groups are classified as heldfor-sale if their carrying amount will be recovered through a sale
transaction rather than through continuing use. This condition
is regarded as met only when the sale is highly probable and
the asset (or disposal group) is available for immediate sale in
its present condition. Management must be committed to the
sale, which should be expected to qualify for recognition as a
completed sale within one year from the date of classification.

Operating leases – lessor
Operating lease income is recognised as an income on a
straight-line basis over the lease term.

Any contingent rents are expensed in the period they are
incurred.

1.11 Inventories
Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net realisable
value on the first-in-first-out basis.
Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary

Non-current assets held-for-sale (or disposal group) are
measured at the lower of their carrying amount and fair value
less costs to sell.
A non-current asset is not depreciated (or amortised) while it is
classified as held-for-sale, or while it is part of a disposal group
classified as held-for-sale.
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Interest and other expenses attributable to the liabilities of a
disposal group classified as held-for-sale are recognised in
profit or loss.

An impairment loss is recognised for cash-generating units if the
recoverable amount of the unit is less than the carrying amount
of the units. The impairment loss is allocated to reduce the
carrying amount of the assets of the unit in the following order:

1.13 Impairment of assets
The group assesses at each end of the reporting period whether
there is any indication that an asset may be impaired. If any
such indication exists, the group estimates the recoverable
amount of the asset.

•

Irrespective of whether there is any indication of impairment,
the group also:

An entity assesses at each reporting date whether there is any
indication that an impairment loss recognised in prior periods
for assets other than goodwill may no longer exist or may
have decreased. If any such indication exists, the recoverable
amounts of those assets are estimated.

•

•

tests an intangible asset with an indefinite useful life or an
intangible asset not yet available for use for impairment
annually by comparing its carrying amount with its
recoverable amount. This impairment test is performed
during the annual period and at the same time every
period; and
tests goodwill acquired in a business combination for
impairment annually.

If there is any indication that an asset may be impaired, the
recoverable amount is estimated for the individual asset. If
it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of the
individual asset, the recoverable amount of the cash-generating
unit to which the asset belongs is determined.

•

first, to reduce the carrying amount of any goodwill
allocated to the cash-generating unit; and
then, to the other assets of the unit, pro rata on the basis of
the carrying amount of each asset in the unit.

The increased carrying amount of an asset other than goodwill
attributable to a reversal of an impairment loss does not exceed
the carrying amount that would have been determined had no
impairment loss been recognised for the asset in prior periods.
A reversal of an impairment loss of assets carried at cost less
accumulated depreciation or amortisation other than goodwill
is recognised immediately in profit or loss. Any reversal of an
impairment loss of a revalued asset is treated as a revaluation
increase.

1.14 Share capital and equity
The recoverable amount of an asset or a cash-generating unit is
the higher of its fair value less costs to sell and its value in use.

An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a residual
interest in the assets of an entity after deducting all of its
liabilities.

If the recoverable amount of an asset is less than its carrying
amount, the carrying amount of the asset is reduced to its
recoverable amount. That reduction is an impairment loss.

1.15 Employee benefits

An impairment loss of assets carried at cost less any
accumulated depreciation or amortisation is recognised
immediately in profit or loss. Any impairment loss of a revalued
asset is treated as a revaluation decrease.

Short-term- employee benefits
The cost of short-term employee benefits, (those payable within
12 months after the service is rendered, such as paid vacation
leave and sick leave, bonuses, and non-monetary benefits such
as medical care), are recognised in the period in which the
service is rendered and are not discounted.

Goodwill acquired in a business combination is, from the
acquisition date, allocated to each of the cash-generating units,
or groups of cash-generating units, that are expected to benefit
from the synergies of the combination.
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The expected cost of compensated absences is recognised
as an expense as the employees render services that increase
their entitlement or, in the case of non-accumulating absences,
when the absence occurs.

The expected cost of profit sharing and bonus payments is
recognised as an expense when there is a legal or constructive
obligation to make such payments as a result of past
performance.
Defined contribution plans
Group companies operate a provident fund on behalf of
its employees. The schemes are generally funded through
payments to insurance companies or trustee-administered
funds, determined by periodic actuarial calculations. A defined
contribution plan is a plan under which the group pays fixed
contributions into a separate entity. The group has no legal or
constructive obligations to pay further contributions if the fund
does not hold sufficient assets to pay all employees the benefit
relating to employee service in the current and prior periods.
Payments to defined contribution retirement benefit plans are
charged as an expense as they fall due. Prepaid contributions
are recognised as an asset to the extent that a cash refund or a
reduction in the future payments is available.
Defined benefit plans
Some group companies provide post-retirement healthcare
benefits to their retirees. The entitlement to these benefits is
usually conditional on the employee remaining in service up
to retirement age and the completion of a minimum service
period. For defined benefit plans the cost of providing the
benefits is determined using the projected unit credit method.
Actuarial valuations are conducted on an annual basis by
independent actuaries separately for each plan.
Consideration is given to any event that could impact the
funds up to the end of the reporting period where the interim
valuation is performed at an earlier date.
Past service costs are recognised immediately to the extent that
the benefits are already vested, and are otherwise amortised on
a straight line basis over the average period until the amended
benefits become vested.
Actuarial gains and losses are recognised in the year in which
they arise, in other comprehensive income.

benefit plan are recognised when the group is demonstrably
committed to curtailment or settlement.
When it is virtually certain that another party will reimburse
some or all of the expenditure required to settle a defined
benefit obligation, the right to reimbursement is recognised as a
separate asset. The asset is measured at fair value. In all other
respects, the asset is treated in the same way as plan assets.
In profit or loss, the expense relating to a defined benefit
plan is presented as the net of the amount recognised for a
reimbursement.
The amount recognised in the statement of financial position
represents the present value of the defined benefit obligation
as adjusted for unrecognised actuarial gains and losses and
unrecognised past service costs, and reduces by the fair value
of plan assets.
Any asset is limited to unrecognised actuarial losses and past
service costs, plus the present value of available refunds and
reduction in future contributions to the plan.

1.16 Provisions and contingencies
Provisions are recognised when:
•
•

•

the group has a present obligation as a result of a past
event;
it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying
economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation;
and
a reliable estimate can be made of the obligation.

The amount of a provision is the present value of the
expenditure expected to be required to settle the obligation.
Where some or all of the expenditure required to settle a
provision is expected to be reimbursed by another party, the
reimbursement shall be recognised when, and only when, it is
virtually certain that reimbursement will be received if the entity
settles the obligation. The reimbursement shall be treated as a
separate asset. The amount recognised for the reimbursement
shall not exceed the amount of the provision.
Provisions are not recognised for future operating losses.

Gains or losses on the curtailment or settlement of a defined
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If an entity has a contract that is onerous, the present obligation
under the contract shall be recognised and measured as a
provision. An onerous contract is considered to exist where
the group has a contract under which the unavoidable costs
of meeting the obligations under the contract exceed the
economic benefit expected to be received under it.
A constructive obligation to restructure arises only when an
entity:
•

•

has a detailed formal plan for the restructuring, identifying
at least:
- the business or part of a business concerned;
- the principal locations affected;
- the location, function, and approximate number of
employees who will be compensated for terminating
their services;
- the expenditures that will be undertaken; and
- when the plan will be implemented; and
has raised a valid expectation in those affected that it will
carry out the restructuring by starting to implement that
plan or announcing its main features to those affected by it.

After their initial recognition contingent liabilities recognised
in business combinations that are recognised separately are
subsequently measured at the higher of:
•
•

the amount that would be recognised as a provision; and
the amount initially recognised less cumulative
amortisation.

A government grant that becomes receivable as compensation
for expenses or losses already incurred or for the purpose of
giving immediate financial support to the entity with no future
related costs is recognised as income of the period in which it
becomes receivable.
Government grants related to assets, including non-monetary
grants at fair value, are presented in the statement of financial
position by setting up the grant as deferred income or by
deducting the grant in arriving at the carrying amount of the
asset.
Grants related to income are presented as a credit in the profit
or loss (separately).
Repayment of a grant related to income is applied first against
any un-amortised deferred credit set up in respect of the grant.
To the extent that the repayment exceeds any such deferred
credit, or where no deferred credit exists, the repayment is
recognised immediately as an expense.
Repayment of a grant related to an asset is recorded by
increasing the carrying amount of the asset or reducing the
deferred income balance by the amount repayable. The
cumulative additional depreciation that would have been
recognised to date as an expense in the absence of the grant is
recognised immediately as an expense.

1.18 Revenue
Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised when all the
following conditions have been satisfied:

Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are not recognised.
Contingencies are disclosed in note 39.

•

1.17 Government grants

•

Government grants are recognised when there is reasonable
assurance that:
•
•

the group will comply with the conditions attaching to them;
and
the grants will be received.

Government grants are recognised as income over the periods
necessary to match them with the related costs that they are
intended to compensate.
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•
•
•

the group has transferred to the buyer the significant risks
and rewards of ownership of the goods;
the group retains neither continuing managerial
involvement to the degree usually associated with
ownership nor effective control over the goods sold;
the amount of revenue can be measured reliably;
it is probable that the economic benefits associated with
the transaction will flow to the group; and
the costs incurred or to be incurred in respect of the
transaction can be measured reliably.

When the outcome of a transaction involving the rendering of
services can be estimated reliably, revenue associated with

the transaction is recognised by reference to the stage of
completion of the transaction at the end of the reporting period.
The outcome of a transaction can be estimated reliably when
all the following conditions are satisfied:

1.19 Turnover

•
•

1.20 Cost of sales

•
•

the amount of revenue can be measured reliably;
it is probable that the economic benefits associated with
the transaction will flow to the group;
the stage of completion of the transaction at the end of the
reporting period can be measured reliably; and
the costs incurred for the transaction and the costs to
complete the transaction can be measured reliably.

When the outcome of the transaction involving the rendering
of services cannot be estimated reliably, revenue shall be
recognised only to the extent of the expenses recognised that
are recoverable.
Contract revenue comprises:
•
•

the initial amount of revenue agreed in the contract; and
variations in contract work, claims and incentive payments:
- to the extent that it is probable that they will result in
revenue; and
- they are capable of being reliably measured.

Turnover comprises sales to customers and service rendered
to customers. Turnover is stated at the invoice amount and is
exclusive of value added taxation.

When inventories are sold, the carrying amount of those
inventories is recognised as an expense in the period in
which the related revenue is recognised. The amount of any
write-down of inventories to net realisable value and all losses
of inventories are recognised as an expense in the period
the write-down or loss occurs. The amount of any reversal of
any write-down of inventories, arising from an increase in net
realisable value, is recognised as a reduction in the amount of
inventories recognised as an expense in the period in which the
reversal occurs.
The related cost of providing services recognised as revenue in
the current period is included in cost of sales.
Contract costs comprise:
•
•
•

Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration
received or receivable and represents the amounts receivable
for goods and services provided in the normal course of
business, net of trade discounts and volume rebates, and value
added tax.
Interest is recognised, in profit or loss, using the effective
interest rate method.

1.21 Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition,
construction or production of a qualifying asset are capitalised
as part of the cost of that asset until such time as the asset
is ready for its intended use. The amount of borrowing costs
eligible for capitalisation is determined as follows:

Royalties are recognised on the accrual basis in accordance
with the substance of the relevant agreements.

•

Dividends are recognised, in profit or loss, when the company’s
right to receive payment has been established.

•

Service fees included in the price of the product are recognised
as revenue over the period during which the service is
performed.

costs that relate directly to the specific contract;
costs that are attributable to contract activity in general and
can be allocated to the contract; and
such other costs as are specifically chargeable to the
customer under the terms of the contract.

Actual borrowing costs on funds specifically borrowed
for the purpose of obtaining a qualifying asset less any
temporary investment of those borrowings; and
Weighted average of the borrowing costs applicable to
the entity on funds generally borrowed for the purpose
of obtaining a qualifying asset. The borrowing costs
capitalised do not exceed the total borrowing costs
incurred.
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The capitalisation of borrowing costs commences when:
•
•
•

expenditures for the asset have occurred;
borrowing costs have been incurred; and
activities that are necessary to prepare the asset for its
intended use or sale are in progress.

Capitalisation is suspended during extended periods in which
active development is interrupted.
Capitalisation ceases when substantially all the activities
necessary to prepare the qualifying asset for its intended use or
sale are complete.
All other borrowing costs are recognised as an expense in the
period in which they are incurred.

1.22 Translation of foreign currencies
Functional and presentation currency
Items included in the annual financial statements of each of the
group entities are measured using the currency of the primary
economic environment in which the entity operates (functional
currency).

Exchange differences arising on the settlement of monetary
items or on translating monetary items at rates different from
those at which they were translated on initial recognition during
the period or in previous annual financial statements are
recognised in profit or loss in the period in which they arise.
When a gain or loss on a non-monetary item is recognised to
other comprehensive income and accumulated in equity, any
exchange component of that gain or loss is recognised to other
comprehensive income and accumulated in equity. When a
gain or loss on a non-monetary item is recognised in profit or
loss, any exchange component of that gain or loss is recognised
in profit or loss.
Cash flows arising from transactions in a foreign currency are
recorded in Rands by applying to the foreign currency amount
the exchange rate between the Rand and the foreign currency
at the date of the cash flow.
Investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates
The results and financial position of a foreign operation are
translated into the functional currency using the following
procedures:
•

The consolidated annual financial statements are presented in
Rand which is the group functional and presentation currency.
•
Foreign currency transactions
A foreign currency transaction is recorded, on initial recognition
in Rands, by applying to the foreign currency amount the spot
exchange rate between the functional currency and the foreign
currency at the date of the transaction.
At the end of the reporting period:
•
•

•

foreign currency monetary items are translated using the
closing rate;
non-monetary items that are measured in terms of
historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using the
exchange rate at the date of the transaction; and
non-monetary items that are measured at fair value in a
foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates at
the date when the fair value was determined.
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•

assets and liabilities for each statement of financial position
presented are translated at the closing rate at the date of
that statement of financial position;
income and expenses for each item of profit or loss
are translated at exchange rates at the dates of the
transactions; and
all resulting exchange differences are recognised to other
comprehensive income and accumulated as a separate
component of equity.

Exchange differences arising on a monetary item that forms
part of a net investment in a foreign operation are recognised
initially to other comprehensive income and accumulated in
the translation reserve. They are recognised in profit or loss as
a reclassification adjustment through to other comprehensive
income on disposal of net investment.
Any goodwill arising on the acquisition of a foreign operation
and any fair value adjustments to the carrying amounts of assets
and liabilities arising on the acquisition of that foreign operation
are treated as assets and liabilities of the foreign operation.

The cash flows of a foreign subsidiary are translated at the
exchange rates between the functional currency and the foreign
currency at the dates of the cash flows.

1.23 Related Parties
The group operates in an economic environment currently
dominated by entities directly or indirectly owned by the
South African government. As a result of the constitutional
independence of all three spheres of government in South
Africa, only parties within the national sphere of government
will be considered to be related parties.
Key management is defined as being individuals with the
authority and responsibility for planning, directing and
controlling the activities of the entity. All individuals from the
level of Chief Executive Officer up to the Board of Directors are
regarded as key management.
Close family members of key management personnel are
considered to be those family members who may be expected
to influence or be influenced by key management individuals or
other parties related to the entity.
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2. Changes in accounting policy
The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with South African Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting
Practice on a basis consistent with the prior year except for the following policy which has been changed during the current financial
year and retrospectively applied.

Property, plant and equipment
During the year, the group changed its accounting policy with respect to the treatment of land and buildings from the cost model to
the fair value model as per IAS 16. The change provides reliable and more relevant information as the fair value of land and buildings
represents a closer reflection of the true value of the land and buildings to the group.
As per IAS 8, a change in the accounting policy of property, plant and equipment is treated in accordance with IAS 16 and not IAS 8.
The effect is that the change in accounting policy is not applied retrospectively.
Investment property
During the year, the group changed its accounting policy with respect to the treatment of investment property to the fair value model in
accordance with paragraph 33 of IAS 40. The change provides reliable and more relevant information as the fair value of investment
property represents a closer reflection of the true value of the investment property to the group.
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The aggregate effect of the changes in accounting policy on the annual financial statements for the year ended 31 March 2010 is as
follows:
Group

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

Statement of Financial Position
Property, plant and equipment
Previously stated

-

300,867

-

Adjustment

-

27,735

-

-

-

328,602

-

-

-

Investment property
Previously stated

-

4,147

-

6,451

Adjustment

-

28,384

-

72,838

-

32,531

-

79,289

177,226

41,005

267,904

205,816

Opening retained earnings
Previously stated
Adjustment

56,125

55,527

72,839

55,527

233,351

96,532

340,743

261,343

Profit or Loss
Depreciation
Previously stated

-

Adjustment

-

(40,193)
593
(39,600)

-

(27,920)
922

-

(26,998)

-

16,389

Profit/(loss) on fair value adjustment
Adjustment

-

-
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3. New standards and interpretations

In the current year, the group has adopted the following
standards and interpretations that are effective for the current
financial year and that are relevant to its operations:

IAS 23 (AC 114) (Revised) Borrowing Costs
The revision requires an entity to capitalise borrowing costs
directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or
production of a qualifying asset (one that takes a substantial
period of time to get ready for use or sale) as part of the cost
of that asset. The option of immediately expensing those
borrowing costs has been removed.

IAS 1 (AC 101) (Revised) Presentation of Financial Statements
The main revisions to IAS 1 (AC 101):

The effective date of the standard is for years beginning on or
after 1 January 2009.

•

The group has adopted the standard for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.

3.1 Standards and interpretations effective and
adopted in the current year

•

•

•
•

Require the presentation of non-owner changes in equity
either in a single statement of comprehensive income or
in an income statement and statement of comprehensive
income;
Require the presentation of a statement of financial
position at the beginning of the earliest comparative
period whenever a retrospective adjustment is made. This
requirement includes related notes;
Require the disclosure of income tax and reclassification
adjustments relating to each component of other
comprehensive income. The disclosures may be presented
on the face of the statement of comprehensive income or
in the notes;
Allow dividend presentations to be made either in the
statement of changes in equity or in the notes only; and
Have changed the titles to some of the financial statement
components, where the ‘balance sheet’ becomes the
‘statement of financial position’ and the ‘cash flow
statement’ becomes the ‘statement of cash flows.’ These
new titles will be used in International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS), but are not mandatory for use in
financial statements.

The effective date of the standard is for years beginning on or
after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the standard for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The adoption of this standard has not had a material impact on
the results of the company, but has resulted in more disclosure
than would have previously been provided in the annual
financial statements.
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The impact of the standard is not material.
IAS 32 (AC 125) Financial Instruments: Presentation and IAS
1 (AC 101) Presentation of Financial Statements Amendment:
Puttable Financial Instruments and obligations Arising on
Liquidation
The revision requires that certain puttable financial instruments
and other instruments that impose on the entity an obligation
to deliver a pro rata share of the net assets of the entity on
liquidation should be classified as equity if certain conditions
are met. Any classifications of such items are to be disclosed in
the financial statements, together with information concerning
the entity’s objectives and policies with regards to managing
such obligations.
The effective date of the standard is for years beginning on or
after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the standard for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The impact of the standard is not material.
May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to
IFRS 7 (AC 144) Financial Instruments: Disclosures
The amendment relates to changes in the Implementation
Guidance of the Standard. ‘Total interest income’ was removed
as a component of finance costs from paragraph IG13. This
was to remove inconsistency with the requirement of IAS 1 (AC
101) Presentation of Financial Statements which precludes the
offsetting of income and expenses.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.

date. Thus clarifying that in such cases a liability cannot be
raised even if there is a constructive obligation.

The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.

The impact of the amendment is not material.

The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.

May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to IAS
1 (AC 101) Presentation of Financial Statements
The amendment is to clarify that financial instruments classified
as held-for-trading in accordance with IAS 39 (AC 133)
Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement are not
always required to be presented as current assets/liabilities.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.

The impact of the amendment is not material.
May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to IAS
16 (AC 123) Property, Plant and Equipment
The term ‘net selling price’ has been replaced with ‘fair value
less cost to sell’ in the definition of recoverable amount.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.

The impact of the amendment is not material.
The impact of the amendment is not material.
May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to
IAS 8 (AC 103) Accounting Policies Changes in Accounting
Estimates and Errors
The amendment clarified that Implementation Guidance related
to any Standard is only mandatory when it is identified as an
integral part of the Standard.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The impact of the amendment is not material.
May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to IAS
10 (AC 107) Events after the Reporting Period
The amendment clarified that if dividends are declared
(appropriately authorised and no longer at the discretion of
the entity) after the reporting period but before the financial
statements are authorised for issue, the dividends may not be
recognised as a liability as no obligation exists at the reporting

May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to IAS
16 (AC 123) Property, Plant and Equipment
The amendment requires entities that routinely sell items of
property, plant and equipment that they have previously heldfor-rental to others, to transfer such assets to inventories at
their carrying amount when they cease to be rented and are
held-for-sale. The proceeds from the sale of such assets should
be recognised as revenue in accordance with IAS 18 (AC 111)
Revenue. IFRS 5 (AC 142) Non-current Assets Held-for-Sale
and Discontinued Operations does not apply in these situations.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The impact of the amendment is not material.
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May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to IAS
7 (AC 118) Statement of Cash Flows
Cash payments to manufacture or acquire property, plant
and equipment that entities routinely sell and which they
have previously held-for-rental to others, and cash receipts
from rental and sale of such assets are to be included within
operating activities.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The impact of the amendment is not material.
May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to IAS
18 (AC 111) Revenue
With regards to financial service fees, the term ‘direct costs’
have been replaced with ‘transaction costs’ as defined in
IAS 39 (AC 133) Financial Instruments: Recognition and
Measurement. This was in order to remove the inconsistency
for costs incurred in originating financial assets and liabilities
that should be deferred and recognised as an adjustment to the
underlying effective interest rate.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The impact of the amendment is not material.
May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to IAS
19 (AC 116) Employee Benefits
With regard to curtailments and negative past service costs
clarification has been made that:
•

•

When a plan amendment reduces benefits, the effect of the
reduction for future service is a curtailment and the effect
of any reduction for past service is a negative past service
cost;
Negative past service cost arises when a change in the
benefits attributable to past service results in a reduction in
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•

the present value of the defined benefit obligation; and
A curtailment may arise from a reduction in the extent to
which future salary increases are linked to the benefits
payable for past service.

The definition of ‘return on plan assets’ has also been amended
to require the deduction of plan administration costs only to the
extent that such costs have not been reflected in the actuarial
assumptions used to measure the defined benefit obligation.
The term “fall due” in the definition of “short term employee
benefits” has been replaced with “due to be settled”
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The impact of the amendment is not material.
May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to IAS
20 (AC 134) Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure
of Government Assistance
The amendment requires that the benefit of loans from
government with a below market rate of interest be accounted
for as a government grant, measured as the difference
between the initial carrying amount of the loan determined
in accordance with IAS 39 (AC 133) Financial Instruments:
Recognition and Measurement and the proceeds received.
The terminology in the Standard was also amended to bring it
in line with other Standards and Interpretations.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The impact of the amendment is not material.

May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to IAS
23 (AC 114) Borrowing Costs (as revised in 2007)
The description of specific components of borrowing costs has
been replaced with a reference to the guidance in IAS 39 (AC
133) Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement on
effective interest rate.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The impact of the amendment is not material.

110) Investments in Associates and IAS 31 (AC 119) Interests
in Joint Ventures are required together with the disclosures of
IFRS 7 (AC 144) Financial Instruments: Disclosures; IAS 32
(AC 125) Financial Instruments: Presentation.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The impact of the amendment is not material.

May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to IAS
27 (AC 132) Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements
The amendment requires that investments in subsidiaries,
jointly controlled entities and associates accounted for in
accordance with IAS 39 (AC 133) Financial Instruments:
Recognition and Measurement in the parent’s separate
financial statements should continue to be measured in
accordance with IAS 39 (AC 133) when classified as held-forsale (or included in a disposal group classified as held-for-sale),
and not in accordance with IFRS 5 (AC 142) Non-current
Assets Held-for-Sale and Discontinued Operations.

May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to IAS
28 (AC 110) Investments in Associates
The amendment clarifies that because goodwill that forms part
of the carrying amount of an investment in an associate is not
separately recognised, it is not tested separately for impairment.
Instead the entire carrying amount of the investment is tested
for impairment. Any resulting impairment loss is not allocated
to any of the assets, including goodwill, that make up the
carrying amount of the investment. Therefore any reversal of an
impairment loss is reversed to the extent that the recoverable
amount of the investment increases. This applies to the full
impairment loss, because the impairment was not allocated to
goodwill.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.

The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.

The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.

The impact of the amendment is not material.

The impact of the amendment is not material.

May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to
IFRS 7 (AC 144) Financial Instruments: Disclosures; IAS 32
(AC 125) Financial Instruments: Presentation; IAS 28 (AC 110)
Investments in Associates and IAS 31 (AC 119) Interests in
Joint Ventures
The amendment adjusted the disclosure requirements of
investments in associates and interests in joint ventures which
have been designated as at fair value through profit or loss or
are classified as held-for-trading. The amendment provides
that only certain specific disclosure requirements of IAS 28 (AC

May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to IAS
36 (AC 128) Impairment of Assets
The amendment requires disclosures of estimates used to
determine the recoverable amount of cash-generating units
containing goodwill or intangible assets with indefinite useful
lives. Specifically, the following disclosures are required when
discounted cash flows are used to estimate fair value less costs
to sell:
• The period over which management has projected cash
flows;
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The growth rate used to extrapolate cash flow projections;
and
The discount rate(s) applied to the cash flow projections.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The adoption of this amendment has not had a material
impact on the results of the company, but has resulted in more
disclosure than would have previously been provided in the
annual financial statements.
May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to IAS
38 (AC 129) Intangible Assets
The amendments clarify the circumstances in which an
entity can recognise a prepayment asset for advertising or
promotional expenditure. Recognition of an asset would be
permitted up to the point at which the entity has the right to
access the goods purchased or up to the point of receipt of
services.
In addition, wording perceived as prohibiting the use of the
unit of production method if it results in a lower amount of
accumulated amortisation than under the straight line method
has been removed. Entities may use the unit of production
method when the resulting amortisation charge reflects the
expected pattern of consumption of the expected future
economic benefits embodied in an intangible asset.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.

number of changes in circumstances that are not considered to
be reclassifications for this purpose.
The amendments have also removed references to the
designation of hedging instruments at the segment level.
The amendments further clarify that the revised effective
interest rate calculated when fair value hedge accounting
ceases, in accordance with paragraph 92 IAS 39 (AC 133)
should be used for the remeasurement of the hedged item
when paragraph AG8 of IAS 39 (AC 133) is applicable.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The impact of the amendment is not material.
May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments to
IAS 40 (AC 135) Investment Property and IAS 16 (AC 123)
Property, Plant and Equipment
Property being constructed for use as investment property is
now classified as investment property and not property, plant
and equipment (as previously required). Even if the entity
accounts for investment property at fair value, such property
may be measured at cost until the earlier of date fair value is
determinable or construction is complete.
Some terminology in the Standard has been amended to be
consistent with other Standards and Interpretations.
In determining the carrying amount of investment property held
under a lease and accounted for using the fair value model, the
amendment clarified that any lease liability should be added
back to the valuation to arrive at the carrying amount, rather
than the fair value of the investment property.

The impact of the amendment is not material.
May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments
to IAS 39 (AC 133) Financial Instruments: Recognition and
Measurement
IAS 39 (AC 133) prohibits the classification of financial
instruments into or out of the fair value through profit or loss
category after initial recognition. The amendments set out a
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The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The impact of the amendment is not material.

IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of IFRS and IAS 27 Consolidated
and Separate Financial Statements: Amendment for
determining cost of investment in the separate financial
statements on first time adoption
The amendments:

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.

•

The impact of the amendment is not material.

•

Allow for the purposes of first time adoption of IFRS,
investors to use a deemed cost to measure the initial cost
of investments in subsidiaries, jointly controlled entities,
and associates in the separate financial statements. This
deemed cost is either fair value or the carrying amount
under previous accounting practice; and
Require that, when a new parent is formed in a
reorganisation, the new parent must measure the cost of its
investment in the previous parent at the carrying amount
of its share of the equity items of the previous parent at the
date of the reorganisation.

The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.

IAS 36 (AC 128) Impairment of Assets: Consequential
amendments
Under certain circumstances, a dividend received from a
subsidiary, associate or joint venture could be an indicator of
impairment. This occurs when:
•

Carrying amount of investment in separate financial
statements is greater than carrying amount of investee’s
net assets including goodwill in consolidated financial
statements; or
Dividend exceeds total comprehensive income of investee
in period dividend is declared.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.

•

The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.

The impact of the amendment is not material.

The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.

IAS 18 (AC 111) Revenue: Consequential amendments
Dividends paid out of pre-acquisition profits are no longer
deducted from the cost of the investment.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The impact of the amendment is not material.
IAS 21 (AC 112) The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange
Rates: Consequential amendments
A dividend paid out of pre-acquisition profits is no longer
considered to be part of a disposal of an interest in a foreign
operation.

The impact of the amendment is not material.
Amendment to IAS 39 (AC 133) and IFRS 7 (AC 144):
Reclassification of Financial Assets
The amendment permits an entity to reclassify certain financial
assets out of the fair value through profit or loss category if
certain stringent conditions are met. It also permits an entity
to transfer from the available-for-sale category to loans and
receivables under certain circumstances. Additional disclosures
are required in the event of any of these reclassifications.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 July 2008.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The impact of the amendment is not material.
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Amendments to IFRIC 9 (AC 442): Reassessment of Embedded
Derivatives and IAS 39 (AC 133) Financial Instruments:
Recognition and Measurement – Embedded Derivatives
The amendment requires that when a financial instrument
is reclassified out of fair value through profit or loss, it must
be reassessed to consider whether there is an embedded
derivative which must be separated from the host. When such
an assessment cannot be made, the reclassification out of fair
value through profit or loss is prohibited.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 July 2008.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The impact of the amendment is not material.
Amendments to IFRS 7 (AC 144): Financial Instruments:
Disclosures – Improving Disclosures about Financial
Instruments
The amendment requires additional disclosures about fair
value measurement, including separating fair value measures
into a hierarchy. The amendments also require liquidity risk
disclosure to be separated between non-derivative financial
liabilities and derivative financial liabilities.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2009.

The group has adopted the standard for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
The impact of the standard is not material.

3.2 Standards and interpretations not yet
effective
The group has chosen not to early adopt the following
standards and interpretations, which have been published and
are mandatory for the group’s accounting periods beginning on
or after 1 April 2010 or later periods:
IFRS 3 (AC 140) (Revised) Business Combinations
The revisions to IFRS 3 (AC 140) Business combinations
require:
•
•

•

•

•

The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2010 annual financial statements.
•
The impact of the amendment is not material.

Acquisition costs to be expensed;
Non-controlling interest to be calculated at either fair value
or at their proportionate share of the net identifiable assets
of the acquiree;
Contingent consideration to be included in the cost of
the business combination without further adjustment to
goodwill, apart from measurement period adjustments;
All previous interests in the acquiree to be remeasured to
fair value at acquisition date when control is achieved in
stages, and for the fair value adjustments to be recognised
in profit or loss;
Goodwill to be measured as the difference between the
acquisition date fair value of consideration paid, noncontrolling interest and fair value of previous shareholding
and the fair value of the net identifiable assets of the
acquiree;
The acquirer to reassess, at acquisition date, the
classification of the net identifiable assets of the acquiree,
except for leases and insurance contracts; and
Contingent liabilities of the acquiree to only be included
in the net identifiable assets when there is a present
obligation with respect to the contingent liability.

AC504 – IAS 19 (AC 116) The Limit on A Defined Benefit
Asset, Minimum Funding Requirements and Their Interaction
In the South African Pension Fund Environment
The standard provides guidance on the application of IFRIC
14 (AC 447) in the context of South African defined benefit
pension plans.

•

The effective date of the standard is for years beginning on or
after 1 April 2009.

The group expects to adopt the standard for the first time in the
2011 annual financial statements.
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The effective date of the standard is for years beginning on or
after 1 July 2009.

The impact of this standard is currently being assessed.
IAS 27 (AC132) (Amended) Consolidated and Separate
Financial Statements
The revisions require:
•

•

•

•

Losses of the subsidiary to be allocated to non-controlling
interest, even if they result in the non-controlling interest
being a debit balance;
Changes in level of control without loss of control to be
accounted for as equity transactions, without any gain or
loss being recognised or any remeasurement of goodwill;
When there is a change in the level of control without losing
control, the group is prohibited from making reclassification
adjustments; and
When control is lost, the net identifiable assets of the
subsidiary as well as non-controlling interest and goodwill
are to be derecognised. Any remaining investment is
remeasured to fair value at the date on which control is
lost, and a gain or loss on loss of control is recognised in
profit or loss.

IAS 28 (AC 110) Investments in Associates: Consequential
amendments due to IAS 27 (AC 132) (Amended) Consolidated
and Separate Financial Statements
When an investment in an associate is reduced but significant
influence is retained, a proportionate share of other
comprehensive income must be reclassified to profit or loss.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 July 2009.
The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.
The impact of this amendment is currently being assessed.
IAS 31 (AC 119) Interests in Joint Ventures: Consequential
amendments due to IAS 27 (AC 132) (Amended) Consolidated
and Separate Financial Statements
When an interest in a joint venture is reduced but joint control
is retained, a proportionate share of other comprehensive
income must be reclassified to profit or loss.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 July 2009.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 July 2009.

The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.

The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.

The impact of this amendment is currently being assessed.

It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on
the company’s annual financial statements.

IAS 7 (AC 118) Statement of Cash Flows: Consequential
amendments due to IAS 27 (AC 132) (Amended) Consolidated
and Separate Financial Statements
Cash flows arising from changes in level of control, where
control is not lost, are equity transactions and are therefore
accounted for as cash flows from financing transactions.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 July 2009.
The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.
It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on
the company’s annual financial statements.

IAS 12 (AC 102) Income Taxes – consequential amendments
due to IAS 27 (AC 132) (Amended) Consolidated and Separate
Financial Statements
The amendment is as a result of amendments to IAS 27
(AC 132) Consolidate and Separate Financial Statements.
The amendment refers to situations where a subsidiary, on
acquisition date, did not recognise a deferred tax asset in
relation to deductible temporary differences, because, for
example, there may not have been sufficient future taxable
profits against which to utilise the deductible temporary
differences. If the deferred tax asset subsequently becomes
recognisable, the amendment now requires that the deferred
tax asset should be recognised against goodwill (and profit or
loss to the extent that it exceeds goodwill), only if it results from
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information in the measurement period about circumstances
that existed at acquisition date. No adjustment may be made to
goodwill for information outside of the measurement period.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 July 2009.
The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.
It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on
the company’s annual financial statements.
May 2008 Annual Improvements to IFRS’s: Amendments
to IFRS 5 (AC 142) Non-current Assets Held-for-Sale and
Discontinued Operations
The amendment clarifies that assets and liabilities of a
subsidiary should be classified as held-for-sale if the parent is
committed to a plan involving loss of control of the subsidiary,
regardless of whether the entity will retain a non-controlling
interest after the sale.

The impact of this amendment is currently being assessed.
IFRIC 17 (AC 450) – Distribution of Non-cash Assets to Owners
The interpretation provides guidance on accounting for
non-reciprocal distributions of non-cash assets to owners, or
distributions where owners have a choice between a cash or
non-cash distribution. The distribution is to be recognised as a
dividend on the date that the dividend has been appropriately
authorised and is no longer subject to the discretion of the
entity, and measured at the fair value of the assets to be
distributed. The carrying amount of the dividend payable
shall be reviewed at each reporting date and on settlement
date to ensure it reflects fair value. Changes in measurement
are recognised in equity as adjustments to the amount of the
distribution. Additional disclosures are required.
The effective date of the interpretation is for years beginning on
or after 1 July 2009.
The group expects to adopt the interpretation for the first time
in the 2011 annual financial statements.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 July 2009.

It is unlikely that the interpretation will have a material impact
on the company’s annual financial statements.

The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 July 2009.

IFRIC 18 (AC 451) – Transfers of Assets From Customers
The interpretation applies to circumstances where entities
receive assets from customers to connect them to a network
and/or to provide them with certain commodities, for example
electricity, resulting from connection to the network. It also
applies where the customer provides the entity with cash to
construct such assets. It does not apply to government grants
or to agreements within the scope of IFRIC 12 (AC 445) Service
Concession Arrangements. If the item meets the definition of
an asset to the entity, it is to be recognised at fair value. The
corresponding credit shall be recognised as revenue and shall
be allocated to the separately identifiable services which are
provided, i.e. the connection service and/or provision of access
to commodities service. The revenue recognised for each
service shall be based on the recognition criteria of IAS 18
(AC111) Revenue.

The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.

The effective date of the interpretation is for years beginning on
or after 1 July 2009.

It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on
the company’s annual financial statements.
IAS 39 (AC 133) Financial Instruments: Recognition and
Measurement – Amendments for eligible hedged items
The amendment provides clarification on two hedge accounting
issues:
•
•

Inflation in a financial hedged item; and
A one sided risk in a hedged item.
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The group expects to adopt the interpretation for the first time
in the 2011 annual financial statements.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2010.

The impact of this interpretation is currently being assessed.

The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.

2009 Annual Improvements Project: Amendments to IFRS 2
(AC 139) Share-based payment
The amendment excludes common control transactions and
the formation of joint ventures from the scope of IFRS 2 (AC
139) Share-based Payment.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 July 2009.
The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.
It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on
the company’s annual financial statements.
2009 Annual Improvements Project: Amendments to IFRS 5
(AC 142) Non-current Assets Held-for-Sale and Discontinued
Operations
The amendment specifies that disclosures of other Standards
do not apply to non-current assets (or disposal groups)
held-for-sale or discontinued operations, unless specifically
required by other Standards or for measurement disclosures of
assets and liabilities in a disposal group which are outside the
measurement requirements of IFRS 5 (AC 142) Non-current
Assets Held-for Sale and Discontinued Operations.

It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on
the company’s annual financial statements.
2009 Annual Improvements Project: Amendments to IAS 1 (AC
101) Presentation of Financial Statements
The amendment clarifies that a liability which could, at the
option of the counterparty, result in its settlement by the issue
equity instruments, does not affect its classification as current
or non-current.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2010.
The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.
It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on
the company’s annual financial statements.
2009 Annual Improvements Project: Amendments to IAS 7 (AC
118) Statement of Cash Flows
The amendment provides that expenditure may only be
classified as ‘cash flows from investing activities’ if it resulted in
the recognition of an asset on the statement of financial position.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2010.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2010.

The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.

The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.

It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on
the company’s annual financial statements.

The impact of this amendment is currently being assessed.

2009 Annual Improvements Project: Amendments to IFRS 8
(AC 145) Operating Segments
Entities are only required to report segment assets if they are
regularly reported to the chief operating decision maker.

2009 Annual Improvements Project: Amendments to IAS 17
(AC 105) Leases
The amendment removes the guidance that leases of land,
where title does not transfer, are operating leases. The
amendment therefore requires that lease classification for
land be assessed in the same manner as for all leases.
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The amendment is to be applied retrospectively, unless the
information is not available. In these cases, existing leases shall
be reconsidered based on facts and circumstances existing at
the date of adoption of the amendment. The lease asset and
lease liability shall, in these cases be recognised at their fair
values on that date, with any difference in those fair values
recognised in retained earnings.

The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.
It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on
the company’s annual financial statements.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2010.

2009 Annual Improvements Project: Amendments to IAS 38
(AC 129) Intangible Assets
The amendment provides guidance on the measurement of
intangible assets acquired in a business combination.

The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 July 2009.

It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on
the company’s annual financial statements.

The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.

2009 Annual Improvements Project: Amendments to IAS 18
(AC 111) Revenue
The amendment provides additional guidance in the
determination of whether an entity is acting as an agent or
principal in a revenue transaction.

The impact of this amendment is currently being assessed.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 July 2009.
The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.
It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on
the company’s annual financial statements.
2009 Annual Improvements Project: Amendments to IAS 36
(AC 128) Impairment of Assets
The amendment now requires that, for the purpose of goodwill
testing, each group of units to which goodwill is allocated
shall not be larger than an operating segment as defined in
paragraph 5 of IFRS 8 (AC 145) Operating Segments. Thus
the determination is now required to be made before operating
segments are aggregated.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2010.
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2009 Annual Improvements Project: Amendments to IAS 39
(AC 133) Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement
In terms of the amendment, forward contracts to buy or sell
an acquiree that will result in a business combination in the
future, are only exempt from the Standard if the term of the
contract does not exceed that which is reasonably necessary
to obtain the required approval and complete the transaction.
The amendment further clarifies that in a cash flow hedge of
a forecast transaction, gains or losses should be reclassified
from equity to profit or loss in the period in which the hedged
forecast cash flow affects profit or loss. The amendment also
clarifies that a prepayment option is not closely related to the
host contract unless the exercise price is approximately equal
to the present value of the lost interest for the remaining term of
the host contract.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 January 2010.
The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.
It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on
the company’s annual financial statements.

2009 Annual Improvements Project: Amendments to IFRIC 9
(AC 442) Reassessment of Embedded Derivatives
The amendment excludes from the scope of the Interpretation
all embedded derivatives acquired in a business combination,
in the combination of entities under common control or the
formation of joint ventures.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 July 2009.
The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.
It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on
the company’s annual financial statements.
2009 Annual Improvements Project: Amendments to IFRIC 16
(AC 449) Hedges of a Net Investment in a Foreign Operation
The amendment now provides that the hedging instrument in
a hedge of a net investment in a foreign operation may be held
by the entity which is being hedged.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on
or after 1 July 2009.
The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in
the 2011 annual financial statements.
The impact of this amendment is currently being assessed.
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4. Investment property
2010

2009

2008

AccumuCost/
lated
Carrying
Valuation depreciation
value

AccumuCost/
lated
Carrying
Valuation depreciation
value

AccumuCost/
lated
Carrying
Valuation depreciation
value

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

Group
Investment property

44,881

-

44,881

32,531

-

32,531

61,076

-

61,076

63,395

-

63,395

79,289

-

79,289

61,076

-

61,076

Company
Investment property

Opening
balance
R'000

Fair value
Transfers adjustments
R'000

Total

R'000

R'000

Reconciliation of investment property – Group – 2010
Investment property

32,531

(950)

13,300

44,881

Reconciliation of investment property – Group – 2009
Investment property

61,076

(28,545)

-

32,531

Reconciliation of investment property – Company – 2010
Investment property

79,289

(524)

Reconciliation of investment property – Company – 2009
Investment property

61,076

1,824

Group

Fair value of investment properties
Amounts recognised in profit and loss for the year:
Rental income from investment property

(15,370)

63,395

16,389

79,289

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

44,881

32,531

61,076

63,395

79,289

61,076

6,359

6,518

12,012

13,197

12,886

12,012

A register containing the information required by paragraph 22(3) of Schedule 4 of the Companies Act is available for inspection at the
registered office of the company.

Details of valuation
The effective date of the revaluations was 31 March 2010. Revaluations were performed by an independent valuer, Prof. C Klopper,
of Klopper Molefe Associates. Prof. C Klopper is a registered Professional Valuer in terms of section 19 of the Property Valuers Act
2000, Act No. 47 of 2000. Klopper Molefe Associates are not connected to the group and has recent experience in the location and
category of the investment property being valued. The valuation was based on open market value and is wherever possible, derived
from comparable transactions.
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5. Property, plant and equipment
2010

2009

2008

AccumuCost/
lated
Carrying
Valuation depreciation
value

AccumuCost/
lated
Carrying
Valuation depreciation
value

AccumuCost/
lated
Carrying
Valuation depreciation
value

R'000

R'000

R'000

Land and buildings

466,101

(31,808)

434,293

Plant
Furniture and
fixtures
Motor vehicles and
transport containers

182,921 (100,039)

82,882

(2,454)

7,210

35,436

(8,835)

6,924

(3,971)

41,341
8,924

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

123,666

(30,218)

93,448

162,339

(92,375)

69,964

72,947

(25,391)

47,556

142,432

(72,039)

70,393

6,278

(1,154)

5,124

2,808

(610)

2,198

26,601

28,652

(5,432)

23,220

2,953

6,114

(3,120)

2,994

22,337

(5,883)

16,454

4,600

(2,507)

2,093

(25,453)

15,888

35,454

(18,775)

(911)

8,013

7,721

(80)

16,679

27,460

(13,002)

14,458

7,641

2,886

(8)

2,878

Group

Office equipment
IT equipment

9,664

Research facilities
Leasehold
improvements
Machinery and
equipment

507

(227)

280

481

(227)

254

195

185,521

(71,965)

113,556

150,848

(49,709)

101,139

106,585

(32,334)

74,251

Component spares

10,851

(3,329)

7,522

10,598

(2,462)

8,136

7,625

(840)

6,785

Start-up costs
Total

3

-

-

195

3

3

3

3

948,193 (248,992)

699,201

532,154

(203,552)

328,602

389,878

(152,614)

237,264

445,119

(31,479)

413,640

90,607

(27,199)

63,408

72,947

(25,391)

47,556

66,688

(18,065)

48,623

52,073

(16,083)

35,990

41,860

(13,929)

27,931

6,934

(1,212)

5,722

4,485

(529)

3,956

1,746

(178)

1,568

10,823

(3,804)

7,019

9,190

(2,652)

6,538

6,098

(1,790)

4,308

5,381

(3,295)

2,086

4,991

(2,642)

2,349

3,823

(2,071)

1,752

33,839

(21,200)

12,639

29,885

(15,896)

13,989

23,382

(11,315)

12,067

8,013

7,721

(80)

7,641

2,886

(8)

2,878

-

-

3

Company
Land and buildings
Plant
Furniture and
fixtures
Motor vehicles and
transport containers
Office equipment
IT equipment
Research facilities
Machinery and
equipment

8,924

(911)

147,273

(57,738)

89,535

121,404

(39,911)

81,493

85,060

(25,994)

59,066

Total

724,981 (137,704)

587,277

320,356

(104,992)

215,364

237,802

(80,676)

157,126
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Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment
Additions
Foreign
through
Reassess
exchange
Opening
business
D and D
Revalua- movebalance Additions combinations Disposals asset Transfers
tions
ments
R'000
Group – 2010
Land and
buildings
93,448
Plant
69,964
Furniture and
fixtures
5,124
Motor vehicles
and transport
containers
23,220
Office
equipment
2,994
IT equipment 16,679
Research
facilities
7,641
Leasehold
improvements
254
Machinery and
equipment
101,139
Component
spares
8,136
Start-up costs
3
328,602
Group – 2009
Land and
buildings
Plant
Furniture and
fixtures
Motor vehicles
and transport
containers
Office
equipment
IT equipment
Research
facilities
Leasehold
improvements
Machinery and
equipment
Component
spares
Start-up costs

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

19,579
18,624

3,000
2,688

(103)

2,834

157

(1)

-

37

5,925

685

(26)

-

80

787
6,562

100
96

(11)
(102)

-

1,203

-

-

-

2

26

-

33,997

-

(89)

253
89,766

6,752

(332)

(800)

-

-

-

28,545
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(520)

-

5,124

(800)

R'000

Total

R'000

47,556 20,273
70,393 17,259

R'000

Depreciation

Impairment
(loss)/
reversal

950 321,595
(80)
-

-

(4,279)
(7,411)

-

434,293
82,882

-

-

(941)

-

7,210

-

-

(3,283)

-

26,601

-

-

(880)
(7,068)

-

2,953
15,888

-

-

-

(831)

-

8,013

-

-

-

-

(2)

-

280

-

279

-

- (21,770)

-

113,556

950 321,595

(970)
- (47,435)

103
103

7,522
3
699,201

(37)
(279)

(1,028)

(2,926)
(7,875) (8,785)

93,448
69,964

2,198

3,428

18

16,454

9,372

-

(210)

-

-

-

-

(2,396)

-

23,220

2,093
14,458

1,655
8,698

88

(44)
(154)

-

-

-

-

(710)
(6,411)

-

2,994
16,679

2,878

5,909

-

-

-

-

-

-

(1,146)

-

7,641

195

-

59

-

-

-

-

-

-

254

74,251 43,566

215

(20)

-

-

-

-

6,785 2,973
3
237,264 113,133

380

(428)

-

28,545

-
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(16,873)

- 101,139

(742) (880)
8,136
3
(1,028) (39,599) (9,665) 328,602

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment
Opening
balance

Additions

Disposals

Transfers

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

Revaluations Depreciation
R'000

R'000

Total
R'000

Company – 2010
Land and buildings

63,408

21,381

524

332,607

(4,280)

413,640

Plant

35,990

14,736

(82)

-

-

(2,021)

48,623

Furniture and fixtures

3,956

2,450

(1)

-

-

(683)

5,722

Motor vehicles and transport containers

6,538

1,673

(10)

-

-

(1,182)

7,019

2,349

446

(11)

-

-

(698)

2,086

13,989

4,545

(86)

-

-

(5,809)

12,639

Office equipment
IT equipment

7,641

1,203

-

-

(831)

8,013

81,493

26,114

(81)

-

-

(17,991)

89,535

215,364

72,548

(271)

524

332,607

(33,495)

587,277

Research facilities
Machinery and equipment

-

-

Company – 2009
Land and Buildings

47,556

20,273

-

Plant

27,931

10,213

-

(1,824)
-

-

(2,597)

63,408

-

(2,154)

35,990

Furniture and fixtures

1,568

2,739

-

-

-

(351)

3,956

Motor vehicles and transport containers

4,308

3,093

-

-

-

(863)

6,538

Office equipment
IT equipment

1,752

1,186

(2)

-

-

(587)

2,349

12,067

7,405

(148)

-

-

(5,335)

13,989

Research facilities
Machinery and equipment

2,878

5,909

59,066

36,404

(11)

-

157,126

87,222

(161)

-

-

(1,146)

7,641

-

-

(13,966)

81,493

-

(26,999)

215,364

(1,824)

Pledged as security
Group

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

1,139

323

-

-

-

-

42

594

751

-

-

-

Plant

1,329

-

-

-

-

-

Land and buildings

1,222

-

-

-

-

-

Carrying value of assets pledged as security:
Motor vehicles
Office equipment

Revaluations
The effective date of the revaluations was 31 March 2010. Revaluations were performed by an independent valuer, Prof. C Klopper,
of Klopper Molefe Associates. Prof. C Klopper is a registered Professional Valuer in terms of section 19 of the Property Valuers Act,
2000. Klopper Molefe Associates are not connected to the group and has recent experience in the location and category of land and
buildings being valued.
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The valuation was based on open market value and is wherever possible, derived from comparable transactions.
Land and buildings consist of the following properties:
•

•

Necsa: Farm 567, Weldaba; No. 48 Kingsway, Trevenna; Erf 1150, 1153, 1155 and 1156 Albertinia; Erf 4473 and 4474
Riverdale; Erf 1115, 1224, 1916, 1917, 1919, 1921, 1922, 1924, 1926, 1928 and 1929 Springbok; Fram 369 and 380,
Vaalputs.
Gammatec NDT Supplies: Erf 943 and Erf 1003, Duncanville extension 3.

Impairment of the WF6 Plant of Pelchem: The WF6 sales for 2009 were R5.7 million versus a budget of R17.4 million – only achieving
33% of budgeted sales. This under performance is mainly due to the recessionary drop in demand from the USA markets, with no
indications or prospects of any recovery. The possible supply of a less pure product at reduced costs and the direct supply of sales
into the non-semiconductor market to decrease the vulnerability to the semiconductor market were pursued, but without any success.
The only viable option available to limit any further losses to Pelchem is to exit the WF6 market. The WF6 plant as a operating unit have
been impaired in the 2009 financial year.
The estimation of the useful lives of property, plant and equipment is based on historic performance as well as expectations about
future use and therefore requires a significant degree of judgement to be applied by management. These depreciation rates represent
management’s current best estimate of the useful lives of the assets.
A register containing the information required by paragraph 22(3) of Schedule 4 of the Companies Act is available for inspection at the
registered office of the company.

6. Goodwill
2010

2009

2008

Cost

Accumulated
impairment

Carrying
value

Cost

Accumulated
impairment

Carrying
value

Cost

Accumulated
impairment

Carrying
value

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

15,781

-

15,781

Group
Goodwill

3,230

-

3,230

-

-

-

Opening
balance

Additions
through
business
combinations

Total

R'000

R'000

R'000

3,230

12,551

15,781

-

3,230

3,230

Reconciliation of goodwill – Group – 2010
Goodwill
Reconciliation of goodwill – Group – 2009
Goodwill
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Goodwill arose on the acquisition of the following subsidiaries:
A 100% shareholding in Pharmatopes (Pty) Ltd was acquired on 1 January 2009 by AEC Amersham (Pty) Ltd. The investment was
previously accounted for as an associate, as a 40% non-controlling interest was held by AEC Amersham (Pty) Ltd.
A 55% shareholding in Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd was acquired on 1 October 2009 by NTP Radioisotopes (Pty) Ltd. The
Gammatec group of companies consists of six companies located in South Africa, Malaysia, the Middle East, Australia and New
Zealand.
Goodwill is initially measured at cost, being the excess of the business combination over the company’s interest in the net fair value of
the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities. Test for impairment of goodwill was done and no impairment was required.

7. Investments in subsidiaries

Name of company

Pelchem (Pty) Ltd

Held by

Necsa

% holding
2010

100.00

% holding
2009

100.00

Carrying
amount
2010

Carrying
amount
2009

Carrying
amount
2008

R'000

R'000

R'000

100.00

98,818

115,959

115,959
220,700

% holding
2008

NTP Radioisotopes (Pty) Ltd

Necsa

100.00

100.00

100.00

220,700

220,700

Cyclofil (Pty) Ltd

Necsa

100.00

100.00

100.00

-

-

-

ARECSA Human Capital (Pty) Ltd

Necsa

51.00

51.00

51.00

1

1

1

319,519

336,660

336,660

The carrying amounts of subsidiaries are shown net of impairment losses.

Reporting period
The end of the reporting period of two of the group’s subsidiaries, Lectromax Australia (Pty) Ltd and Lectromax New Zealand (Pty) Ltd,
is 30 June 2010. Their financial performance and position have been included in the group financial statements from the date of the
business combination to 31 March 2010.

Impairment of investment
The company assessed impairment indicators for its investments during the current reporting period and the results indicated that the
investment in Pelchem (Pty) Ltd needs to be tested for impairment. An impairment test was performed on the investment indicating
an impairment loss of R17,141. This amount is recognised in the statement of comprehensive income in other expenses.
The carrying value of the investment was higher than its value in use which was calculated using the discounted cash flow method at
a discount rate of 17.22%.
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8. Investments in associates
Carrying
% holding % holding % holding amount
Held by
2010
2009
2008
2010

Carrying
amount
2009

Carrying
amount Fair value Fair value Fair value
2008
2010
2009
2008

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

Group
BVI No. 33 (Pty) Ltd
Necsa
Linde Electronics
South Africa (Pty) Ltd Pelchem
Pharmatopes (Pty)
AEC
Ltd
Amersham

41.67

41.67

41.67

2

2

2

2

2

2

49.90

49.90

49.90

-

1,049

-

-

1,049

-

-

-

40.00

-

-

1,460

-

-

1,460

2

1,051

1,462

2

1,051

1,462

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Company
BVI No. 33 (Pty) Ltd

Necsa

41.67

41.67

41.67

The carrying amounts of associates are shown net of impairment losses.
2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R'000

Summary of group’s interest in associate
Total assets

14,814

Total liabilities

13,060

216

533

Revenue

56,409

47,435

3,187

Profit or loss

(5,717)

2,225

134

7,687

1,153

Associates with different reporting dates
The financial year end of Linde Electronics South Africa (Pty) Ltd is 31 December. This date was the financial year end established
when the company was incorporated. For the purpose of applying the equity method of accounting, the financial statements of
Linde Electronics South Africa (Pty) Ltd for the year ended 31 December 2009 (2009: 31 December 2008) have been used, and
appropriate adjustments have been made for the effects of significant transactions between that date and 31 March 2010 (2009:
31 March 2009).
The financial year end of BVI No. 33 (Pty) Ltd is 28 February. This date was the financial year end established when the company was
incorporated. For the purpose of applying the equity method of accounting, the financial statements of BVI No. 33 (Pty) Ltd for the
year ended 28 February 2010 (2009: 28 February 2009) has been used, and appropriate adjustments have been made for the effects
of significant transactions between that date and 31 March 2010 (2009: 31 March 2009). The company had no assets or liabilities at
31 March 2009 and did not trade during the current year.

Unrecognised share of losses of associates
The group has discontinued recognising its share of the losses of Linde Electronics South Africa (Pty) Ltd, as the investment is held at
R nil and the group has no obligation for any losses of the associate. The total unrecognised losses for the current period amount to
R1,752 (2009: R nil).
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Group

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

9. Loans to (from) group
companies
Subsidiaries
Pelchem (Pty) Ltd
These are two separate loans which are
unsecured; a loan of R11,536 which bears
interest at prime less 2% and has no fixed
repayment terms and a loan of R373 which
bears no interest and is repayable on demand.

-

-

-

11,909

14,361

14,275

NTP Radioisotopes (Pty) Ltd
These are two separate loans; a loan of
R9,869 which bears interest at prime less 2%,
subordinated to Nedbank and has no fixed
repayment terms and a loan of R1,420 which
bears no interest, is unsecured and is repayable
on demand.

-

-

-

11,289

15,936

16,613

Fluoro Pack (Pty) Ltd
This loan is unsecured, bears no interest and
was repaid after the reporting period.

-

-

-

12

-

-

-

-

-

23,210

30,297

30,888

-

-

-

972

-

-

-

(926)

-

-

-

Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd has
subordinated loans to the total of R5,529 which
it made to its subsidiaries. These loans are
eliminated in the group financial statements.

Associates
Linde Electronics of South Africa (Pty) Ltd
The loan is non-interest bearing and is
repayable on 2 June 2013. Deemed interest of
R195 (2009: R259; 2008: R59) was charged
during the year.
Business Venture International No. 33 (Pty) Ltd
The loan is unsecured, bears no interest and
has no fixed repayment term.

(2,352)

972

(1,380)
Impairment of loans to associates

Current assets
Non-current liabilities

(2,157)

972

(1,185)

(1,898)

(972)

(972)

(972)

-

-

-

(2,352)

(2,157)

(1,898)

-

-

30,888

23,210

30,297

(2,352)

-

(2,157)

(1,898)

-

-

-

(2,352)

(2,157)

(1,898)

23,210

30,297

30,888

-

-

The maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date is the fair value of each class of loan mentioned above. The group does not
hold any collateral as security.
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Group

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

10. Loans to/(from) minority
shareholders
Transglobal Logistics (Pty) Ltd
Fluoro Corp (Pty) Ltd
JB (Pty) Ltd

(490)

(490)

(36)

(36)

-

(140)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(36)

Bruce Owen

(597)

-

-

-

-

-

Paul Rainier-Pope

(278)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ralph Davies

(299)
(1,700)

(666)

(36)

These loans are unsecured, have no fixed repayment terms and interest is only payable on the loans from Transglobal Logistics (Pty)
Ltd and Bruce Owen. Interest of R102 (2009: R51) was paid during the year.
The maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date is the fair value of each class of loan mentioned above. The group does
not hold any collateral as security.
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Group

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

11. Other financial assets
Available-for-sale
1,429

896

1,361

1,417

888

Unit trusts

43,970

26,217

7,757

43,970

26,217

7,757

Deposits with insurance companies

16,737

20,072

34,434

16,737

20,072

34,435

62,136

47,185

43,552

62,124

47,177

43,543

62,136

47,185

43,552

62,124

47,177

43,543

Listed shares

1,351

Non-current assets
Available-for-sale

Fair value information
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income are recognised at fair value, which is therefore equal to their
carrying amounts.
The following classes of financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income are measured to fair value using quoted
market prices:
•
•
•

Listed shares;
Unit Trusts; and
Deposits with Insurance companies.

Where quoted market prices are not available, the discounted cash flow analysis is used to determine fair value.
Fair values are determined annually at balance sheet date.

Fair value information
Available-for-sale financial assets are recognised at fair value, unless they are unlisted equity instruments and the fair value cannot
be determined using other means, in which case they are measured at cost. Fair value information is not provided for these financial
assets.
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11. Other financial assets (continued)

Listed at fair value
For financial assets recognised at fair value, disclosure is required of a fair value hierarchy which reflects the significance of the inputs
used to make the measurements.
Group

Listed – at fair value
Sanlam – Ordinary shares @ R24.87 (2009:
R16.84; 2008: R19.79) each
Old Mutual – Ordinary shares @ R13.56 (2009:
R7.00; 2008: R17.67) each
Unit Trusts – Collective Investment Schemes
Deposits with insurance companies

Average return on investment
Deposits with insurance companies
Listed shares
Unit trusts

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

985

667

784

973

659

774

444
43,970
16,737
62,136

229
26,217
20,072
47,185

577
7,757
34,434
43,552

444
43,970
16,737
62,124

229
26,217
20,072
47,177

577
7,757
34,435
43,543

9%
60%
8%

(25)%
(34)%
5%

8%
8%
5%

9%
60%
8%

(25)%
(34)%
5%

8%
8%
5%

7,737
1,281
12,463

8,935
1,236
10,619

12,247
1,236
7,821

7,725
1,281
12,463

8,927
1,236
10,619

12,238
1,236
7,821

40,655
62,136

26,395
47,185

22,248
43,552

40,655
62,124

26,395
47,177

22,248
43,543

47,185
10,112
4,762
(40)
2
115
62,136

43,552
8,349
4,450
40
(9,206)
47,185

41,430
3,709
826
(779)
(1,634)
43,552

47,177
10,112
4,762
(40)
2
111
62,124

43,543
8,349
4,450
40
(9,205)
47,177

40,642
3,709
826
(1,634)
43,543

The above mentioned investments have been
set aside by the Board of Directors to fund the
following:
Post-retirement medical benefits
Provision: Insurance fund
Provision: After-reactor management cycle
Provision: Decontamination and
decommissioning

Available-for-sale financial assets can be
reconciled as follows:
Opening balance
Invested during the year
Charged to the income statement
Provision
Withdrawal
Shares purchased
Fair value adjustment

The maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date is the carrying amount of the held-to-maturity financial assets.
The group has not reclassified any financial assets from cost or amortised cost to fair value, or from fair value to cost or amortised cost
during the current or prior year.
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12. Financial assets by category
The accounting policies for financial instruments have been applied to the line items below:
Fair value
through
profit or loss
Loans and – held-for- Availablereceivables trading
for-sale
R'000

R'000

R'000

Total
R'000

Group – 2010
Loans to minority shareholders
Other financial assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

303

-

-

303

-

-

62,136

62,136

236,484

-

-

236,484

-

326,372

-

326,372

236,787

326,372

62,136

625,295

Group – 2009
Other financial assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

-

-

47,185

47,185

169,401

-

-

169,401

-

222,699

-

222,699

169,401

222,699

47,185

439,285

23,210

-

-

23,210

-

-

62,124

62,124

59,979

-

-

59,979

-

103,406

-

103,406

83,189

103,406

62,124

248,719

30,297

-

-

30,297

-

-

47,177

47,177

79,748

-

-

79,748

-

85,477

-

85,477

110,045

85,477

47,177

242,699

Company – 2010
Loans to group companies
Other financial assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

Company – 2009
Loans to group companies
Other financial assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
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Group

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

13. Deferred tax
Deferred tax asset
Property, plant and equipment

8,898

8,100

76

-

-

-

Provisions, allowances and PRMA liability

3,471

2,639

-

-

-

-

Fair value and IFRS adjustments

228

208

-

-

-

-

Tax losses

636

-

-

-

-

Reserves

(292)

(1,029)
-

-

-

-

-

12,941

9,918

76

-

-

-

9,918

76

-

-

-

-

Reconciliation of deferred tax asset
At beginning of the year
Increase/(decrease) in tax losses available for
set off against future taxable income
Originating temporary difference on fixed assets
Originating temporary difference on provisions
and tax allowances
Originating/(reversing) temporary difference on
fair value and IFRS adjustments
Originating temporary difference on PRMA
liability
Originating temporary difference on reserves

1,665

-

-

-

-

798

8,024

76

-

-

-

549

64

-

-

-

-

20

208

-

-

-

-

283

2,575

-

-

-

-

(292)

(1,029)

-

-

-

-

-

12,941

9,918

76

-

-

-

(12,102)

(13,431)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,713

-

-

-

Deferred tax liability
Property, plant and equipment
Provisions, allowances and PRMA liability
Fair value and IFRS adjustments
Tax losses

936

11

3,424

3,318

-

-

(12,871)
(50)

(7,742)

(10,102)

(11,208)

-

-

-

(10,102)

(11,208)

(10,561)

-

-

-

-

-

-

(1,451)

-

-

-

(909)

-

-

-

Reconciliation of deferred tax (liability)
At beginning of the year
Originating temporary difference on fair value
adjustments
Originating/(reversing) temporary difference on
PRMA liability, provisions and allowances
Originating/(reversing) temporary difference on
fixed assets
Assessed losses

106

11

925

3,368

1,329
(7,742)
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(560)

-

(1,713)

1,713

-

-

-

(10,102)

(11,208)

-

-

-

14. Retirement benefits
Provident fund benefits
The company and its two major subsidiaries, NTP Radioisotopes and Pelchem, operate a provident fund scheme which is governed
by the Pensions Fund Act 1956, Act No. 24 of 1956. The scheme is generally funded through payments to insurance companies or
trustee-administered funds, determined by periodic actuarial calculations. The company has defined contribution plans, established
in 1994. These contribution plans are compulsory for every permanent employee employed in accordance with the conditions of
employment, primarily by means of monthly contributions to the Necsa Retirement Fund. A defined contribution plan is a provident
fund under which the group pays fixed contributions into a separate entity. The company has no legal or constructive obligations to
pay further contributions should the fund not hold sufficient assets to pay all employees the benefits relating to employee services
in the current and prior periods. The contributions are recognised as an expense when they are due. Prepaid contributions are
recognised as an asset to the extent that a cash refund or a reduction in the future payments is available.
The Necsa Retirement Fund is revalued by an independent actuary on an annual basis. The last actuarial valuation was performed
in August 2009 for the period ending 31 March 2009. The conclusion made in the latest actuarial valuation was that the fund is
currently in a good financial position and should remain so, based on the contribution rates payable in terms of the rules of the fund,
until the next actuarial valuation. The next actuarial valuation will be performed in August 2010 for the period ending 31 March 2010.

Post-retirement medical aid
The company provides post-retirement health care benefits to employees who were employed on or before 30 September 2004. The
entitlement to post-retirement health-care benefits is further based on the employee remaining in service up to retirement age and
completing a minimum service period. The expected costs of these benefits are accrued over the period of employment, using an
accounting method similar to that for defined benefit pension plans. Independent qualified actuaries carry out valuations of these
obligations. All actuarial gains and losses are recognised immediately in the income statement. The actuarial valuation method used
to value the obligations is the projected unit credit method. Future benefit values are projected using specific actuarial assumptions
and the liability to in-service members is accrued over the expected working lifetime. These obligations are unfunded. The valuation
is done every year. Management has embarked on a strategy to effectively manage its future commitment by initiating a plan that
consists of setting the present value of the future commitment of a small targeted employee base and purchasing an inflation linked
annuity for the remainder.
Group

Carrying value
Present value of the defined benefit obligation –
wholly unfunded
Past service cost not recognised

Non-current liabilities
Current liabilities

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

(296,023)

(272,191)

(266,780)

(275,439)

(254,287)

(249,974)

(55,167)

(58,971)

(62,775)

(55,167)

(58,971)

(62,775)

(351,190)

(331,162)

(329,555)

(330,606)

(313,258)

(312,749)

(351,072)

(331,162)

(329,555)

(330,606)

(313,258)

(312,749)

(118)
(351,190)

(331,162)

(329,555)

(330,606)

(313,258)

(312,749)
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14. Retirement benefits (continued)

Group

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

Reconciliation of net liability recognised in the
statement of financial position
Opening balance
Transfer to subsidiary
Current service cost

331,162

329,555

313,230

313,258

312,749

-

-

-

-

-

4,781

5,229

4,995

3,743

4,145

305,473
(7,274)
4,047

Interest cost

23,655

24,270

18,751

22,052

22,719

17,665

Benefits paid

(17,664)

(16,678)

(15,126)

(17,481)

(16,561)

(15,042)

Actuarial (gains)/losses

13,060

(7,410)

12,509

12,838

(5,990)

11,684

Past service cost recognised

(3,804)

(3,804)

(3,804)

(3,804)

(3,804)

(3,804)

351,190

331,162

330,555

330,606

313,258

312,749

272,191

266,780

245,651

254,287

249,974

238,894

-

-

-

-

-

4,781

5,229

4,995

3,743

4,145

4,047

Interest cost

23,655

24,270

18,751

22,052

22,719

17,665

Benefits paid

(17,664)

(16,678)

(15,126)

(17,481)

(16,561)

(15,042)

13,060

(7,410)

12,509

12,838

(5,990)

266,780

275,439

Reconciliation of present value of obligations
in excess of plan assets
Opening balance
Transfer to subsidiary
Current service cost

Actuarial (gains)/losses

296,023

272,191

254,287

(7,274)

11,684
249,974

Net expense recognised in the statement of
comprehensive income
4,781

5,229

4,995

3,743

4,145

4,047

Interest cost

23,655

24,270

18,751

22,052

22,719

17,665

Benefits paid

(15,042)

Current service cost

(17,664)

(16,678)

(15,126)

(17,481)

(16,561)

Past service cost

(3,804)

(3,804)

(3,804)

(3,804)

(3,804)

(3,804)

Actuarial (gains)/losses

13,060

(7,410)

12,509

12,838

(5,990)

11,684

20,028

1,607

17,325

17,348
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509

14,550

Key assumptions used
Assumptions used on the last valuation on 31 March 2010:
Group

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

CPI Inflation

5.50%

5.25%

5.50%

5.25%

Discount rates per annum

9.25%

9.00%

9.25%

9.00%

65

65

65

65

Expected retirement age
Membership discontinued at retirement or death-in-service
Withdrawal assumption

Post-retirement assumption

0% - 16%
(Males)
0% - 24%
(Females)
PA (90)
ultimate
rated down
2 years

0% - 16%
(Males)
0% - 24%
(Females)
PA (90)
ultimate
rated down
1 year

0% - 16%
(Males)
0% - 24%
(Females)
PA (90)
ultimate
rated down
2 years

0% - 16%
(Males)
0% - 24%
(Females)
PA (90)
ultimate
rated down
1 year

Sensitivity results on actuarial valuation for 31 March 2010:
Central
Assumption

CPI Inflation

5.50%

-1%

% Change

+1%

% Change

Group
296,023

265,631

(10.3)%

332,339

12.3%

Current service cost and interest cost 2009/10 (R'000)

28,516

25,331

(11.2)%

32,354

13.5%

Accrued liability 31 March 2009 (R'000)

272,191

244,488

(10.2)%

305,252

12.1%

28,436

25,110

(11.7)%

32,467

14.2%

275,439

248,366

(9.8)%

307,587

11.7%

Current service cost and interest cost 2009/10 (R'000)

28,516

25,331

(11.2)%

32,354

13.5%

Accrued liability 31 March 2009 (R'000)

254,287

229,530

(9.7)%

283,640

11.5%

25,795

22,922

(11.1)%

29,254

13.4%

Accrued liability 31 March 2010 (R'000)

Current service cost and interest cost 2008/09 (R'000)
Company
Accrued liability 31 March 2010 (R'000)

Current service cost and interest cost 2008/09 (R'000)
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14. Retirement benefits (continued)

Central
Assumption

Discount Rate

9.25%

-1%

% Change

+1%

% Change

Accrued liability 31 March 2010 (R'000)

296,023

339,512

14.4%

266,337

(10.0)%

Accrued liability 31 March 2009 (R'000)

272,191

311,087

14.3%

245,130

(9.9)%

Accrued liability 31 March 2010 (R'000)

275,439

313,832

13.9%

248,976

(9.6)%

Accrued liability 31 March 2009 (R'000)

254,287

289,540

13.9%

230,085

(9.5)%

Group

Company

Central
Assumption

Expected retirement age
1 year
% Change
older
% Change

60/65 years

1 year
younger

Accrued liability 31 March 2010 (R'000)

296,023

303,975

2.7%

288,781

(2.4)%

Accrued liability 31 March 2009 (R'000)

272,191

279,197

2.6%

265,413

(2.5)%

Accrued liability 31 March 2010 (R'000)

275,439

281,627

2.2%

269,741

(2.1)%

Accrued liability 31 March 2009 (R'000)

254,287

259,798

2.2%

248,852

(2.1)%

Group

Company

Mortality assumption
PA (90) ult. rated
down 2 years with
Central assumption 1.0% improvement
PA (90) ult
p.a from 2006

% Change

Group
Accrued liability 31 March 2010 (R'000)

296,023

313,154

5.8%

Accrued liability 31 March 2009 (R'000)

272,191

295,742

8.7%

Accrued liability 31 March 2010 (R'000)

275,439

291,126

5.7%

Accrued liability 31 March 2009 (R'000)

254,287

276,152

8.6%

Company

31 March
2006

31 March
2007

31 March
2008

31 March
2009

31 March
2010

239,963

245,651

266,780

272,191

296,023

25,169

(2,068)

12,330

(7,410)

13,060

234,327

238,894

249,974

254,287

275,439

29,070

(2,407)

10,503

(5,990)

12,838

Group
Present value of obligations (R'000)
Experience adjustment (R’000)
Company
Present value of obligations (R'000)
Experience adjustment (R’000)
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Group

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

15. Inventories
4,870

6,082

4,140

-

-

-

Work in progress

13,698

20,034

17,299

12,209

18,141

14,379

Finished goods

10,353

9,134

5,178

191

338

1,117

4,514

7,266

4,569

-

-

-

Plant components

20,926

24,639

16,385

-

-

-

Consumables

45,363

38,162

19,110

11,480

15,007

13,001

99,724

105,317

66,681

23,880

33,486

28,497

(4,148)

(1,628)

(1,425)

(1,425)

Raw materials

Life science products and equipment

Inventories (write-downs)

(6,026)

(4,507)

93,698

100,810

62,533

22,252

32,061

27,072

205,032

127,199

115,294

51,341

54,462

39,415

21,947

14,341

15,673

2,474

4,186

5,537

20

-

-

-

-

-

10,315

10,870

6,038

2,029

5,006

700

16. Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables
Prepayments
Deposits
VAT
Other receivables

16,991

12,848

4,135

16,094

7,782

236,484

(830)

169,401

149,853

59,979

79,748

53,434

236,484

169,401

149,853

59,979

79,748

53,434

Trade and other debtors to the value of R379
in Fluoro Pack and R17,225 in Gammatec
NDT Supplies have been ceded against their
respective banking facilities.

Fair value of trade and other
receivables
Trade and other receivables

Trade and other receivables are initially measured at fair value, and are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective
interest rate method. The carrying value of trade and other receivables is reduced/(increased) by an interest charge of (R1,247)
(2009: R2,052; 2008: R424) to discount the carrying value to amortised cost for the company and an interest charge of R1,623
(2009: R3,807; 2008: R2,074) for the group.

Trade and other receivables past due but not impaired
Trade and other receivables which are past due are assessed for impairment on an ongoing basis. At 31 March 2010, R9,590 (2009:
R22,375) were past due but not impaired for the company and R72,134 (2009: R38,103) were past due but not impaired for the
group. The ageing of these amounts are less than 1 year outstanding.
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16. Trade and other receivables (continued)

Trade and other receivables impaired
As of 31 March 2010, trade and other receivables of (R5,465) (2009: (R2,790); 2008: (R2,674) were past due and provided for
possible impairment by the company and (R8,592) (2009: (R3,379); 2008: (R2,682)) were past due and provided for possible
impairment by the group. These amounts were fully provided for due to the uncertainty of its recoverability.
Group

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

Reconciliation of provision for impairment of
trade and other receivables
Opening balance

3,379

2,682

3,889

2,790

2,674

Provision for impairment raised

8,463

697

-

5,587

116

Amounts written off as uncollectable
Unused amounts reversed

(3,189)

-

(61)
8,592

3,379

(476)

(2,912)
-

-

5,465

2,790

(731)
2,682

-

3,642
(476)
(492)
2,674

The creation and release of provision for impaired receivables has been included in operating expenses in profit or loss.
The maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date is the fair value of each class of loan mentioned above. The group does not
hold any collateral as security.
The average credit period on sales of goods is 30 days from date of invoice. Interest on overdue accounts is charged based on
management discretion. It is the policy of the group to provide fully for receivables over 90 days if all procedures have been
implemented to recover the outstanding debt and recovery seems unlikely. The other classes within trade and other receivables do not
contain impaired assets.

17. Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents consist of:
Group

Cash on hand
Bank balances
Short-term deposits
Bank overdraft

Current assets
Current liabilities

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

94

24

13

74

11

9

86,140

70,843

52,483

22,434

13,235

1,972

240,138

151,832

115,186

80,898

72,231

44,385

-

-

-

(668)

-

(444)

325,704

222,699

167,238

103,406

85,477

46,366

326,372

222,699

167,682

103,406

85,477

46,366

-

-

-

103,406

85,477

46,366

(668)
325,704

222,699

(444)
167,238

The government of South Africa is irrevocably bound as surety and co-principal debtor to Absa Bank Limited with regard to the
repayment of capital and payment of interest and any other charges in terms of the general short-term banking facility of Necsa to the
amount of R20 million.
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Details of facilities
Gammatec NDT Supplies has an unrestricted cession of book debts over its general banking facilities amounting to R15,648.
Furthermore, there are suretyships provided by RM Davies, R2,787 in total and Gamma Film Industries, R2,500 in total provided
against the general banking facilities. The equity levels of Gammatec NDT Supplies must also be maintained at minimum R10,000.
The bank overdraft facilities of Gamma Film Industries are secured by an unrestricted access over the book debts of the company and
an unlimited suretyship by two directors, Mr RM Davies and Mr MAC Gonzalez. The bank overdraft facilities of Fluoro Pack is secured
by a cession of its debtors to the value of R379.
Group

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

Asset based financing

39,020

35,600

8,000

Forex settlement limit

299,350

155,000

10,000

ACB Magtape credits

19,000

19,000

19,000

ACB Magtape debits

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

32,200

29,000

29,000

29,000

29,000

29,000
104

FEC’s
Commitments regarding guarantees (foreign)
Commitments regarding guarantees (local)
General short term banking facility
Medium Term Loan
Letter of credit

8,000

8,000

8,000

-

-

10,000

19,000

19,000

19,000

1

1

104

-

-

2,455

510

148

-

-

148

14,950

26,050

20,000

7,000

20,000

20,000

2,292

-

-

-

-

-

450

-

-

-

-

-

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

2,205,000

2,205,000

2,205,000

2,205,000

2,205,000

2,205,000

2,205

2,205

2,205

2,205

2,205

2,205

18. Share capital
Authorised
500,000,000 Ordinary shares of R1 each
Reconciliation of number of shares issued:
Reported as at 1 April 2009
Issued
Ordinary

19. Revaluation reserve
The revaluation reserve consists of a fair value
adjustment to the non-interest bearing loan
from Linde Electronics South Africa (Pty) Ltd
and fair value adjustments to the land and
buildings of the group.
Fair value adjustment on loan
Fair value adjustment to land and buildings

1,882

1,882

1,882

-

-

-

321,595

-

-

332,607

-

-

323,477

1,882

1,882

332,607

-

-
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20. Fair value adjustment assets-available-for-sale reserve
The fair value adjustment assets-available-for-sale-reserve comprises all fair value adjustments on available-for-sale financial
instruments. When an asset or liability is derecognised, the fair value adjustment relating to that asset or liability is transferred to profit
or loss. The reserve was reduced to below zero during the prior year due to losses made on the revaluation of assets-available-for-sale
investments to fair value in accordance with IAS 39.
Group

Available-for-sale financial instruments

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

113

(2,854)

6,353

111

(2,852)

6,353

21. Other financial liabilities
Held at amortised cost
Nedbank
The unsecured loan is interest bearing at
prime less 2%. The loan is repayable in
monthly instalments of R264. The last date for
repayment is 1 March 2011.

2,924

5,607

7,932

-

-

-

Standard Bank
The loan is unsecured, bears interest at 14.6%
and is repayable in equal monthly instalments
of R15.

74

-

-

-

-

-

Standard Bank
The loan is unsecured, bears interest at 11.5%
and is repayable in equal monthly instalments
of R42.

2,291

-

-

-

-

-

414

-

-

-

-

-

5,703

5,607

7,932

-

-

-

2,162

2,937

5,601

-

-

-

3,541

2,670

2,331

-

-

-

5,703

5,607

7,932

-

-

-

Standard Bank – Mortgage bond
The loan is secured over the respective land
and buildings, bears interest at 10.0% and is
repayable in equal monthly instalments of R7.

Non-current liabilities
At amortised cost
Current liabilities
At amortised cost
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Group

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

22. Finance lease obligation
Minimum lease payments due
- within one year

1,662

543

292

-

-

-

- in second to fifth year inclusive

1,076

389

513

-

-

-

2,738
less: future finance charges
Present value of minimum lease payments

932

805

-

-

-

(112)

(100)

-

-

-

2,471

820

705

-

-

-

1,476

470

242

-

-

-

995

350

463

-

-

-

2,471

820

705

-

-

-

(267)

Present value of minimum lease payments due
- within one year
- in second to fifth year inclusive

Non-current liabilities
Current liabilities

995

350

463

-

-

-

1,476

470

242

-

-

-

2,471

820

705

-

-

-

It is group policy to lease certain motor vehicles, office and plant equipment under finance leases.
The average lease term was 3 - 6 years and the average effective borrowing rate was 13.0% (2009: 14.2%; 2008: 13.6%).
Interest rates are linked to prime at the contract date. All leases have fixed repayments and no arrangements have been entered into
for contingent rent.
These obligations relate to borrowings by Fluoro Pack (Pty) Ltd and NTP Logistics (Pty) Ltd from Nedbank and borrowings of Gammatec
NDT Supplies from Stannic. These obligations are interest bearing and are repayable in monthly instalments until the settlement date.
The group’s obligations under finance leases are secured by the less or’s charge over the leased assets.

Market risk
The carrying amounts of finance lease liabilities are denominated in the following currencies:
Group

Rand

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

2,471

820

705

-

-

-

The fair value of finance lease liabilities approximates their carrying amounts.
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23. Deferred income
During the year, the group adjusted the accounting treatment with respect to the treatment of government grants to fund capital
expenditure to comply with the provisions of IAS 20. The change provides reliable and more relevant information on the capital
government grants received.
Group

Non-current liabilities
Current liabilities

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

187,932

149,213

94,038

187,932

149,213

94,038

34,090

30,064

22,335

34,090

30,064

22,335

222,022

179,277

116,373

222,022

179,277

116,373

24. Provisions and employee benefit accruals
Reconciliation of provisions and employee benefit accruals

Opening
balance
R'000

Additions

Utilised
during the
year

Change in
discount
factor

Total

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

Group – 2010
Decontamination/waste disposal

39,389

9,024

-

Employee benefit accruals

54,918

31,185

(23,117)

Provision for insurance fund
After-reactor management cycle

(800)
-

47,613
62,988

1,236

45

-

-

1,281

10,619

1,844

-

-

12,463

106,162

42,100

29,410

9,979

61

-

45,786

29,173

(20,041)

1,236

-

(23,117)

(800)

124,345

-

-

39,389

(61)

-

-

-

54,918

-

-

1,236

-

-

10,619

-

106,162

-

40,655

-

42,280

Group – 2009
Decontamination/waste disposal
Loss in associate
Employee benefit accruals
Provision for insurance fund
After-reactor management cycle

7,821

2,798

84,314

41,950

Decontamination/waste disposal

32,275

8,380

Employee benefit accruals

38,340

25,312

1,236

45

-

-

1,281

10,619

1,844

-

-

12,463

82,470

35,581

-

96,679

(20,102)

Company – 2010

Provision for insurance fund
After-reactor management cycle
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(21,372)

(21,372)

Opening
balance
R'000

Additions

Utilised
during the
year

Change in
discount
factor

Total

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

-

-

32,275

-

38,340

-

-

1,236

-

-

10,619

-

82,470

Company – 2009
Decontamination/waste disposal

22,248

10,027

Employee benefit accruals

32,574

23,800

1,236

-

Provision for insurance fund
After-reactor management cycle

7,821

2,798

63,879

36,625

(18,034)

(18,034)

Group

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

Non-current liabilities

61,357

51,244

38,528

54,399

44,130

31,305

Current liabilities

62,988

54,918

45,786

42,280

38,340

32,574

124,345

106,162

84,314

96,679

82,470

63,879

Provision for decontamination and waste disposal:
Provision is made for the decontamination of commercial plants and disposal of the resulting waste. The annual transfer is based on
the latest available cost information. The company is waiting for approval of a license from the National Nuclear Regulator to transport
the waste to Vaalputs. It is expected that the license will be approved during the following financial year.
Accrual for employee benefits:
The cost of leave days due to employees as well as bonuses payable has been accrued for. The accrual will be realised during the
following year.
Provision for insurance fund:
Provision is made to cover potential self-insured losses not covered externally. The annual provision is based on the excess investment
income over claims experienced. The provision has not been utilised to date and it is expected that it will not be utilised during the
next financial year.
Provision for after-reactor management cycle:
Provision is made over a thirty year period for the management of the Vaalputs disposal site after its final closure. The annual transfer
is based on the latest available cost information. It is expected that the economic benefits will flow in ten years, at the end of the thirty
year period.
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24. Provisions and employee benefit accruals (continued)

The determination of long-term provisions, in particular environmental provisions, remains a key area where management’s judgement
is required. Estimating the future cost of these obligations is complex and requires management to make estimates and judgements
because most of the obligations will only be fulfilled in the future and contracts and laws are often not clear regarding what is required.
The resulting provisions could also be influenced by changing technologies and political, environmental, safety, business and statutory
considerations.
It is envisaged that, based on the current information available, any additional liability in excess of the amounts provided will not have
a material adverse effect on the group’s financial position, liquidity or cash flow.

25. Trade and other payables
Group

Company

2010

2009

2008

2010

2009

2008

R'000

R'000

R’000

R'000

R'000

R’000

81,006

42,943

37,229

18,016

25,184

17,535

6,204

4,729

7,075

1,408

1,408

4,245

632

128

114

-

-

-

Deferred grants

75,613

87,669

56,628

72,440

77,860

55,441

Accrued expenses

20,068

20,775

16,492

-

-

-

Other payables

34,558

41,551

33,093

32,772

39,668

29,355

218,081

197,795

150,631

124,636

144,120

106,576

218,081

197,795

150,631

124,636

144,120

106,576

Trade payables
Amounts received in advance
VAT

Fair value of trade and other payables
Trade payables

Trade and other payables are initially measured at fair value, and are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective
interest rate method. The carrying value of trade and other payables is reduced/(increased) by an interest income of (R3,379) (2009:
R663; 2008: R290) to discount the carrying value to amortised cost for the company and an interest charge of (R612) (2009: R2,475;
2008: R1,531) for the group.
The average credit period on purchases is 30 days from date of statement. The company and group settle payments to creditors on
average 30 days from receipt of the statements. Interest is sometimes charged on trade payables based on the payment policy of the
group. The company and group have financial risk management policies in place to ensure that all payables are paid within the credit
timeframe.
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26. Financial liabilities by category
The accounting policies for financial instruments have been applied to the line items below:
Financial
liabilities at
amortised
cost

Fair value
through
profit or loss
designated

Total

R'000

R'000

R'000

Group – 2010
Finance lease obligation

2,471

-

2,471

Loans from group companies

2,352

-

2,352

Loans from shareholders

1,700

-

1,700

Other financial liabilities

5,703

-

5,703

218,081

-

218,081

-

668

668

230,307

668

230,975

Trade and other payables
Bank overdraft

Group – 2009
Finance lease obligation
Loans from group companies
Loans from shareholders
Other financial liabilities
Trade and other payables

820

-

820

2,157

-

2,157

666

-

666

5,607

-

5,607

197,795

-

197,795

207,045

-

207,045

124,636

-

124,636

144,121

-

144,121

Company – 2010
Trade and other payables
Company – 2009
Trade and other payables
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Group

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

27. Revenue
Sale of goods
Government grants
Other grants

1,049,014

621,394

247,559

183,438

446,485

409,327

446,485

409,327

25,442

30,421

16,079

30,340

1,520,941

1,061,142

710,123

623,105

The amount included in revenue arising from government grants is as
follows:
380,677

338,662

380,677

338,662

Decommissioning of strategic plants

67,049

81,633

67,049

81,633

SAFARI-1

39,048

28,401

39,048

28,401

9,468

9,350

9,468

9,350

Operating activities

Security
Grants deferred:
Operating activities

(17,911)

(22,300)

(17,911)

SAFARI-1

(31,846)

(26,419)

(31,846)

(26,419)

446,485

409,327

446,485

409,327

51,328

69,371

38,762

59,481

(25,886)

(38,950)

(22,683)

(29,141)

25,442

30,421

16,079

30,340

Other grant income

(22,300)

Grants deferred:
Other grant income

Operating profit for the year is stated after accounting for the following:
The government grant relating to operating activities is primarily utilised to fund research and development expenses, non-commercial
overheads, supplementary activities as required by the Nuclear Energy Act, and costs for discarding radioactive waste and for storage
of irradiated nuclear fuel.
The South African government has an obligation to discharge nuclear liabilities resulting from previous strategic nuclear programmes
which includes decommissioning and decontamination of discarded facilities. The Minister of the Department of Energy is charged
with this responsibility on behalf of government. A Nuclear Liabilities Management Plan (NLMP) was approved by parliament in
February 2007. The plan indicates an amount of R1.827 million to be applied over a period up to 2035.
Necsa, as a statutory body created in terms of the Nuclear Energy Act has certain delegated responsibilities in this regard. It annually
receives funds to apply to the decommissioning and decontamination process in terms of the NLMP. Funds received by Necsa for this
purpose and not utilised at year end are accounted for as deferred grants.
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Group

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

28. Cost of sales
649,051

430,666

205,446

180,754

Dividends

-

-

37,950

20,071

Interest

-

-

2,356

3,450

-

-

40,306

23,521

1,684

1,140

53

9

-

14

-

-

3,868

4,092

3,859

4,065

Cost of services and goods sold

29. Operating profit
Operating profit/(loss) for the year is stated after accounting for the following:
Income from subsidiaries

Operating lease charges
Premises
- Contractual amounts
Motor vehicles
- Contractual amounts
Equipment
- Contractual amounts
Lease rentals on operating lease
- Contractual amounts

254

-

-

-

5,806

5,246

3,912

4,074

(Loss)/profit on sale of property, plant and equipment

(167)

278

(271)

541

(Loss)/profit on sale of other financial assets

(969)

-

(969)

1,666

Impairment/(reversal) on property, plant and equipment

(103)

9,665

-

-

Impairment on subsidiary

-

-

17,141

-

Impairment on trade and other receivables

5

-

-

Profit/(loss) on exchange differences

3,080

(3,290)

2,145

(650)

47,435

39,601

33,495

26,997

Employee costs

525,170

424,221

463,910

381,803

Consulting fees

15,428

14,020

15,070

13,695

Depreciation on property, plant and equipment
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Group

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

30. Investment revenue
Dividend revenue
Subsidiaries – Local
Listed financial assets – Local

-

-

37,950

20,071

48

-

47

-

48

-

37,997

20,071

3,450

Interest revenue
Subsidiaries
Available-for-sale financial assets
Bank
Interest charged on trade and other receivables
Fair value adjustments

-

-

2,356

1,910

4,556

1,910

4,556

32,504

42,364

19,264

28,386

112

108

44

48

20,249

15,308

3,299

5,370

54,775

62,336

26,873

41,810

54,823

62,336

64,870

61,881

117

51

-

-

31. Finance costs
Shareholders

421

1,918

-

-

1,561

2,622

1

15

Finance leases

161

66

-

-

Bank

400

53

-

-

Amortisation of held-to-maturity liabilities

839

1,239

-

-

47

218

-

104

17,409

14,696

2,575

6,808

20,955

20,863

2,576

6,927

Non-current borrowings
Trade and other payables

Late payment of tax
Fair value adjustments
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Group

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

52,210

70,155

(23,983)

-

279

-

224

-

-

52,434

70,434

32. Income tax expense
South African normal taxation
Current
Local income tax – current period
Local income tax – recognised in current tax for prior periods
STC

(23,983)

23,983
276
24,259

Deferred
Originating and reversing temporary differences

(6,040)

(10,949)

-

-

46,394

59,485

(23,983)

24,259

210,115

139,815

(55,299)

40,756

Tax at the applicable tax rate of 28% (2009: 28%)

58,832

39,148

(15,484)

11,412

Tax effect of adjustments on taxable income
Permanent and temporary differences due to non-taxable income and
non-deductable expenses

(3,939)

20,058

-

12,571

279

-

276

Reconciliation of the tax expense
Reconciliation between accounting profit and tax expense.
Accounting profit/(loss)

Rate adjustment
Permanent difference due to tax status

(8,499)

-

(8,499)

-

46,394

59,485

(23,983)

24,259

3,802

3,274

STC is payable at a rate of 10% on the distribution of profits. STC is
calculated based on the “net amount” as defined in the Income Tax Act.
The “net amount” represents the amount of dividends declared during a
dividend cycle less certain dividend income that accrued to the entity during
the applicable dividend cycle.

33. Auditors’ remuneration
Fees
Adjustment for previous period

(15)
3,787

316
3,590

2,110
(15)
2,095

1,923
46
1,969
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Gross

Tax

Net

R'000

R'000

R'000

34. Other comprehensive income
Components of other comprehensive income – Group – 2010
Exchange differences on translating foreign operations
Exchange differences arising during the year

475

-

475

2,967

-

2,967

321,595

-

321,595

325,037

-

325,037

Available-for-sale financial assets adjustments
Gains and losses arising during the year
Movements on revaluation
Gains/(losses) on property revaluation
Total
Components of other comprehensive income – Group – 2009
Available-for-sale financial assets adjustments
Gains and losses arising during the year

(9,207)

-

(9,207)

2,963

-

2,963

Components of other comprehensive income – Company – 2010
Available-for-sale financial assets adjustments
Gains and losses arising during the year
Movements on revaluation
Gains/(losses) on property revaluation

332,607

-

332,607

Total

335,570

-

335,570

Components of other comprehensive income – Company – 2009
Available-for-sale financial assets adjustments
Reclassification adjustments for available-for-sale financial assets
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(9,205)

-

(9,205)

Group

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

210,115

139,814

(55,299)

40,756

47,435

39,601

33,495

26,997

35. Cash generated from operations
Profit/(loss) before taxation
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation
Loss/(profit) on sale of assets

1,136

(278)

Income from equity accounted investments

1,049

(1,086)

Dividends received
Interest received
Finance costs
Fair value adjustments

(48)
(34,526)
2,707
(13,300)

(47,028)

1,240
-

(2,207)
-

(37,997)

(20,071)

(23,574)

(36,440)

6,167

1

-

15,370

119
(16,389)

697

10,693

17,141

-

Movements in retirement benefit assets and liabilities

20,028

1,607

17,348

509

Movements in provisions

18,183

21,848

14,209

18,591

195

259

-

Impairment loss/(reversal)

Deemed Interest
Straight lining of leases

1,180

(1,392)

Impairment of inventory

1,519

2,304

(203)

Unrealised profit on valuation of open FEC liabilities

8,128

1,617

356

(2,184)

1,733

Fair value adjustments to trade receivables
Movement in foreign currency translation reserve

589

-

Fair value adjustments to trade payables

3,069

(944)

Movement in bad debt provision

5,213

697

1,180

(1,246)
341
2,675

(1,392)
(191)
240
1,628
(373)
116

Changes in working capital:
20,325

(39,999)

10,012

(4,798)

Trade and other receivables

(44,133)

(16,304)

17,160

(26,666)

Trade and other payables

(16,449)

43,476

(20,181)

37,679

42,745

62,904

42,745

62,904

273,673

225,689

34,773

81,012

Balance at beginning of the year

(20,897)

(16,678)

(23,983)

Current tax for the year recognised in profit or loss
Adjustment in respect of businesses sold and acquired during the year
including exchange rate movements

(52,434)

(70,434)

23,983

Inventories

Deferred income

36. Tax paid

Balance at end of the year

(915)
(24,259)

(2,040)

20

-

-

(3,891)

20,897

-

23,983

(66,195)

-

(1,191)

(79,262)
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Group

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

37. Business combinations
Aggregated business combinations
Property, plant and equipment

6,752

380

-

-

Intangible assets

1,308

-

-

-

Loans to group companies

5,457

-

-

-

Inventories

14,732

582

-

-

Trade and other receivables

27,159

4,873

-

-

Cash and cash equivalents

10,394

945

-

-

(732)

-

-

Other financial liabilities
Deferred tax
Loans and obligations
Current tax payable
Trade and other payables
Bank overdraft

(657)

-

-

-

(15,382)

-

-

-

(2,040)

(12)

-

-

(25,538)

(3,570)

(912)

-

-

-

-

-

2,466

-

-

-

-

-

Total identifiable net assets

21,273

Non-controlling interest

(9,573)

Goodwill

11,357

3,230

-

-

23,057

5,696

-

-

(23,057)

Consideration paid
(20,644)

-

-

Less: Cash paid to group company (5% acquired from Necsa)

-

1,667

-

-

Less: Loan account settled in cash

-

148

-

-

Total cash consideration paid

(23,057)

(18,829)

-

-

(23,057)

(18,829)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Net cash outflow on acquisition
Cash consideration paid
Cash acquired

9,482
(13,575)
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945
(17,884)

AEC Amersham (Pty) Ltd
During the financial year ended 31 March 2009, the group acquired the remaining 45% of the voting equity interest of AEC
Amersham (Pty) Ltd which resulted in the group obtaining full control over AEC Amersham (Pty) Ltd. This was in addition to an
existing interest of 55% which was previously obtained. This increase in the voting interest is equity accounted for in terms if IAS 27.
Group

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

Acquisition date fair value of consideration paid
Cash consideration paid

-

(16,713)

-

-

Cash paid to group company (5% acquired from Necsa)

-

1,667

-

-

-

(15,046)

-

-

Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd
On 1 October 2009 the group acquired 55% of the voting equity interest of Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd which resulted in the
group obtaining control over Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd.
Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd was established in 1981 and is a registered limited liability company (Registration No.
1981/001355/07) incorporated in South Africa in terms of the Companies Act. Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd has the following
wholly or partially owned subsidiaries which form the Gammatec group of companies: Gamma Film Industries (100%), Gammatec
Middle East Trading Company (25% shareholding + 51% voting rights), Gammatec Aseana (90%) and Lectromax Australia (90%).
Lectromax Australia has a wholly owned subsidiary, Lectromax New Zealand.
The financial year end of Lectromax Australia and Lectromax New Zealand is June. The financial results of both companies have been
included in the group financial statements from the date of obtaining control in the Gammatec group of companies up to 31 March 2010.
Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd actively export to over seventy countries worldwide, with their Head Office in Vereeniging South
Africa. Their offices in Dubai (UAE), Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia) and Melbourne (Australia), provide a high profile “ground floor”
presence in these regions.
Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd stocks and manufactures a range of Non-Destructive Testing Equipment, Accessories and
Consumables. The shareholding in Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd will provide the group with access to new markets and products
and it is expected to reduce costs through economies of scale.
Goodwill of R11,357 arising from the acquisition is largely due to the group’s expectations of the future income generating capabilities
of the Gammatec group of companies as well as synergies and economies of scale expected from combining the operations of the
entities. Goodwill is not deductible for income tax purposes.
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37. Business combinations (continued)

Group

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

Fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed
Property, plant and equipment

6,752

-

-

-

Intangible assets

1,308

-

-

-

Loans to group companies

5,457

-

-

-

Inventories

14,732

-

-

-

Trade and other receivables

27,159

-

-

-

Cash and cash equivalents

10,394

-

-

-

(657)

-

-

-

(15,382)

-

-

-

(2,040)

-

-

-

(25,538)

-

-

-

(912)

-

-

-

Deferred tax
Loans and obligations
Current tax payable
Trade and other payables
Bank overdraft
Total identifiable net assets

21,273

-

-

-

Non-controlling interest

(9,573)

-

-

-

Goodwill

11,357

-

-

-

23,057

-

-

-

(23,057)

-

-

-

Non-controlling interest
Non-controlling interest is measured at the non-controlling interest’s
proportionate share of the acquiree’s identifiable net assets.
Acquisition date fair value of consideration paid
Cash
Receivables acquired
Receivables acquired per major class are as follows, as at acquisition date:
2010

Fair value

Gross
contractual
amounts

Contractual
amounts not
expected to
be recovered

R'000

R'000

R'000

Group
5,457

5,457

-

Trade and other receivables

27,159

27,159

-

Total

32,616

32,616

-

Loans

Revenue and profit or loss of Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd
Revenue of R32,315 and a loss of R493 of Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd have been included in the group’s results since the
date of acquisition.
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Pharmatopes (Pty) Ltd
On 1 January 2009 the group acquired 60% of the voting equity interest of Pharmatopes (Pty) Ltd which resulted in the group
obtaining control over Pharmatopes (Pty) Ltd. This was in addition to an existing interest of 40% which was previously obtained.
Pharmatopes (Pty) Ltd is principally involved in the radio pharmaceutical industry. As a result of the acquisition, the group is expecting
to be the one of the leading providers of radio pharmaceutical products and services in those markets. It is also expecting to reduce
costs through economies of scale.
Goodwill of R3,230 arising from the acquisition consists largely of the synergies and economies of scale expected from combining the
operations of the entities. Goodwill is not deductible for income tax purposes.
Group

Fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed
Property, plant and equipment
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Other financial liabilities
Current tax payable
Trade and other payables
Total identifiable net assets
Goodwill

Acquisition date fair value of consideration paid
Cash consideration paid
Cash balances acquired
Loan account settled in cash

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

-

380
582
4,873
945
(732)
(12)
(3,570)
2,466
3,230
5,696

-

-

-

(3,931)
945
148
(2,838)

-

-

Receivables acquired
Receivables acquired per major class are as follows, as at acquisition date:
2009

Fair value

Gross
contractual
amounts

Contractual
amounts not
expected to
be recovered

R'000

R'000

R'000

Group
Trade and other receivables

4,873

4,873

-

Revenue and profit or loss of Pharmatopes (Pty) Ltd
Revenue of R19,333 and profit of R1,035 of Pharmatopes (Pty) Ltd have been included in the group’s results since the date of acquisition.
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Group

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

16,782

31,082

38. Commitments
Authorised capital expenditure
Already contracted for but not provided for
- Property, plant and equipment

5,311

28,272

This committed expenditure relates to plant and equipment and will be
financed through ordinary trading operations.

Operating leases – as lessee (expense)
Minimum lease payments due
- within one year
- in second to fifth year inclusive

7,327

12,975

6,603

12,431

22,257

43,975

22,257

43,549

29,584

56,950

28,860

55,980

Operating lease payments represent rentals payable by the group for certain of its motor vehicles and office equipment. Leases are
negotiated for an average term of four years. No contingent rent is payable.

39. Contingencies
By their nature, contingencies will only be resolved when one or more future events occur or fail to occur. The assessment of such
contingencies inherently involves the exercise of significant judgement and estimates of the outcome of future events.
Litigation and other judicial proceedings as a rule raise difficult and complex legal issues and are subject to uncertainties and
complexities including, but not limited to, the facts and circumstances of each particular case, issues regarding the jurisdiction in
which each suit is brought and differences in applicable law. Upon resolution of any pending legal matter, the company may be forced
to incur charges in excess of the presently established provisions and related insurance coverage. It is possible that the financial
position, results of operations or cash flows of the company could be materially affected by the unfavourable outcome of litigation.
Guarantees:
Guarantees of R0.16 million (2009: R0.16 million) were issued to financial institutions as collateral security for housing loans granted
by financial institutions to employees. Guarantees of R1.85 million (2009: R nil) were issued to Absa for a supplier.
Legal claims:
A possible legal obligation exists for the group, totalling R6.6 million.
A claim of R5 million and R1.6 million respectively, were instituted by two ex employees due to alleged injuries obtained at the
workplace while employed by Necsa. Management is of the opinion that the prospects of the claim are minimal as the claim should be
instituted against the compensation commissioner.
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These cases are currently being investigated by the Necsa Legal division.
Necsa has obtained the services of tax consultants to assist with the determination of the company’s taxpaying status. The review has
resulted in the belief that Necsa should be exempt from income tax and secondary tax on companies. To this effect, Necsa has lodged
an application with the Exemption Unit of SARS to obtain official approval from SARS for this exemption, as well as objecting to the
2008 assessment. The objection to the 2008 assessment has been allowed and the taxes paid for the 2008 tax year refunded. The
application to the Tax Exemption Unit was still in process at year-end. Management has therefore provided for a possible income tax
contingent liability of R24.2 million for the 2009 tax year and R nil for the 2010 tax year.
The group has a contingent liability arising from PAYE on travel allowances of R1.2 million. This constitutes the taxation payable and
does not include any interest and penalties that may arise. The process of addressing the matter is still in progress and it may result in
being classified as fruitless and wasteful expenditure.

40. Related parties
Relationships
Holding entity
Subsidiaries
Associates
National government

Directors and members of key management

Department of Energy
Refer to note 7
Refer to note 8
All national government departments are regarded as being related parties in
accordance with circular 4 of 2005: Guidance on the term “State controlled entities”
in the context of IAS 24 – Related Parties, issued by the South African Institute
of Chartered Accountants. No transactions are implicated simply by the nature of
existence of the relationship between entities.
All Directors have given general declarations of interest in terms of Section 234 (3a)
of the Companies Act. These declarations indicate that the CEO, Dr RM Adam, holds
a directorship in Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (Pty) Ltd, which is classified as a
related party to the group.
Details of Directors and key management remuneration paid are disclosed in note 41.

National spheres of government
Necsa is a schedule 2 Major Public Entity in terms of the PFMA, as amended, and therefore falls within the national spheres of
government. As a consequence, Necsa has a significant number of related parties, being entities that fall within the three different
national spheres of government. Amounts due from/(to) these entities are subject to the same terms of conditions as normal trade
receivables and trade payables.
In addition, Necsa has a related party relationship with its subsidiaries (note 7) and associates (note 8). Unless specifically disclosed,
these transactions are concluded at arm’s length and the group is able to transact with any entity.
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40. Related parties (continued)

The following is a summary of transactions with related parties during the year and balances due at year end:
Group

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

National public business enterprises
Services rendered

672

Services received

-

196
(192)

672
-

196
(192)

Major public entities
Services rendered

10,334

5,833

10,334

5,833

Services received

(43,301)

(34,131)

(43,301)

(33,931)

Trade amount due (to)/from

1,898

-

1,898

-

National public entities
Services rendered
Services received
Trade amount due (to)/from

249
(22,176)
18

1,440
(11,972)
-

249
(22,176)
18

1,440
(11,972)
-

National government business enterprises
Services rendered
Services received
Trade amount due (to)/from

104
(7,496)
(496)

69
(5,368)
-

104
(7,496)
(496)

69
(5,342)
-

National government departments
Services rendered

578,008

600,464

599,708

571,666

Services received

(168,483)

(146,948)

(146,820)

(128,382)

2,623

-

2,623

-

Services rendered

-

-

227,771

167,910

Services received

-

-

(1,288)

(2,034)

Loans to/from subsidiaries

-

-

23,210

30,297

Trade amount due (to)/from

-

-

31,951

32,624

Services rendered

55,192

36,204

129

-

Loans to/(from) associates

(2,352)

(2,157)

-

-

1,523

2,930

-

72

-

-

Trade amount due (to)/from
Subsidiaries

Associates

Minority shareholders
Services rendered
Loans to/(from) shareholders
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(1,700)

(666)

41. Directors’ emoluments
The following tables set out the directors’ emoluments paid to the directors of each company within the group. No emoluments were
paid to the directors of ARECSA Human Capital, Cyclofil, Cyclotope, Fluorochem, Fluoropharm, Lectromax New Zealand and NTP
Logistics.

The South African Nuclear Energy Corporation
Non-executive

Directors fees

Total

R'000

R'000

2010
Dipico M

20

20

Greyvenstein G

10

10

3

3

Lefoka MM
Mehlomakulu MB
Shaik-Peremanov N

3

3

24

24

5

5

Tshelane P

56

56

Benghu NM

24

24

5

5

Sithole S

Bharuth-Ram K
Majozi T

17

17

Noxaka LN

23

23

190

190

2009
Dipico M

32

32

Greyvenstein G

29

29

Lefoka M

20

20

Madumise B

46

46

Sithole S

64

64

Tshelane P

58

58

249

249

Salary

Bonus

Total

Executive

Retirement
Other
fund
Medical
company
contribution contributions contributions

Taxable
allowance

Car
allowance

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

393

(6)

188

27

-

1,443

619

2,664

214

70

141

12

17

1,081

95

1,630

2010
Adam R
2009
Adam R
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41. Directors’ emoluments (continued)

General Managers

Taxable
allowance

Car
allowance

R'000

R'000

Retirement
Other
fund
Medical
company
contribution contributions contributions
R'000

R'000

R'000

Salary

Bonus

Total

R'000

R'000

R'000

2010
238

54

98

-

14

756

75

1,235

De Villiers W van Z

67

18

134

-

15

1,029

111

1,374

Diaz MS

41

27

20

-

4

150

9

251

Dayaram N

Julies EL

95

54

112

-

13

872

85

1,231

Shayi LJ

65

46

114

-

13

873

87

1,198
1,401

Van der Bijl AC
Moagi DM

95

27

129

-

15

988

147

184

-

52

-

7

405

34

682

785

226

659

-

81

5,073

548

7,372

2009
Dayaram N

159

116

87

8

13

672

60

1,115

De Villiers W van Z

145

71

99

10

12

760

68

1,165

Diaz MS

185

113

85

8

13

652

58

1,114

-

-

-

-

12

915

-

927
1,475

Jordaan AJ
Julies EL

97

119

132

8

15

1,016

88

Shayi LJ

-

56

51

3

6

390

41

547

Van der Bijl AC

6

98

108

8

13

831

73

1,137

592

573

562

45

84

5,236

388

7,480

Mr DM Moagi was appointed as a General Manager during the current financial year whilst Mr LJ Shayi was appointed during the
previous financial year. Mr EL Julies left the employment of Necsa during the current financial year.
Details of service contracts
No Director has a notice period in excess of one year and no Director’s contract makes provision for predetermined compensation on
termination exceeding one year’s salary and benefits in kind. No Directors are proposed for election or re-election at the forthcoming
annual general meeting. All the Directors have a service contract.
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AEC Amersham (Pty) Ltd

Non-executive

Directors fees

Total

R'000

R'000

10

10

2010
Gumbi S
Retirement
fund
contribution

Salary

Bonus

Total

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

Flowers W

62

1,248

248

1,558

Tully C

25

492

76

593

87

1,740

324

2,151

1,241

Executive
2010

2009
Flowers W

20

995

226

Tully C

22

466

69

557

42

1,461

295

1,798

Details of service contracts
No director has a notice period in excess of one year and no director’s contract makes provision for predetermined compensation on
termination exceeding one year’s salary and benefits in kind. No directors are proposed for election or re election at the forthcoming
annual general meeting. All the directors have a service contract.
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41. Directors’ emoluments (continued)

Fluoro Pack (Pty) Ltd
Non-executive
No emoluments were paid to the non executive directors, Mr BJ Steynberg and Mr AJ Linington, during the 2010 and 2009 financial
years.

Car
allowance
Executive

Retirement
Other
fund
Medical
company
contribution contributions contributions

Salary

Bonus

Total

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

90

30

-

-

360

41

521

90

43

-

-

316

72

521

2010
Louw I de V
2009
Louw I de V

Details of service contracts
No director has a notice period in excess of one year and no director’s contract makes provision for predetermined compensation on
termination exceeding one year’s salary and benefits in kind. No directors are proposed for election or re election at the forthcoming
annual general meeting. All the directors have a service contract.

Gammatec Aseana NDT Supplies SDN.BHD
Non-executive
No emoluments were paid to non-executive directors during the 2010 and 2009 financial years.

Executive

Salary

Total

R'000

R'000

767

767

344

344

2010
Ackerman CM
2009
Ackerman CM

Details of service contracts
No director has a notice period in excess of one year and no director’s contract makes provision for predetermined compensation on
termination exceeding one year’s salary and benefits in kind. No directors are proposed for election or re election at the forthcoming
annual general meeting. All the directors have a service contract.
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Gammatec Middle East Trading LLC
Non-executive
No emoluments were paid to non-executive directors during the 2010 and 2009 financial years.

Housing
allowance
Executive

Other
Medical
company
contributions contributions

Salary

Bonus

Total

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

23

6

15

54

-

98

25

7

13

59

-

104

2010
Venter GR
2009
Venter GR

Details of service contracts
No director has a notice period in excess of one year and no director’s contract makes provision for predetermined compensation on
termination exceeding one year’s salary and benefits in kind. No directors are proposed for election or re election at the forthcoming
annual general meeting. All the directors have a service contract.

Gamma Film Industries (Pty) Ltd
Non-executive
No emoluments were paid to non-executive directors during the 2010 and 2009 financial years.
Retirement
Other
Fund
Medical
company
Commission Contribution contributions contributions

Salary

Bonus

Total

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

296

29

67

-

389

-

781

248

22

55

-

329

-

654

Executive
2010
Gonzales M
2009
Gonzales M

Details of service contracts
No director has a notice period in excess of one year and no director’s contract makes provision for predetermined compensation on
termination exceeding one year’s salary and benefits in kind. No directors are proposed for election or re election at the forthcoming
annual general meeting. All the directors have a service contract.
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41. Directors’ emoluments (continued)

Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd
Non-executive
No emoluments were paid to non-executive directors during the 2010 and 2009 financial years.
Retirement
Fund
Medical
Contribution Contributions Commission
Executive

R'000

Salary

Bonus

Total

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

2010
Davies RM

78

61

763

807

-

1,709

Davies NE

-

56

-

54

-

110

Rainier-Pope PR

-

-

-

45

-

45

78

117

763

906

-

1,864

1,148

2009
Davies RM

89

50

326

683

-

Davies NE

-

45

-

261

-

306

89

-

-

178

-

267

178

95

326

1,122

-

1,721

Davies JMM

Details of service contracts
No director has a notice period in excess of one year and no director’s contract makes provision for predetermined compensation on
termination exceeding one year’s salary and benefits in kind. No directors are proposed for election or re election at the forthcoming
annual general meeting. All the directors have a service contract.

Lectromax Australia (Pty) Ltd
Non-executive
No emoluments were paid to non-executive directors during the 2010 and 2009 financial years.
Executive
No director’s emoluments were paid during the 2009 financial year.
Details of service contracts
No director has a notice period in excess of one year and no director’s contract makes provision for predetermined compensation on
termination exceeding one year’s salary and benefits in kind. No directors are proposed for election or re election at the forthcoming
annual general meeting. All the directors have a service contract.
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NTP Radioisotopes (Pty) Ltd
Directors
Fees

Other
Company
Contributions

Total

R'000

R'000

R'000

Fouche KF

56

1

57

Hyslop LD

36

1

37

Sathekge MM

28

1

29

Mazithulela G

5

-

5

125

3

128

Fouche KF

40

1

41

Hyslop LD

45

1

46

Sathekge MM

10

-

10

Bharuth‑Ram K

10

-

10

105

2

107

Non-executive
2010

2009

Executive

Housing
Allowance

Car
Allowance

R’000

R’000

Retirement
Other
Fund
Medical
Company
Contribution Contributions Contributions
R'000

R'000

Salary

Bonus

Total

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

2010
Robertson DG

-

40

138

87

20

1,062

586

1,933

Louw PA

-

27

104

69

15

801

389

1,405

Van der Walt PL

-

25

108

75

16

830

403

1,457

Govender S

-

25

85

115

14

652

335

1,226

Letsoalo MP

-

27

70

112

12

540

284

1,045

-

144

505

458

77

3,885

1,997

7,066

2009
Robertson DG

-

97

123

10

32

949

536

1,747

Louw PA

-

66

93

11

28

716

355

1,269

Van der Walt PL

3

59

98

11

37

752

373

1,333
1,106

Govender S
Letsoalo MR

-

60

76

11

72

583

304

12

65

64

9

56

489

263

958

15

347

454

52

225

3,489

1,831

6,413

Details of service contracts
No director has a notice period in excess of one year and no director’s contract makes provision for predetermined compensation on
termination exceeding one year’s salary and benefits in kind. No directors are proposed for election or re election at the forthcoming
annual general meeting. All the directors have a service contract.
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41. Directors’ emoluments (continued)

Pelchem (Pty) Ltd
Directors
Fees

Other
Company
Contributions

Total

R'000

R'000

R'000

Adam RM**

-

-

-

Dayaram N**

-

-

-

58

6

64

-

-

-

Non-executive
2010

Galeni N*
Jordaan AJ**
Majozi T*

26

2

28

Ramjugernath D*

42

23

65

-

-

-

19

2

21

145

33

178

Adam RM**

-

-

-

Dayaram N**

-

-

-

55

4

59

-

-

-

Vukuza‑Linda NY*
Walwyn DR*

2009

Galeni N*
Jordaan AJ**
Majozi T*

22

2

24

Ramjugernath D*

31

31

62

Vukuza‑Linda NY*

38

3

41

Walwyn DR*

31

4

35

177

44

221
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Executive

Retirement
Other
Fund
Medical
Company
Contribution Contributions Contributions

Taxable
Allowance

Car
allowance

R’000

R’000

133

38

73

-

11

563

48

866

19

8

138

-

13

928

100

1,206

178

101

75

-

12

578

50

994

330

147

286

-

36

2,069

198

3,066

R'000

R'000

R'000

Salary

Bonus

Total

R'000

R'000

R'000

2010
Naidoo V***
Steynberg BJ***
Valkenburgh EG***

2009
Naidoo V***

52

92

68

8

10

523

46

799

2

33

112

10

13

859

77

1,106

123

115

70

11

11

538

47

915

177

240

250

29

34

1,920

170

2,820

Steynberg BJ***
Valkenburgh EG***

*

These non-executive directors are employed by Pelchem (Pty) Ltd in terms of the Companies Act. Their remuneration is determined by the Minister
of Energy.
** These non-executive directors are employed by Necsa in terms of the company’s conditions.  
*** These executive directors are employed by Pelchem (Pty) Ltd in terms of the company’s conditions of service.

Details of service contracts
No director has a notice period in excess of one year and no director’s contract makes provision for predetermined compensation on
termination exceeding one year’s salary and benefits in kind.

Pharmatopes (Pty) Ltd
Non-executive
No emoluments were paid to non executive directors during the 2010 and 2009 financial years.
Executive
No director’s emoluments were paid during the 2010 financial year.
Details of service contracts
No director has a notice period in excess of one year and no director’s contract makes provision for predetermined compensation on
termination exceeding one year’s salary and benefits in kind. No directors are proposed for election or re election at the forthcoming
annual general meeting. All the directors have a service contract.
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42. Prior period errors
Profit made on other financial assets classified as available-for-sale in terms of IAS 39, was incorrectly treated in prior financial years
by the company by realising it to profit and loss when it should have been recognised in other comprehensive income in terms of IAS
39 paragraph 55 (b). The comparative amounts for 2009 have been restated.
Since the incorporation of the company, government grants have been received on an annual basis for income and asset expenditure.
The grants related to assets have a primary condition that they be utilised to purchase, construct or otherwise acquire long-term
assets.
As per IAS 20, paragraph 24, there are two methods for presentation of this type of grant. The company has not applied either method
since incorporation. The company has corrected its accounting policy with respect to the treatment of grants related to assets in order
to conform with the treatment of IAS 20. The group now accounts for grants relating to assets as deferred income that is recognised in
profit or loss on a systematic basis over the useful life of the asset.
The errors have been corrected retrospectively and resulted in adjustments as follows:
Group

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

(177,129)

(114,226)

(177,129)

(114,226)

Statement of Financial Position
Opening retained earnings
Reserves
Deferred income

2,147

2,147

2,147

2,147

179,276

116,373

179,276

116,373

Statement of comprehensive income
Revenue
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-

(62,903)

-

(62,903)

43. Risk management
Capital risk management
The group’s objectives when managing capital are to safeguard the group’s ability to continue as a going concern in order to provide
returns for shareholders and benefits for other stakeholders and to maintain an optimal capital structure to reduce the cost of capital.
The group’s overall strategy remains unchanged from 2009.
The capital structure of the group consists of debt, which includes the borrowings (excluding derivative financial liabilities) disclosed in
notes 9, 10, 22, 21, cash and cash equivalents disclosed in note 17, and equity as disclosed in the statement of financial position.
In order to maintain or adjust the capital structure, the group may adjust the amount of dividends paid to shareholders, return capital
to shareholders, issue new shares or sell assets to reduce debt.
Consistent with others in the industry, the group monitors capital on the basis of the gearing ratio.
This ratio is calculated as net debt divided by total capital. Net debt is calculated as total borrowings (including ‘current and noncurrent borrowings’ as shown in the statement of financial position) less cash and cash equivalents. Total capital is calculated as
‘equity’ as shown in the statement of financial position plus net debt.
There are no externally imposed capital requirements.
There have been no changes to what the entity manages as capital, the strategy for capital maintenance or externally imposed capital
requirements from the previous year.
The decrease in the gearing ratio during the financial year ended 31 March 2010 resulted primarily from the change in the accounting
policy for land and buildings to the fair value model. There is also an improvement in the financial performance of the group for the
2010 financial year. The high gearing is due mainly to the post-retirement medical aid liability in terms of IAS19 which has continued
to remain at a high level as well as the correction in the treatment of government grants with regard to capital expenditure in terms
of IAS 20 which has resulted in increasing the debt of the group whilst lowering the equity. The gearing ratio at 2010 and 2009
respectively were as follows:
Group
Note

Total debt
Less: Cash and cash equivalents
Net debt

17

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

937,830

858,004

773,943

325,704

222,699

103,406

85,477

612,126

635,305

670,537

657,631

743,108

559,113

60,783

467,221

162,967

Total capital

1,171,239

696,088

1,137,758

820,598

Gearing ratio

52%

91%

59%

80%

Total equity
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Financial risk management
The group’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks: market risk (including currency risk, fair value interest rate risk, cash flow
interest rate risk and price risk), credit risk and liquidity risk.
The group’s overall risk management programme focuses on the unpredictability of financial markets and seeks to minimise potential
adverse effects on the group’s financial performance. The group uses derivative financial instruments to hedge certain risk exposures.
Risk management is carried out by a central treasury department (group treasury) under policies approved by the Board of Directors.
Group treasury identifies, evaluates and hedges financial risks in close cooperation with the group’s operating units. The Board of
Directors provides written principles for overall risk management, as well as written policies covering specific areas, such as foreign
exchange risk, interest rate risk, credit risk, use of derivative financial instruments and non-derivative financial instruments, and
investment of excess liquidity.

Liquidity risk
Prudent liquidity risk management implies maintaining sufficient cash and marketable securities, the availability of funding through
an adequate amount of committed credit facilities and the ability to close out market positions. Due to the dynamic nature of the
underlying businesses, group treasury maintains flexibility in funding by maintaining availability under committed credit lines.
The group’s risk to liquidity is a result of the funds available to cover future commitments. The group manages liquidity risk through an
ongoing review of future commitments and credit facilities.
Cash flow forecasts are prepared and adequate utilised borrowing facilities are monitored.
The table below analyses the group’s financial liabilities and net-settled derivative financial liabilities into relevant maturity groupings
based on the remaining period at the statement of financial position to the contractual maturity date. The amounts disclosed in the
table are the contractual undiscounted cash flows. Balances due within 12 months equal their carrying balances as the impact of
discounting is not significant.
Less than
1 year
R’000

Between 1 Between 2
and 2 years and 5 years
R'000

R'000

Over 5
years
R'000

Group
At 31 March 2010
Borrowings
Trade and other payables

6,717

5,509

-

-

218,081

-

-

-

At 31 March 2009
Borrowings
Trade and other payables

3,806

5,444

-

-

197,795

-

-

-

124,636

-

-

-

144,120

-

-

-

Company
At 31 March 2010
Trade and other payables
At 31 March 2009
Trade and other payables
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The tables below analyse the group’s and then the company’s derivative financial instruments which will be settled on a gross basis
into relevant maturity groupings based on the remaining period at the statement of financial position to the contractual maturity date.
The amounts disclosed in the table are the contractual undiscounted cash flows. Balances due within 12 months equal their carrying
balances as the impact of discounting is not significant.
Less than
1 year
R’000

Between 1 Between 2
and 2 years and 5 years
R'000

R'000

Over 5
years
R'000

Group
At 31 March 2010
Forward foreign exchange contracts – cash flow hedges
•

Outflow

1,255

-

-

-

•

Inflow

2,247

-

-

-

Forward foreign exchange contracts – held-for-trading
•

Outflow

•

Inflow

81,782

-

-

-

135,002

-

-

-

13,094

-

-

-

29,326

2,395

-

-

100,114

-

-

-

At 31 March 2009
Forward foreign exchange contracts – cash flow hedges
•

Inflow

Forward foreign exchange contracts – held-for-trading
•

Outflow

•

Inflow

Company
At 31 March 2010
Forward foreign exchange contracts – cash flow hedges
•

Outflow

965

-

-

-

•

Inflow

823

-

-

-

5,262

-

-

-

At 31 March 2009
Forward foreign exchange contracts – cash flow hedges
•

Inflow

As at 31 March 2010, the aggregate amount of the unrealised profit/(loss) under the forward foreign exchange contracts included in
the profit is R356 (2009: R240) for the company and (R2,336) (2009: R4,257) for the group. It is anticipated that the foreign sales
and imports will take place within the first 4 months of the next financial year.
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The table below is a forecast of the liquidity for the group as of 31 March 2010:

Opening balance for the period
Operating proceeds
Operating outflow

2011

2012

2013

R'000

R'000

R'000

326,373

259,669

253,771

1,669,824

1,787,237

1,904,100

(1,563,286) (1,552,686) (1,705,673)

Cash outflows for investments

(146,719)

(256,599)

Movements in working capital

(51,894)

(73,656)

(13,498)

25,371

89,806

189,411

259,669

253,771

321,040

Borrowings
Closing balance for the period

(307,071)

The table below is a forecast of the liquidity for the company as of 31 March 2010:

Opening balance for the period
Operating proceeds

2011

2012

2013

R'000

R'000

R'000

103,386

103,386

103,386

920,232

961,110

977,684

(875,957)

(888,018)

(963,509)

Cash outflows for investments

(74,792)

(163,792)

(232,444)

Movements in working capital

(10)

(16)

Operating outflow

Cash inflows from financing activities
Closing balance for the period

(16)

30,527

90,716

180,779

103,386

103,386

65,880

Interest rate risk
As the group has no significant interest-bearing assets, the group’s income and operating cash flows are substantially independent of
changes in market interest rates.
The group’s interest rate risk arises from long-term borrowings. Borrowings issued at variable rates expose the group to cash flow
interest rate risk. Borrowings issued at fixed rates expose the group to fair value interest rate risk.
The group is sensitive to the movements in the ZAR prime interest rate which is the primary rate to which the group is exposed. The
rates of sensitivity are the rates used when reporting the current risk to the Board and represents management’s assessment of the
possible change in interest rates. If the ZAR prime rate increased by 100 basis points (2009: 100 basis points) during the current
financial year, then the income for the year for the group would have increased by R3,909 (2009: R3,318) and decreased by R3,909
(2009: R3,318) respectively and would have increased by R2,417 (2009: R2,289) and decreased by R2,417 (2009: R2,289) for the
company respectively.
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Cash flow interest rate risk
Financial instrument

Current
interest rate

Due in less
than 1 year

Due in 1 to
2 years

Due in 2 to
3 years

Due in 3 to
4 years

Due after
5 years

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

Group
Trade and other receivables – normal credit terms

-%

236,484

-

Loans to/(from) associates

7.75%

-

-

Cash in current banking institutions

6.12%

326,372

-

(2,352)
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Mortgage bond

10.00%

(44)

(48)

(50)

(63)

(210)

Standard Bank loan

11.50%

(500)

(500)

(500)

(500)

(292)

8.10%

(2,998)

Other bank loans

-

-

-

-

Company
Trade and other receivables – normal credit terms
Cash in current banking institutions

-%

59,979

-

-

-

-

6.12%

103,406

-

-

-

-

Credit risk
Credit risk is managed on a group basis and consists mainly of cash deposits, cash equivalents, derivative financial instruments and
trade debtors. The company only deposits cash with major banks with high quality credit standing and limits exposure to any one
counter party.
Trade receivables comprise a widespread customer base. Management evaluated credit risk relating to customers on an ongoing
basis. If customers are independently rated, these ratings are used. Otherwise, if there is no independent rating, risk control assesses
the credit quality of the customer, taking into account its financial position, past experience and other factors. Individual risk limits
are set based on internal or external ratings in accordance with limits set by the Board. The utilisation of credit limits is regularly
monitored. Before accepting a new customer, the credit controllers of the group implement vetting on the customer through Credit
Inform to pre-screen all applicants and determine credit limits.
No credit limits were exceeded during the reporting period, and management does not expect any losses from non-performance by
these counterparties.
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43. Risk management (continued)

Financial assets exposed to credit risk at year end were as follows and management does not expect any losses from non-performance
of these counterparties:
Group
Financial instrument

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

Nedbank A to A-

114,081

113,880

-

-

Absa AAA

104,904

89,002

103,154

83,625

Allan Gray

43,564

26,177

43,564

26,177

Sanlam A+

10,108

10,307

10,108

10,298

Old Mutual AA

6,648

10,434

6,648

10,434

Linde Electronics South Africa

8,360

5,721

-

-

11,204

6,017

-

-

IRE

2,043

16,400

-

-

ANSTO

8,370

5,875

-

-

Columbus Stainless Steel

Investec

61,101

-

-

-

Lantheus Medical Imaging

42,264

1,067

-

-

9,989

3,171

-

-

Nithon Medi-physics

Foreign exchange risk
The group operates internationally and is exposed to foreign exchange risk arising from various currency exposures, primarily with
respect to the US dollar, the Euro and the UK pound. Foreign exchange risk arises from future commercial transactions, recognised
assets and liabilities and net investments in foreign operations.
Management has set up a policy to require group companies to manage their foreign exchange risk against their functional currency.
The group companies are required to hedge their entire foreign exchange risk exposure with their relevant treasury in terms of the
group’s foreign exchange policy. To manage their foreign exchange risk arising from future commercial transactions and recognised
assets and liabilities, entities in the group use forward contracts, transacted with their relevant treasury. Foreign exchange risk arises
when future commercial transactions or recognised assets or liabilities are denominated in a currency that is not the entity’s functional
currency.
The group treasury’s risk management policy is to hedge 100% of anticipated cash flows (mainly export sales and purchase of
inventory) in each major foreign currency for the subsequent 12 months. 100% (2009: 100%; 2008: 100%) of projected sales in
each major currency qualify as ‘highly probable’ forecast transactions for hedge accounting purposes.
The group has certain investments in foreign operations, whose net assets are exposed to foreign currency translation risk. Currency
exposure arising from the net assets of the group’s foreign operations is managed primarily through borrowings denominated in the
relevant foreign currencies.
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Below are the results of the group’s and company’s sensitivity analysis to a 10% increase and decrease in ZAR against the relevant
foreign currencies. The 10% sensitivity rate used represents management’s assessment of the reasonably possible change in foreign
exchange rates. The sensitivity analysis only includes outstanding foreign currency denominated monetary items at the period end and
the foreign currency transactions entered into during the year for a 10% change in foreign currency rates. A positive number below
indicates a decrease in profit and other equity where the ZAR strengthens against the relevant currency. For a 10% weakening against
the currency, there would have been a comparable impact on the profit and other equity and the balances below would be negative.
Group:
At 31 March 2010, if the currency had strengthened/weakened by 10% against the US dollar with all other variables held constant,
post tax profit for the year would have been R9,301 lower/higher (2009: R2,145), financial assets would have been R1,584 lower/
higher (2009: R434) and financial liabilities would have been R482 lower/higher (2009: R16) mainly as a result of foreign exchange
gains or losses on translation of US dollar denominated trade receivables, trade payables and financial assets at fair value through
profit or loss.
At 31 March 2010, if the currency had strengthened/weakened by 10% against the Euro with all other variables held constant, post
tax profit for the year would have been R2,867 lower/higher (2009: R644), financial assets would have been R768 lower/higher
(2009: R297) and financial liabilities would have been R105 lower/higher (2009: R13) mainly as a result of foreign exchange gains or
losses on translation of Euro denominated trade receivables, trade payables and financial assets at fair value through profit or loss.
At 31 March 2010, if the currency had strengthened/weakened by 10% against the UK pound with all other variables held constant,
post tax profit for the year would have been R9 lower/higher (2009: R nil), financial assets would have been R768 lower/higher (2009:
R297) and financial liabilities would have been R13 lower/higher (2009: R3) mainly as a result of foreign exchange gains or losses on
translation of UK pound denominated trade receivables, trade payables and financial assets at fair value through profit or loss.
Company:
At 31 March 2010, if the currency had strengthened/weakened by 10% against the US dollar with all other variables held constant,
post-tax profit for the year would have been R1,624 (2009: R711) higher/lower, mainly as a result of foreign exchange gains or losses
on translation of US dollar denominated trade receivables and trade payables.
Equity would have been R14 (2009: R nil) higher, arising mainly from foreign exchange losses or gains on translation of US dollar –
denominated foreign exchange currency hedges.
Due to the low volume of foreign transactions at the company, variances in exchange rates do not render a material influence on the
financial performance of the company. Equity is more sensitive to movement in Rand/US dollar exchange rate in 2010 than 2009
because of the increased amount of US dollar-denominated equity securities classified as available-for-sale.
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43. Risk management (continued)

Foreign currency exposure at the end of the reporting period
Group

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

Current assets
Trade and other receivables – denominated in Rand
123,026

44,328

5,549

6,108

- Euro

33,417

26,362

838

375

- GBP

1,045

87

98

52

- Other

7,003

76

854

72

- US Dollar

49,009

2,079

-

878

- Euro

10,043

7,109

-

1,896

- GBP

1,312

2,409

-

1,346

236

104

3

-

- US Dollar

Liabilities
Trade and other payables – denominated in Rand

- Other
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Forward exchange contracts which relate to future commitments
Outstanding contracts
Group as at 31 March 2010
US Dollar
Less than 3 months
3 to 6 months
6 to 12 months
Euro
Less than 3 months
3 to 6 months
6 to 12 months
UK Pound
Less than 3 months
3 to 6 months
6 to 12 months
Group as at 31 March 2009
US Dollar
Less than 3 months
3 to 6 months
6 to 12 months
Euro
Less than 3 months
3 to 6 months
6 to 12 months
UK Pound
Less than 3 months
3 to 6 months
6 to 12 months

Average
exchange rate

Forward
currency

Notational
value

Fair value

%

‘000

'000

'000

7.59
7.72
-

21,042
98
-

160,099
759
-

153,828
731
-

10.11
10.64
11.82

1,594
2,507
1,174

16,609
29,094
13,871

15,771
25,326
12,080

13.00
-

201
-

2,615
-

2,237
-

10.19
10.05
10.12

5,913
394
441

59,956
3,960
4,498

56,830
3,826
4,483

13.48
13.19
-

3,070
2,404
-

41,118
33,153
-

38,359
31,111
-

-

-

-

-

7.59
-

243
-

1,867
-

1,787
-

Company as at 31 March 2010
US Dollar
Less than 3 months
3 to 6 months
6 to 12 months
Euro
Less than 3 months
3 to 6 months
6 to 12 months
UK Pound
Less than 3 months
3 to 6 months
6 to 12 months

9.93
-

-

1
-

1
-

13.00
-

201
-

2,615
-

2,237
-

Company as at 31 March 2009
Euro
Less than 3 months
3 to 6 months
6 to 12 months

13.75
12.71
-

113
264
-

1,681
3,581
-

1,560
3,462
-
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notes to the annual financial statements (continued)
43. Risk management (continued)

The group reviews its foreign currency exposure, including commitments on an ongoing basis. The company expects its foreign
exchange contracts to hedge foreign exchange exposure.
The group has transactions with international parties and is exposed to foreign exchange risk arising from various currency exposures,
primarily with respect to the US dollar. Foreign exchange risk arises from future commercial transactions and recognised assets and
liabilities.
Management has set up a policy to require group companies to manage their foreign exchange risk against their functional currency.
Major group entities are required to hedge their entire foreign exchange risk exposure with the treasury management consultant
to manage their foreign exchange risk arising from future commercial transactions and recognised assets and liabilities, entities in
the group use forward contracts, transacted with the treasury management consultant. Foreign exchange risk arises when future
commercial transactions and recognised assets or liabilities are denominated in a currency that is not the entity’s functional currency.
These forward exchange contracts (FEC’s) are designated as fair value hedges through profit and loss. These forward exchange
contracts are assessed on an ongoing basis to ensure that the hedging is effective within the range of 80% to 125% throughout the
reporting period.

Price risk
The group is exposed to equity securities price risk because of investments held by the group and classified on the consolidated
statement of financial position either as available-for-sale or at fair value through profit or loss. The group is not exposed to commodity
price risk. To manage its price risk arising from investments in equity securities, the group diversifies its portfolio. Diversification of the
portfolio is done in accordance with the limits set by the group.

44. Going concern
The annual financial statements have been prepared on the basis of accounting policies applicable to a going concern. This basis
presumes that funds will be available to finance future operations and that the realisation of assets and settlement of liabilities,
contingent obligations and commitments will occur in the ordinary course of business.
The ability of the company to continue as a going concern is dependent on a number of factors. The most significant of these is that
the shareholder, the Department of Energy and Directors continue to procure funding for the ongoing operations for the company.
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Group

Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

R'000

R'000

R'000

R'000

45. Public Finance Management Act
Fruitless and wasteful expenditure
Interest and penalties incurred due to late payments of tax and VAT to SARS
Late submission of the Workman’s Compensation Fund return

138

224

-

-

14

-

14

138

238

-

118

104

Criminal or disciplinary steps:
There were no material losses through criminal conduct, unauthorised expenditure or irregular expenditure. Therefore criminal or
disciplinary steps are not applicable.
Gifts, donations or sponsorships received:
Employees are allowed to receive gifts and courtesies. Gifts and courtesies received above R300 are recorded in a register and
approved by the relevant manager. Gifts and courtesies received above R3,000 need written permission from the General Manager or
CEO as appropriate.
Remissions or payments made as an act of grace:
There were no remissions or payments made as an act of grace.

46. World Cup Expenditure
Group
The following expenses were incurred in relation to the Soccer World Cup during the current financial year:
2010
Quantity

2009
R'000

R'000

20

12

-

Clients/Stakeholders of Gammatec NDT Supplies (Pty) Ltd

20

12

-

Total

20

12

-

Tickets acquired
Distribution of tickets

Company
The company did not incur any expenditure related to the Soccer World Cup during the current financial year.
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predetermined objectives

Necsa performance in terms of shareholder compact predetermined objectives for 2009/10
Indicator
KPI
1.1.1 Number of
1.1 Successful
Innovations
innovations
measured per
delivering
three year moving
economic benefits
average.
1.2 Refereed scientific 1.2.1 Number of articles
journal articles
per researcher per
published
annum
1.3.1 Number of patent
1.3 New patentable
applications lodged
innovations
(three year moving
average)
1. Nuclear Research
and development
1.4.1 Number of
1.4 Patents
successful patent
Internationally
NEA Sec13(a)
applications (three
granted to the
year moving
Necsa Group
average)
1.5 R&D division
1.5.1 Measured in rand
research grants
value of grants and
and research
contracts
contracts
1.6.1 Achievement of
1.6 Continuous
annual investment
improvement of
objectives (subject
R&D infrastructure
to capex/funds
availability)
Institutional Mandate

Output
KPA

2.1 Nuclear fuel
cycle programme
implementation
2. Nuclear Fuel:
Process source
material,
nuclear fuel
and enrichment
including projects
and services
2.2 EURO projects in
related to or in
support of UEP
support of this
production
mandate
NEA Sec13(b)

2009/10 Target 2009/10 Actual

4

7.6 three year
moving average

0,4

0.47 articles per
researcher

2,7

2.7

13

13.7

R12m

R17.9m

R5m

R15.2m

- Further
feasibility
studies with
2.1.1 Achievement
selected
of strategic
foreign
programme project partners
targets
- Establish gas
centrifuge
development
capability

2.2.1 Aggregate
achievement of
annual project
targets (based on
available capex)

Licensing
completed
- LEU target
plates
- U recovery
from PTFE
filters

Total publications for
Necsa = 26 for 55 full
time equivalents

Rescheduling of
capital expenditure

Reports on
feasibility studies
completed;
agreement with
international
organisations on
further studies
Establishment
of lab facilities
progressing
according to plan
• LEU-technology
- NNR approved
and processes have
LEU target
been proven
test projects at • Licence for
SAFARI-1 and
commercial
NTP
operation awaited
- U recovery from • U recovery from
PTFE on hold
PTFE safety issues
to be resolved
Stage 1 basic
design completed

2.3 LEU fuel and target
2.3.1 % of completed
manufacturing
project in
plant
20% Basic plant
Stage 2 initiated
accordance with
establishment
design
whereafter basic
plan (contract with
(completion
design will be
CERCA)
2012/13)
submitted
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Notes

Output
KPA
2.4 PBMR – Fuel
2. Nuclear Fuel:
manufacturing
Process source
capability (FDL
material,
licence fully
nuclear fuel
reviewed by
and enrichment
2012/13)
including projects
and services
related to or in
2.5 NNMC:
support of this
Manufacturing
mandate
of components
including nuclear
NEA Sec13(b)
components
(continued)
Institutional Mandate

3. Nuclear Cooperation
NEA Sec13( c )

NEA Sec 14

2009/10 Target 2009/10 Actual

2.4.1 Achievement of
FDL licence
annual project plan
review 20%
objectives

R65m

R42.8m

3.1 Specialist missions
by Necsa staff

3.1.1 Number of
specialists taking
part in missions

15

82

3.2 Establishment
of collaborative
structures and
agreements

3.2.1 Measured through
number of
agreements with
25
local and foreign
organisations

36

4.2 Pelchem
Group:External
sales of products
and services

Notes

Project
suspended

2.5.1 Achievement of
planned annual
revenue

4.1 NTP
Group:External
sales of products
and services

4. Commercial
exploitation of
nuclear and
related products
and services

Indicator
KPI

Several manufacturing
orders were delayed
and/or cancelled
due to economic
downturn which had a
significant impact on
the NM revenue target
Very high demand
for Necsa specialists
to participate in
specialist mission
abroad

The sales
performance was
achieved largely as
a result of NTP’s
response to the
current global supply
shortage and its ability
to increase capacity
The sales
performance was
achieved largely as
a result of NTP’s
response to the global
supply shortage and
its ability to increase
capacity

4.1.1 Sales arising
from operational
activities

R543m

R795m

4.1.2 Net Contribution

R58m

R184m

4.2.1 Sales arising
from operational
activities

R203m

R170m

Negative impact of
recession on mainly
WF6, NF3, and DYO2P

4.2.2 Net Contribution

(R3m)

(R12.8m)

Negative impact of
recession on mainly
WF6, NF3, and DYO2P

R125m

R112m

R871m

R1,049m

4.3 Necsa corporation:
4.3.1 External Sales
External sales
4.4 Necsa Group:
4.4.1 Total sales arising
External sales
from operational
of products and
activities
services
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predetermined objectives (continued)

Institutional Mandate

Output
KPA

Indicator
KPI

2009/10 Target 2009/10 Actual

5. Decommissioning
5.1.1 Amount spent on
and
D&D of closed
Decontamination
5.1 D&D programme
down nuclear
R72.1m
of nuclear
execution
plants and
facilities
facilities.
NEA Sec 1(xii)(a)
6.1 Radioactive Waste
Storage - Low
6. The management
and intermediate
of nuclear waste
6.1.1 Number of drums
radioactive waste
disposal on a
received and
3,000
drums received
national basis
disposed of
and disposed
at Vaalputs
NEA Sec 1(xii)(b)
repository
7. The application
7.1 Production and
7.1.1 Rand value of
of radiation
marketing of
sales of products
technology
medical and
and services
R543m
for medical or
industrial isotopes
achieved by NTP
scientific purposes
and irradiated
Radioisotopes (Pty)
products
Ltd
NEA Sec 1(xii)(c)
8. Operation of
SAFARI-1
NEA Sec 1(xii)(d)
9. Operation of
Necsa site and
services
NEA Sec 1(xii)(e)

8.1 SAFARI-1 Reactor
Availability

8.1.1 SAFARI-1
operational
305/305 days
availability (reactor
available
days available of
days scheduled)

9.1 Site and
infrastructure
maintenance

9.1.1 Amount spent
on maintenance
(subject to capex
available)

10. Implementation
10.1 Nuclear
and execution of
safeguards
the safeguards
management
services delivered
NEA Sec 1(xii)(f)

10.1.1 Performance in
terms of annual
Safeguards
Activity Plan
objectives
(measured as
percentage
achievement)

R29m

>95%

Notes

R71.6m

D&D allocation fully
utilised (difference
due to funding
reduction)

1,093

This function was
transferred to
Radwaste Disposal
Institute from
1 December 2009. No
drums were received
after that date

The sales
performance was
achieved largely as
a result of NTP’s
R661m
response to the global
supply shortage and
its ability to increase
capacity
SAFARI-1 achieved
99,4% operational
300.68
availability of days
operational days
scheduled for
achieved of 302.6
2009/10. Underdays scheduled
achievement due to
scheduling issues
R26.5m

Under-achievement
due to limited funding
available

100%

All actions completed
according to agreed
programme for the
year

11. SHEQ
Developing and
maintaining a
corporate SHEQ
System
11.1 SHEQ System
Development and
Meeting safety health
Maintenance
and environmental
requirements
(nuclear licenses,
Occupational Safety
Act and various
environmental acts
and licenses)
and
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11.1.1 SHEQ System
documents
prepared/
reviewed per
annum.
Measure %
completion of
226 documents
2009/10
thereafter %
reviewed

• System 100%
completed
100% complete
• 30% re-review
& 30% reviewed
not achieved

Requirements of RD0034 (an integrated
safety and quality
management system)
were incorporated
in the Necsa SHEQ
system during
2009/10

Institutional Mandate

Output
KPA

11.2 SHEQ
management
services

Indicator
2009/10 Target 2009/10 Actual
Notes
KPI
11.2.1 SHEQ
Management
Compliance
– Audited
compliance in
terms of 224
elements of the
Necsa SHEQ
Average audit results
System including 80%
85%
for Necsa Group
related legal
requirements.

11. SHEQ

The norm for
satisfactory
compliance is
considered as
80%
11.3.1 Obtaining
and
licenses in
Meeting safety health
accordance
and environmental
11.3 Applying for
with schedule
requirements
Licences
agreed with NNR
(nuclear licenses,
(measured as
Occupational Safety
% attainment of
Act and various
target schedule)
environmental acts
and licences)
11.3.2 Public dose
(continued)
impact
percentage
of annual
constraints
(releases and
events)
11.3.3 Work-related
injuries per
employee,
per annum
measured in
terms of DIIR
12.1.1 Number of
12.1 Delivering
national key point
security services
reportable events
12. Security
12.2.1 Achievement of
annual project
Meeting security
12.2 Security system
plan objectives
requirements in
terms of NEA Sec 29
upgrade
NNRA Sec.26, site
(completion of
Cumulative
licence NL 27 and
338 projects in
completion
the NKPA
total)
(capex available
will influence
targets)
Developing and
maintaining a
corporate SHEQ
System

Outcome based
licensing process
agreed with NNR
based on target dates
set for high priority
projects

50%

Necsa attained
91% of target
dates and NNR
80%.

2.5%

2.55%

<1

0.84

0

0

No NKP reportable
security events
recorded

80%

83% completed

Extended programme
included the
completion of 338
projects in total
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predetermined objectives (continued)

Institutional Mandate

Output
KPA

13.1 Employment of
technical staff

13. Human
Resources
Appointment of staff
necessary for Necsa’s
activities
NEA Sec 25

13.2 Training and
development

14.1 Compliance
to GAAP
accounting,
auditing
and PFMA
institutional
requirements

14. Financial
management

Indicator
KPI
13.1.1 Percentage of
technical staff in
total staff
13.1.2 Black technical
staff as
percentage of all
technical staff
13.1.3 Researchers
13.1.4 Number of
interns as
percentage
of workforce
(technicians
and artisans
included)
13.2.1 Percentage of
staff budget
spent on training
and studies
13.2.2 Percentage of
researchers
(excluding
interns) with
masters or
doctorate
degrees
Numbers of persons
trained per year through
the NSD centre
14.1.1 Number of
annual report
qualifications
in reports of
previous year’s
reports

48%

44.05%

42%

41.4%

70

73

3%

12.2%

5%

6.47%

70%

72%

500

592

0

0

14.2.1 Budget deviation
measured on
<5%
quarterly basis

12%

14.2.2 Budget deviation
measured on an 0%
annual basis

4%

14.2 Budget Control

14.3.1 Achievement of
IT annual work
programme
14.3 Information
(measured as
management and
percentage
services
achievement
of annual plan
objectives)
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2009/10 Target 2009/10 Actual

90%

100%

Notes

A bigger than
expected demand for
short courses

Expenditure not
incurred in current
financial year which
will reflect in following
financial year
Expenditure not
incurred in current
financial year which
will reflect in following
financial year

acronyms and abbreviations

ABET
AFRA

AIDC
ALARA
AMI
ASGISA
BBS
BBBEE
CAER
CAIA
CEO
CHIETA
CSDP
CSI
CTBTO
DEA
DI
DIIR
DPE
DST
the dti
DWA
EE
EMP
FAADQ
FEI
GTLS
HFR
HR
HTR
IAEA
INES
INSTN
IPAP
JIPSA
LCD
LEBO
LEU
MD
MEMS
merSETA

Adult Basic Education and Training
African Regional Co-operative Agreement for
Research, Development and Training related to
Nuclear Science and Technology
Automotive Industry Development Centre
As Low As Reasonably Achievable
Advanced Metals Initiative
Accelerated Shared Growth Initiative
Behaviour Based Safety
Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment
Community Awareness and Emergency
Response
Chemical and Allied Industries Association
Chief Executive Officer
Chemical Industries Education and Training
Authority
Competitive Supplier Development Programme
Corporate Social Investment
Comprehensive Test-Ban Treaty Organization
Department of Environmental Affairs
Disabling Injury
Disabling Injury Incident Rate
Department of Public Enterprises
Department of Science and Technology
Department of Trade and Industry
Department of Water Affairs
Employment Equity
Event Management Process
Facility Annual Authorised Discharge Quantities
Fluorochemical Expansion Initiative
Gaseous Tritium Light Sources
High Flux Reactor
Human Resources
High Temperature Reactor
International Atomic Energy Agency
International Nuclear Event Scale
Institut National des Sciences & Techniques
Nucleaires
Industrial Policy Action Plan
Joint Initiative for Priority Skills Acquisition
Liquid Crystal Display
Life Enhancing Behavioural Observation
Low Enriched Uranium
Managing Director
Micro Electronic Mechanical System
Manufacturing, Engineering and Related
Services SETA

MoU
MSSP
NAR
NDT
NIASA
NIPP
NKP
NNMC
NNR
NORM
NSD
NSTF
NTeMBI
NTP
PBMR
PDI
Pelchem
PET
PFMA
PIV
PV
PWR
QMS
QSA
RPO
SABS
SAGSI
SAIW
SANS
SARPA
SAYNPS
SEA
SHARS
SHE
SHEQ
SHEQ-INS
SMEP
TC
TIR
US DOE
WIN-Necsa
WIN-SA

15

Memorandum of Understanding
Member State Support Programme
NNR Authorisation Request
Non-destructive Testing
Nuclear Industry Association of South Africa
National Industrial Participation Programme
National Key Point
Necsa Nuclear Manufacturing Centre
National Nuclear Regulator
Naturally Occurring Radioactive Materials
Nuclear Skills Development
National Science and Technology Forum
Nuclear Technologies in Medicine and the
Biosciences Initiative
NTP Radioisotopes (Pty) Ltd
Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (Pty) Ltd
Previously Disadvantaged Individual
Pelchem (Pty) Ltd
Positron Emission Tomography
Public Finance Management Act
Physical Inventory Verification
Photovoltaic
Pressurised Water Reactor
Quality Management System
Quality and Safety Assurance
Radiation Protection Officer
South African Bureau of Standards
Standing Advisory Group for Safeguards
Implementation
South African Institute of Welding
South African National Standard
South African Radiation Protection Association
South African Young Nuclear Professionals
Separating Element Assembly
Sealed High Activity Radioactive Sources
Safety, Health and Environment
Safety, Health, Environment and Quality
SHEQ Instruction System
Safeguards Measurement Evaluation
Programme
Technical Co-operation
Total Injury Rate
US Department of Energy
Women in Nuclear at Necsa
Women in Nuclear in South Africa
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